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SECTOR REVIEW

How In-Memory and Flash Could Transform IT
Architectures and Drive the Next "Killer Apps"
Speed Kills. Enterprises have traditionally concentrated on implementing
enterprise applications that primarily automate back-office processes to provide
specific efficiencies, but today’s economy demands better integration between
transactional data and real-time, operational analytics to react to dynamic
business trends. Although current applications have become the “systems of
record” for business data, the infrastructure underneath current databases lacks
the performance to leverage this data for real-time analytics, due to the fact that
traditional data warehouses run on relatively slow hard drives, resulting in query
response times often stretching to multiple hours or days on data that is often
days or weeks out of date. The need to process more data faster to provide
real-time analytics has brought new requirements for database architectures.
Vive la Database Révolution! At several points in the history of enterprise IT,
the ongoing evolution of hardware technologies reaches a critical mass that
results in a radical paradigm shift in software architectures (e.g., from
mainframe to client/server). We believe the industry stands at the cusp of the
most significant revolution in database and application architectures in 20 years.
Driven by the confluence of multiple industry dynamics (e.g., 64-bit addressable
memory, the rapid decline of memory prices), we expect columnar databases
leveraging in-memory and NAND flash architectures to gain much greater
adoption, as these systems can reduce query response times to mere seconds.
We view Oracle’s Exaseries systems, which we expect to expand to in-memory
(based on a yet-to-be-released columnar database), flash-only, and multitieredstorage versions of Exadata, and SAP’s in-memory HANA appliance as best
positioned to monetize these trends in database software and hardware.
Behold, the New “Killer Apps.” Wall Street has just recently begun to
recognize these trends in database architectures, but the question that has
been largely overlooked is “what can be done now with this much speed?”
Although NAND flash can improve the speed of existing database systems, inmemory columnar databases have the potential to fundamentally transform
enterprise applications—(1) driving increased adoption of business intelligence
tools but also (2) sparking a breed of new applications that had been structurally
impossible due to the time delays of disk-based data warehouses.
As such, we believe that Wall Street’s view of enterprise applications being a
mature, low-growth market will be proven wrong, as the industry transitions
through the next tectonic shift in application architectures—from the
“automation” applications of the 1980s/1990s to “real-time analytics/decision
governance” applications that we expect to build momentum in late 2011.
We view SAP and Oracle, followed by IBM, as the vendors most leveraged to
this next breed of in-memory “killer apps” that we believe will ultimately be as
transformational to businesses as client/server applications were in the 1990s.

DISCLOSURE APPENDIX CONTAINS IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES, ANALYST CERTIFICATIONS, INFORMATION ON
TRADE ALERTS, ANALYST MODEL PORTFOLIOS AND THE STATUS OF NON-U.S ANALYSTS. U.S. Disclosure:
Credit Suisse does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be
aware that the Firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this
report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.
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The Download…
What’s the Call?

■

We believe that the confluence of multiple industry dynamics (e.g.,
adoption of 64-bit architectures that enable larger addressable memory
space, the rapid decline in DRAM and flash memory prices, increased
usage of columnar data stores - detailed in Exhibit 1) now enable entire
databases to be cost-effectively stored in higher-performance layers of
the memory hierarchy—replacing and/or augmenting existing diskbased database infrastructures, which have lacked the performance to
effectively leverage transactional data for real-time analytics.

What’s Consensus Missing?

■

The crux of our thesis that the enterprise IT industry is approaching
another tectonic shift that will drive a new breed of “killer apps” is the
merging of columnar databases and in-memory computing.

■

Although these two technologies have toiled in relative obscurity for
more than 35 years, the declining cost of DRAM (see Exhibit 7) now
positions the combination of columnar databases and in-memory
architectures to move out of their current niche statuses to be a more
viable and cost-effective mainstream technology platform.

■

Therefore, in addition to (1) monetizing the database software and
hardware layers of the stack through solutions leveraging in-memory
and NAND flash technologies (e.g., Exadata, HANA), we expect
software vendors to benefit from (2) increased adoption of business
intelligence tools and (3) the development a breed of next-generation
“killer apps” based on in-memory columnar database architectures.

What’s the Stock Thesis?

■

We view Outperform-rated Oracle and Outperform-rated SAP, followed
by Neutral-rated IBM, as the vendors with the technology roadmaps and
product portfolios as not only best-positioned to monetize growing
adoption of in-memory and NAND flash technologies in the database
software and hardware layers of the stack, but also most leveraged to
the next breed of “killer apps.”

What’s the Impact to the Model?

■

Exadata offers Oracle a massive $9.8 billion market opportunity by
simply selling these integrated systems into Oracle’s database software
installed base. Therefore, given that Sun Microsystems generated less
than $1.6 billion in server and storage hardware systems revenue from
these workloads in Oracle’s fiscal 2010, Exadata presents a meaningful
driver to Oracle’s growth rate versus consensus.

■

Management believes that SAP could recognize at least €100 million in
revenue during 2011 from HANA. Although we have included no
contribution from HANA or any associated applications developed for
HANA in our estimates, our revenue forecast for 2011 and 2012 remain
€278 and €471 million ahead of consensus, respectively. Therefore,
given our expectation for the adoption of HANA to ramp with the release
of HANA 1.5 late in the June quarter, we believe that further upside
exists to both our and consensus revenue and EPS estimates.

■

SAP will host SAPPHIRE NOW and the ASUG Annual Conference on
May 15-18 in Orlando, FL.

■

Oracle will host OpenWorld 2011 on October 2-6 in San Francisco, CA.

What’s the Next Catalyst/Data Point?
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Executive Summary
“There are moments in the development of computer technology when the ongoing
evolution of devices changes the tradeoffs to allow a tectonic shift—a radical change in
the way we interact with computers…[T]his kind of radical shift is coming to enterprise
data management…[L]arge in-memory databases will change our idea of how to
organize and use operational data of every kind in every enterprise.”
—Prof. Terry Winograd, Stanford University

At several points in the history of enterprise IT, the ongoing evolution of hardware
technologies reaches a critical mass that results in a radical paradigm shift (e.g., from
mainframe to client/server). Although in-memory and NAND flash technologies are not
new by any means, we believe that the confluence of multiple industry dynamics (e.g.,
adoption of 64-bit architectures that enable larger addressable memory space, the rapid
decline in both DRAM and flash memory prices, increased usage of column based data
stores) now enable entire databases to be cost-effectively stored in
higher-performance layers of the memory hierarchy—positioning both in-memory and
NAND flash-based database systems to gain much greater adoption in enterprises by
replacing and/or augmenting existing disk-based analytics infrastructures. (See Exhibit 1.)
Because of these factors, we believe the industry stands at the cusp of the most significant
revolution in database and application architectures in the past 20 years.
Exhibit 1: Confluence of Multiple Industry Dynamics Driving In-Memory and NAND Flash Adoption

Columnar data stores are well suited for
compression, which decreases the amount of
data stored by up to 10 times, enabling entire
databases to be stored in DRAM or flash.
Columnar databases can be used for both
transactional and analytics applications,
because DRAM does not suffer from seek and
rotational latency, which slows the write-time
of disk-based columnar databases for
transaction processing.

MPP coordinates multiple processors working in
parallel to execute different parts of a program.
Columnar databases enable easier parallelization of
queries, as each column can be stored in a separate
area of memory, which allows aggregates and joins to
be computed in parallel across several processors.

Due to the physical limitations related to clock
speed on single-core CPUs, multi-core
processers have been introduced, which can
be leveraged by parallelizing databases.

Given that the data within each column forms
an index, column databases reduce I/O while
enabling rapid access to the data without the
need for building additional indexes, preaggregating data, and creating special
materialized views and cubes.
The declining price of DRAM and NAND flash
memory enable more data to be moreaffordably stored outside of disk-based
systems.

The addressable memory limit of 32-bit
systems was 4 Gigabytes versus 64-bit at 16
Exabytes—which, when combined with larger
memory spaces on servers, boosts the
amount of data that can be stored in DRAM.

Source: Credit Suisse.

Although companies since the 1980s/1990s have concentrated on implementing
enterprise applications that automated back-office business processes to provide specific
efficiency benefits, today’s market demands new applications and better integration within
and between transactional data and real-time operational analytics to react to dynamic
business environments. However, even though enterprise applications have become the
“systems of record” for business data, anecdotal evidence suggests that no more than
20% of users in most organizations use reporting, ad hoc query, and online analytical
processing (OLAP) tools on a regular basis.1 Current add-on analytics tools not only are
expensive to implement and hard to customize, but the infrastructure underneath these
analytics applications also lack the real-time performance (and, thus, intelligence) required
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to make them more pervasive and more useful. The need to process more data faster has
brought new requirements for database architectures.2
In our opinion, much of the complexity and performance issues holding back wider
adoption of analytics software are centered on the latency, bandwidth, and I/O constraints
from the storage layer of the typical disk-based business intelligence/data warehousing
(BI/DW) architecture to the processor. Specifically, traditional analytics tools run queries
against data stored in data warehouses running on relatively slow hard drives, resulting in
response times sometimes stretching to multiple hours—therefore, making real-time
analytics/decision making unachievable.1
Over the years, there has been a growing divide between processor performance and
storage access times. The delay that users experience with traditional disk-based BI/data
warehousing infrastructures is primarily due to multi-core CPUs waiting relatively idle on
storage to fetch data.
Several structural limitations exist with traditional disk-based database infrastructures that
significantly impact the performance potential of these systems, and the performance
“gap” continues to widen exponentially. At a fundamental, structural level, the performance
obstacle of current business intelligence/data warehouse infrastructures is associated with
the use of hard disk drives to store the underlying data, as the mechanical components of
these magnetic drives have failed to keep up with the improvements across the electronic
components of the hardware system. Specifically, electronic components (e.g., CPUs,
DRAM, NAND flash) typically improve exponentially in step with Moore’s Law, whereas the
performance gains of mechanical components (e.g., the rotational speed of the disk and
performance of the disk armature), which impact memory latency and I/O, improve more
linearly. (See Exhibit 2.)
Exhibit 2: Trends in CPU Clock Speed and Memory Bandwidth versus Memory Latency
logarithmic scale

The performance “gap” of
traditional disk-based
database infrastructures
continues to widen
exponentially, as the
mechanical components of
these magnetic drives have
failed to keep up with the
improvements across the
electronic components of
the system. Specifically,
electronic components (e.g.,
CPUs, DRAM, NAND flash)
typically improve
exponentially in step with
Moore’s Law, whereas the
performance gains of
mechanical components
(e.g., the rotational speed of
the disk and performance of
the disk armature), which
impact memory latency and
I/O, improve more linearly.

Source: CWI, SIKS.

Therefore, although hard disk capacities continue to increase exponentially, the ability of
this storage media to transfer data and/or write new data is not increasing at equivalent
rates—resulting in disks containing more data that is taking progressively longer to
read/write relative to the ever-rising performance of electronic components of these
database hardware architectures, which causes ever-faster CPUs to be increasingly idle
and underutilized (i.e., the structural limitations of traditional hard disks currently are
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inhibiting the ability of business intelligence and data warehouse infrastructures to fully
benefit from the advantages of Moore’s Law).3
In our opinion, DRAM and NAND flash memory can narrow the latency and I/O
performance gap of traditional disk-based infrastructures and help better utilize the power
of the CPU. The key advantage to DRAM and NAND flash is that data can be accessed in
microseconds, rather than milliseconds for HDDs, which improves latency, bandwidth, and
I/O by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, by closing this disparity in latency,
bandwidth, and I/O performance, DRAM and NAND flash effectively eliminate the
bottlenecks encountered by analytics tools and other applications when running on
traditional disk-based data warehouse infrastructres.3
Specifically, a CPU sits at the top of a memory hierarchy consisting of two to three levels
of cache and main memory (DRAM), typically followed by one or more storage tiers, which
could include NAND flash, mechanical hard disk drives (e.g., SAS or SATA), and/or offline data archives (e.g., tape). Each core of a multi-core CPU has a private level-1 (L1)
cache that is very fast, but very small. Larger level-2 (L2) and, often, level-3 (L3) caches
provide slower access to larger amounts of memory relative to L1 cache. At each level of
the hierarchy, performance (in terms of latency, bandwidth, and I/O) drops by one to two
orders of magnitude, as does the cost of the storage media. Storage capacity follows a
different trajectory, increasing by a factor of 2-4 at each cache layer, with a dramatic jump
in capacity at the main memory layer.5 (See Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 4.)

DRAM and NAND flash
memory can narrow the
latency and I/O performance
gap of traditional disk-based
infrastructures and help
better utilize the power of
the CPU. The key
advantage to DRAM and
NAND flash is that data can
be accessed in
microseconds, rather than
milliseconds for HDDs,
which improves latency,
bandwidth, and I/O by
several orders of magnitude.

Exhibit 3: Cost versus Performance Levels in the Memory

Exhibit 4: Capacity versus Performance Levels in the

Hierarchy

Memory Hierarchy

logarithmic scale

logarithmic scale

Source: Objective Analysis.

Source: AnandTech.

As previously mentioned, the adoption of enterprise applications began in the
1970s/1980s and gained momentum in the 1990s/2000s, and these applications produce
large quantities of transactional data, which organizations process using analytics systems
to obtain insightful information about their businesses. The need to derive insight from this
data gave rise to business intelligence and data warehouse infrastructures, where data
could be held for completing strategic reports for management. This current generation of
business intelligence tools, which were developed in the late 1990s and gained broader
adoption in the 2000s, deal more with the strategic aspect of the business than tactical,
operational decision-making.6
Although current enterprise applications (e.g., ERP, CRM, SCM, HCM) have become the
“systems of record” for business data, the infrastructure underneath current databases
lacks the performance to leverage this data for real-time, operational analytics for tactical
decision making, due to the fact that traditional data warehouses run on relatively slow
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hard drives, resulting in query response times often stretching to multiple hours or days on
data that is often days or weeks out of date. As such, because of the time delay in getting
data produced by business applications into and then out of traditional disk-based data
warehouses, real-time, operational analytics (which we view as the next evolution of
business intelligence) has essentially been unattainable. (See Exhibit 5.)
Exhibit 5: Evolution of Business Intelligence / Data Warehousing
Strategic Decision-making

Tactical Decision-making

Modeling &
Predicting
Data Analysis
Reporting
Data
Management

Standardized
business processes
Evaluation criteria

Focus less on what
happened and more
on why it happened
Drill-downs in an
OLAP environment

1995

2000

Real-time,
Operational
Analytics

Leverage
information for
predictive purposes
Utilize advanced
data mining and the
predictive power of
algorithms

Information must
be extremely up to
date
Query response
times must be
measured in
seconds to
accommodate realtime, operational
decision making

2005

2010

Initial processing
and standards
Data integration

1990

Automated
Decision
Governance
More and more
decisions become
executed with eventdriven triggers to
initiate fullyautomated decision
processes based on
real-time data

2015+

Source: TDWI, HighPoint Solutions, DSSResources.com, Credit Suisse.

Applying in-memory and NAND flash technology to remove the growing performance
barrier caused by the existing disk-based BI/data warehousing architectures can fulfill the
promise of IT not just to automate business processes (which has been the primary value
proposition of most enterprise application deployments since the 1980s/1990s), but also to
directly support both strategic and tactical decision making (which has been one of the
ultimate goals of CIOs and CFOs deploying these applications)—by combining ERP, CRM,
SCM, or e-commerce applications with real-time, operational business intelligence.
One mantra of the software industry is “more use cases will spur more packaged
solutions.” Therefore, in addition to (1) monetizing the database software and hardware
layers of the stack through solutions leveraging in-memory and NAND flash technologies
(e.g., Exadata, HANA), we expect software vendors to also benefit from (2) increased
adoption of business intelligence tools and (3) the development a breed of next-generation
“killer apps” based on in-memory columnar database architectures, pushing established
application vendors to integrate new features into existing applications, as well as to
develop new applications altogether that solve currently unaddressed problems. We have
provided a summary of our analysis of these three market opportunities in the following
bullets.
■

Monetize the Database Hardware and Software Layers of the Stack. As the
requirements for improving the speed of response of analytics tools and
cost-effectively managing data volumes both increase, we expect enterprises to
increasingly adopt in-memory and NAND flash-based hardware solutions based on
columnar data repositories that are faster and potentially easier-to-architect than
typical disk-based architectures.9 We estimate that the market for server and disk
storage hardware underneath database workloads for OLTP and data warehousing
equals $25.9 billion annually, and the database software market represents another
$16.8 billion in annual spending. (See Exhibit 6.) As such, any changes to this $42.7
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billion combined market could have meaningful effects on the growth rates of multiple
vendors.
Exhibit 6: Database Software and Hardware Market by Technology

OLTP Database Software
21%

Data Warehouse Server Hardware
7%

OLTP Database Server Hardware
18%

Data Warehouse Software
18%

Structured Data Disk Storage
Hardware
36%

Source: Gartner, IDC, Credit Suisse.

Deploying NAND flash storage as a replacement for traditional hard disk drives
represents the easier and less expensive means to boost the performance of the
legacy code in applications when compared with in-memory implementations. For
example, the major selling point for the Oracle Exadata Database Machine, which
leverages NAND flash as well as hard disk drives, is the significant performance
improvements for data warehouses (estimated by Oracle at 10-100 times of standard
data warehouses), as well as the significant performance improvements for OLTP
applications (estimated by Oracle at 20 times).10 Specifically, switching to NAND flash
as an HDD replacement does not require any changes to the applications layer—
rather the storage layer is simply changed from disk and database tables are
transferred from the current storage device to NAND flash memory, which is typically
deployed in a solid-state drive or PCIe card form factor. Because of the ease of
deployment and price/performance advantages, we expect NAND flash technology to
achieve wider adoption driven by organizations focused on improving the performance
of existing business intelligence tools (particularly in terms of strategic decision
making functions).
In comparison with NAND flash-based platforms that require limited code changes to
existing software applications, certain legacy applications would need to be refactored
in order to fully take advantage of columnar in-memory database (IMDB) software. As
such, we believe that NAND flash could initially gain faster adoption as compared with
in-memory deployments. Nonetheless, although DRAM will remain niche in terms of
overall data storage volumes near-term, we believe in-memory technology (even more
so that NAND flash) will produce a transformational effect on IT architectures in
coming years—from the application and database software layers to the hardware tier
of the stack.11 The inhibitors of hardware being unable or too expensive to support
in-memory storage and rapid analysis of large data sets, as well as applications being
incapable of taking advantage of in-memory columnar database technologies, are
quickly disappearing with the emergence of high-performance hardware platforms
containing ever increasing memory, the declining cost of DRAM (see Exhibit 7), the
adoption of 64-bit operating systems, growing acceptance of new programming
models, among other factors.10 In fact, we can envision computing systems based on
in-memory architectures leveraging NAND flash as the data backup/recovery storage
medium becoming the dominant platform for analytic applications in the coming years.
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Exhibit 7: Average Price per Capacity—DRAM versus NAND Flash versus Enterprise Disk
US$ per GB
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011E

DRAM

$1,012.21 $226.40 $216.34 $165.95 $176.55 $108.59

2000

$95.95

$47.69

$22.45

$17.26

$20.44

$10.80

NAND Flash

$1,161.71 $465.51 $310.30 $207.73 $109.37

$52.14

$19.13

$7.94

$2.99

$2.24

$1.83

$1.20

$1.80

$1.41

$1.07

$0.94

$0.84

$0.46

$0.32

Enterprise Disk

$18.64

2001

$10.73

2002

$6.62

2003

$3.73

2004

$2.31

Source: Gartner, Credit Suisse.

In-memory (e.g., the SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance [HANA]) and NAND
flash-based (e.g., the Oracle Exadata Database Machine) database systems
introduced over the past two years attempt to address the increasing requirements for
the very fast analysis of data, and we expect these solutions to gain increasing
traction with large enterprise customers. By supporting data warehouse workloads on
highly-scalable, high-performance systems, we believe IT departments will look to
database infrastructures leveraging in-memory or NAND flash technologies to take on
mission-critical workloads that had often been combined in scalable Unix servers with
disk-based storage systems, which are closely watched by senior managers who want
timely business results to increase competitiveness. If queries can be returned in a
fraction of the current query times (providing a significant performance boost), this
should help in-memory or NAND flash-based systems gain senior IT management
acceptance.12
■

Broaden Adoption of Business Intelligence Tools. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that no more than 20% of users in most organizations utilize reporting, ad hoc query,
and online analytical processing (OLAP) tools on a regular basis.13 Despite relatively
low penetration of these tools in enterprises, the market for business intelligence
platforms, CPM suites, and analytics and performance management software equaled
$9.3 billion in 2009.
By removing the performance bottleneck created by relatively-slow magnetic disk
drives, in-memory and NAND flash-based infrastructures will enable enterprise
applications vendors to deliver the power of built-in real-time dashboards, reporting,
and analysis—potentially integrated right into the ERP, CRM, SCM, or e-commerce
applications that businesses use every day—to drive operational insights and real-time
intelligent decision making, which we believe will meaningfully increase the usage of
analytics tools among customer employees. SOA-driven development will make it
easier for BI to become embedded within a wider array of business applications, which
will also encourage wider adoption.13
Furthermore, the proliferation of visualization and “drag and drop” style BI applications
development, such as tools from LogiXML, Qlik Technologies, or SAP
BusinessObjects Xcelsius, will drive a surge in departmental analytical application
development when combined with enhanced query response times. In our opinion, the
combination of in-memory and NAND flash technologies, embedded analytics with
traditional enterprise applications, and improved visualization and self-service
capabilities in standalone analytics tools will rapidly broaden the usage of business
intelligence/analytics to the other 80% of users who are not utilizing analytical
applications, helping growth in both the BI platform and enterprise applications
markets.13

■

Deliver a Breed of Next-Generation, In-Memory “Killer Apps.” Although we expect
NAND flash technology to improve the performance of existing analytics tools by
accelerating the data storage layer of data warehouse infrastructures (particularly in
terms of strategic decision-making analytics), in-memory columnar databases have
the potential to fundamentally transform the enterprise applications landscape to
address tactical, operational decision making and solve currently unaddressed
problems—given the resulting performance boost to the applications layer from the
changes to database architecture.
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In-memory database (IMDB) software stores the entire database structure in DRAM
and should not be confused with caching mechanisms, which have been used in the
past to store disk blocks in memory cache for speed. All application transactions take
place in-memory without the use of traditional disk or disk substitutes, including NAND
flash. Access to the database is through direct memory access (DMA) and without the
use of a disk controller.14 By returning queries at a fraction of current response times
by storing data in DRAM in columnar data stores, we expect the emergence of
in-memory columnar database technology to give rise to a new breed of applications
that were structurally impossible to develop in the past due to the time delay in
accessing large volumes of data stored in relatively slow disk-based data warehousing
systems.
The crux of our thesis that the database and enterprise applications industry is
approaching another tectonic shift that will drive a new breed of “killer apps” is the
merging of columnar databases and in-memory computing. When making such
statements, the obvious question is “why now?” For example, column-based
databases have been around since 1972, and in-memory computing dates back to the
1960s. Despite many advantages of the schema for analytical workloads in particular,
column-based databases (e.g., Sybase IQ) have essentially been niche products,
primarily targeted at very high-volume data warehousing environments.66 Similarly,
despite the architecture’s performance advantages, in-memory computing has merely
attained a niche status only within certain application areas and industry verticals (e.g.,
financial services and government). Although these two technologies have toiled in
relative obscurity for more than 35 years, the declining cost of DRAM (see Exhibit 7)
now positions the combination of columnar databases and in-memory architectures to
move out of their current niche statuses to be a more viable and cost-effective
mainstream technology platform.64

The crux of our thesis that
the database and enterprise
applications industry is
approaching another
tectonic shift that will drive a
new breed of “killer apps” is
the merging of columnar
databases and in-memory
computing.

Specifically, in-memory columnar databases could enable the development of
applications that increase the speed of transactional information flow and remove
constraints for real-time analysis of large volumes of operational data (e.g., trend
analysis, data mining, predictive analytics, simulation) for areas such as planning,
forecasting, optimizing, pricing, etc., in order to unlock new, operational business
insights, which aligns with the “real-time, operational analytic” stage of the evolution of
BI/data warehousing detailed in Exhibit 5. For example, smart meters deliver
information on current power consumption every 15 minutes. Applications could be
developed that process data captured from these smart meters in real-time in order to
buy or sell power depending on current consumption patterns. SAP estimates that
such an application could reduce costs due to imbalance issues (i.e., forecasted
versus actual consumption) by 6-8%.15 Similarly, with the ability to run data predictive
algorithms, which often employ complex mathematical functions (e.g., logarithms,
exponentiation, trigonometric, and other sophisticated statistical functions), in memory
based on up-to-date transactional data, airlines would be able to reprice tickets in
real-time as customers book airfares, as opposed to nightly batch processes using
traditional data warehousing systems that might not allow for the most favorable price
7
optimization.

In-memory columnar
databases could enable the
development of applications
that increase the speed of
transactional information
flow and remove constraints
for real-time analysis of
large volumes of operational
data (e.g., trend analysis,
data mining, predictive
analytics, simulation) for
areas such as planning,
forecasting, optimizing,
pricing, etc., in order to
unlock new, operational
business insights

However, in order to fully take advantage of columnar in-memory database
architectures, the back-end of existing applications would need to be refactored
(although a complete rewrite could often be avoided, as the front-end of existing
applications would not necessarily be impacted). As such, we expect software
vendors to not only develop and sell new types of applications based on in-memory
architectures, but also to refactor existing applications to take better advantage of
in-memory technologies. For example, we expect to see an emergence of CRM and
other line-of-business applications that support continuously optimized “best action”
business processes by embedding predictive models, orchestration engines, business
rules engines, and CEP agility.16 For example, in a traditional CRM system, a sales
person at a widget manufacturer would enter in a price negotiated with the buyer. If
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that price is below a threshold set by the company, an alert would be sent to that sales
person’s manager for approval/disapproval. However, the question that is not
answered in legacy CRM applications is, “do we, the widget company, still make
money selling these widgets at this discounted price?” By embedding analytics into
the CRM system based on an in-memory database and utilizing real-time data from
across the widget company’s manufacturing and supply chain systems, the application
could recommend the “best action” to the sales manager based on a business rules
engine.
Taking the concept of recommending the “best action” a step further, we expect other
new applications to begin to surface in the coming years that automate
decision-making processes altogether based on event-driven triggers driven by
real-time data, a stage in the evolution that we have dubbed “automated decision
governance.” (See Exhibit 5.) An example of the application of automated decision
governance technology would be in the retail industry with electronic shelf labels that
do not require manual price and inventory updates. Instead, the electronic shelf labels
enact new price changes based on data related to sales, demand, and inventory that
could guide an automated mark-down strategy decision. Additionally, the shift in
pricing strategy may also activate new promotional messaging to buttress the strategy
and best respond to consumers. As such, pricing decisions can be automated almost
immediately on an extremely granular basis based on event triggers and decision
support capabilities enabled by in-memory columnar database architechtures.7
The adoption of 64-bit architectures that enable larger addressable memory space, the
rapid decline in both DRAM and flash memory prices, increased usage of column-based
data stores, and so on, has primed the market for in-memory technologies, in our opinion.
IBM, MicroStrategy, Qlik Technologies, SAP, and Tibco are positioning in-memory
analytics as key components of their business intelligence platforms. Other vendors,
including Oracle (for example, with the company’s Exadata systems), have been slower to
embrace in-memory analytics platforms, instead favoring NAND flash technologies to
overcome disk-based bottlenecks at a lower cost (but also with slower performance), as
compared with DRAM. Most organizations still rely on traditional approaches, such as
summary tables, to improve performance, but technology advancements and declining
prices are creating a perfect storm where real-time analytics has a potential for more
widespread adoption.17
Although DRAM and NAND flash remain niche storage tiers in terms of overall data
volume, we expect these technologies to have a significant impact in diverse storage and
server platforms in the coming years.11 By separating data according to performance and
access requirements, BI/data warehouse infrastructures based on a multitiered storage
paradigm—from DRAM to NAND flash to HDD—offer a cost-effective mechanism for
increasing efficiency and throughput solely for the data that the system requires (e.g., realtime operational data versus historical transactional data), which, in turn, boosts
performance while optimizing for cost, based on the requirements for query response
times depending on the application.18 As such, we believe that vendors offering the
broadest set of applications (both transactional and analytical), databases (both inmemory columnar and traditional row-based), servers, and storage tiers (from DRAM to
NAND flash to HDD) are best-positioned not only to monetize the adoption of the highperformance DRAM and NAND flash paradigm, but also to continue to cultivate the
sizeable market for existing (and still relevant) architectures.
Therefore, we view Oracle and SAP, followed by IBM, as the vendors with the technology
roadmaps and product portfolios as not only best-positioned to monetize growing adoption
of in-memory and NAND flash technologies in the database software and hardware layers
of the stack, but also most leveraged to the next breed of “killer apps” that we believe will
ultimately be as transformational to businesses as client/server applications were in the
1990s. We have provided a summary of our competitive analysis of these three vendors in
the following bullets:
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■

Oracle. We believe Oracle is uniquely positioned to monetize not only the adoption of
the high-performance in-memory and NAND flash-based systems through its
Exaseries systems but also both current and future database and application software
solutions, given that we expect Oracle to release a new in-memory columnar database
and to further expand Oracle Fusion Applications with embedded analytics and realtime in-memory functionality. As such, we anticipate that Oracle’s Exaseries systems
will also expand to in-memory (based on the aforementioned, yet-to-be-released
in-memory columnar database), flash-only, and multitiered-storage versions of
Exadata over the next one to two years.
We estimate Exadata’s annual server opportunity to be $4.7 billion from data
warehousing, data analytics, and OLTP workloads on the Oracle Database.
Additionally, we calculated that the annual revenue potential of Exadata Storage
Servers and Exadata Storage Server Software to equal $2.4 billion and $2.7 billion,
respectively. In total, Exadata offers Oracle a massive $9.8 billion market opportunity
by simply selling these integrated systems into Oracle’s database software installed
base. Therefore, given that Sun Microsystems generated less than $1.6 billion in
server and storage hardware systems revenue from these workloads in Oracle’s fiscal
2010, Exadata presents a meaningful driver to Oracle’s growth rate versus consensus.
We believe that Wall Street underappreciates how disruptive a force Oracle’s
integrated appliance strategy—from Exadata to Exalogic—could be in the server,
networking, and storage hardware markets. In fact, our fiscal 2012 and 2013 revenue
forecasts are $1-2 billion greater than consensus primarily because of this.
While some may view in-memory database architectures as a threat to Oracle’s
database market share and ability to monetize both transactional and analytical
database systems separately, combined OLTP/OLAP in-memory database
implementations generally require as many, if not more, cores and CPUs than
traditional, separated systems, and given that Oracle’s software license pricing policy
is to charge per processor core rather than per database instance, we do not expect
Oracle’s database business model to be negatively impacted. Additionally, we expect
Oracle to release complementary tools to help customers migrate existing data
structures and file systems to the new in-memory columnar architecture, which would
lessen the risk of displacement by competing in-memory databases offered by other
vendors.
Although Oracle has not been as vocal as other competitors (e.g., SAP) in terms of
utilizing in-memory technology, because of the company’s broad set of both
transactional and analytical applications, variety of databases (i.e., in-memory,
columnar, hybrid, and traditional row-based), portfolio of standalone servers from Unix
to x86 and storage hardware from flash to tape, as well as the expanding family of
Exaseries systems, Oracle brings the most robust and broadest product portfolio to
bear in the emerging in-memory and NAND flash market versus any other megavendor (e.g., SAP or IBM).

■

SAP. SAP has been the most vocal and most aggressive vendor promoting in-memory
computing over the past two years, as management (driven by Hasso Plattner, a
cofounder and the current chairman of the supervisory board of SAP) has positioned
in-memory technology as a key component of the company’s forward product
roadmap for not only business intelligence solutions, but also new and existing
line-of-business applications. Although HANA is platform- and data source-agnostic,
HANA’s tight integration with and optimization for SAP’s business intelligence
software, as well as yet-to-be-released and existing line-of-business applications, will
provide a meaningful value proposition for current SAP customers and, thus, a
significant sell-through opportunity for SAP, which could also lead to market share
gains in the database market.
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However, perhaps the even larger opportunity for SAP is to develop a breed of new
applications altogether that were structurally impossible (and/or cost prohibitive) in the
past due to the time delay in getting data into and then out of traditional disk-based
data warehouses. From this perspective, we clearly view SAP as the vendor with the
current portfolio of both transactional and analytics applications and technology
roadmap most leveraged to the next breed of “killer apps” that we believe will
ultimately be as transformational to businesses as client/server applications (e.g., SAP
R/3) were in the 1990s. In fact, we believe that SAP is developing and/or refactoring
more than 20 applications optimized for HANA to be released over the next two to
three years. We believe the next generation of analytic applications will combine
horizontal dataset integration with vertical integration into business processes,
delivering relevant, contextual insights to business users at the right time and place,
and we view SAP as well positioned to monetize this mega trend.

We clearly view SAP as the
vendor with the current
portfolio of both
transactional and analytics
applications and technology
roadmap most leveraged to
the next breed of “killer
apps” that we believe will
ultimately be as
transformational to
businesses as client/server
applications (e.g., SAP R/3)
were in the 1990s.

SAP’s management believes that the company could recognize at least €100 million in
revenue during 2011 from the SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA).
However, although we have included no revenue contribution from HANA or any
associated applications developed for HANA in our estimates for SAP, our revenue
forecasts for 2011 and 2012 remain €278 and €471 million ahead of consensus Vara
estimates, respectively. Therefore, given our expectation for the adoption of HANA to
ramp with the release of HANA 1.5 late in the June quarter, we believe that further
upside exists to both our and consensus revenue and EPS estimates.
■

IBM. IBM, which is covered by Credit Suisse IT Hardware analyst Kulbinder Garcha,
positions in-memory analytics as a key component of its business intelligence platform
with solutions, such as Cognos Express. With a product portfolio consisting of Cognos,
solidDB, and a large array of server and storage hardware platforms (including
pureScale Application System and Smart Analytics System), combined with recent
acquisitions of SPSS to expand the company’s predictive analytics capabilities (i.e.,
advanced data capture, data mining, and statistical analysis) and Netezza, which IBM
suggested capped off more than 23 analytics related acquisitions over the prior four
years, IBM maintains a broad product set spanning multiple layers of the business
intelligence/data warehousing architecture. Additionally, IBM stated that Business
Analytics and Optimization Consulting organization has more than 6,000 consultants
were dedicated to analytics in late 2010. As such, IBM can leverage its analytics tools
and database software into the emerging in-memory and NAND flash-based market
with standalone software and hardware solutions, as well as integrated appliances.
However, we believe many of the next generation of real-time analytic applications will
combine horizontal dataset integration with vertical integration into business
applications (i.e., embedded analytics), delivering relevant, contextual insights to
business users at the right time and placed within the enterprise applications that they
use on a daily basis. Therefore, although standalone, next-generation analytics tools
will undoubtedly represent a sizeable market, IBM’s lack of an installed base of
enterprise applications (e.g., ERP, CRM, SCM) could serve as a hindrance to adoption
versus SAP and Oracle, of which, both are better positioned to integrate and/or embed
analytics capabilities with transactional applications.

IBM can leverage its
analytics tools and database
software into the emerging
in-memory and NAND flashbased market with
standalone software and
hardware solutions, as well
as integrated appliances.
However, IBM’s lack of an
installed base of enterprise
applications (e.g., ERP,
CRM, SCM) could serve as
a hindrance to adoption
versus SAP and Oracle, of
which, both are better
positioned to integrate
and/or embed analytics
capabilities with
transactional applications.

Ultimately, we believe that the software industry is witnessing the dawn of a next era in
enterprise business computing, defined by the near instantaneous availability of critical
information that will drive faster decision making, new levels of business agility, and
incredible productivity and profitability increases for businesses. Although we expect
NAND flash technology to improve the performance of existing analytics tools by
accelerating the data storage layer of traditional data warehouse infrastructures, the
advent of in-memory database technology holds the transformational promise of real-time
computing becoming a reality—creating a new inflection point in the value that enterprise
software applications can provide to businesses.36 As such, we believe that Wall Street’s
view of enterprise applications being a mature, low-growth market will be proven wrong, as
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the industry transitions into the next major adoption cycle—from the “automation”
applications of the 1980s/1990s to “real-time analytics/decision governance” applications
that we expect to begin to build momentum in late 2011.
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The Current State of Business
Intelligence and Data Warehousing
“Hardware technology has evolved rapidly over the past decades, but database system
architectures have not kept pace. At the same time, competition is forcing organizations
to become more and more data-driven. These developments have driven a re-evaluation
of fundamental data management techniques.”
—Prof. Michael Franklin, University of California at Berkeley

The Evolution of BI and Data Warehousing
In 1970s and 1980s, computer hardware was expensive and computer processing power
was limited. A medium-sized business typically operated a handful of large
mainframe-based application systems that were designed for operational, data entry
purposes. Information needs were addressed through paper reports. However, report
programs were expensive to write and generally inflexible. A computer programmer was
required to write the report programs, although salaries for programmers were relatively
low during this period.37
In the 1980s, relational databases became popular, and data was stored in database
tables with rows and columns, similar to Excel spreadsheets of today. While relational
databases were much more intuitive for developers, complex logic was often needed to
join multiple database tables to obtain the information that was needed. Although it was
possible for end users to write simple reports, the queries were often inefficient and had to
be run after normal business hours, to avoid any impact on online transactions.37
However, with the emergence of PC and mini computers in late 1980s, many businesses
migrated from mainframe computers to client servers. Business people were assigned a
personal computer with Microsoft Word, Excel, and Access installed. The PC empowered
end users to develop their own applications and present data in a manner that was
meaningful to them, such as in tabular or graph format. Excel spreadsheets could easily
be tweaked as business needs changed, without the assistance from the IT department.
Unfortunately, corporate data remained centralized and was generally not directly
accessible to end users.37
Over the past two decades, reporting and analytics tools have evolved from static reports
in the 1980s to data warehousing and data marts technology in the 1990s. While data
warehousing enabled heterogeneous data sources to be centralized, the implementation
projects were often grossly over budget and performance was far below expectations. As
technologies have matured and the advent of service-oriented architectures has become
more prominent, data warehousing reinvented itself and emerged as business intelligence
(BI), which enhances the flexibility in reporting and analytics tools, which became very
popular in the early 2000s.38
The adoption of enterprise applications began in the 1980s and gained momentum in the
1990s and 2000s. Over the decades, organizations have accumulated large piles of
historical transaction data, which they process using analytics systems to obtain insightful
information about their businesses. This gave rise to the idea of the data warehouse as a
relevant platform where data could be held for completing strategic reports for
management. However, data warehousing dealt with more strategic aspect of the
business, as most executives were less concerned with the day-to-day operations than
they were with a more holistic look at the business model and functions.38
As organizations began to need more timely data about their business, they realized that
traditional information systems technology was simply too cumbersome to provide relevant
data efficiently and quickly. Power BI users traditionally depend upon IT departments to
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provide them the relevant reports in a certain format. Completing reporting requests could
take hours, days, or weeks using old reporting tools that were designed more or less to
“report on” the business rather than “run” the business.38
In the late 1980s and 1990s, increased numbers and types of databases emerged along
with other technologies. Many large businesses found themselves with data scattered
across multiple platforms and variations of technology, making it almost impossible for any
one individual to use data from multiple sources. The main idea within data warehousing is
to extract data from multiple disparate platforms/applications (e.g., spreadsheets, DB2 or
Oracle databases, IDMS records, and VSAM files) and aggregate them in a common
location that uses a common querying tool. This separates the operational data from
strategic information. In this way, transactional databases (OLTP) could be held on
whatever system was most efficient for the operational business, while the
reporting/strategic information could be held in a common location using a common
language. Data warehouses take this even a step further by giving the data itself
commonality by defining what each term means and keeping it standard (e.g., gender,
which can be referred to in many ways, should be standardized on a data warehouse with
one common, consistent manner of referring to each sex).38
Exhibit 8: Evolution of Business Intelligence / Data Warehousing

Source: TDWI, HighPoint Solutions, DSSResources.com, Credit Suisse.

The evolution of BI/data warehousing to date can be broadly categorized into four stages:
(1) data management; (2) reporting; (3) data analysis; and, (4) modeling and predicting.
(See Exhibit 8.) Although each stage of BI evolution has brought new features and new
ways to use analytics data, these features are not mutually exclusive. Customers still use
all these tools as these features cater to different needs of business users—answering
questions ranging from “what happened?” to “why did it happen?” to “what will happen?”

■

Data Management. In the 1990s, the technology industry experienced huge
technological changes. The Internet emerged as a popular technology and companies
started to develop e-business and e-commerce applications with a hope to reduce
cost, improve efficiency, and to reach wider audiences. During this period, the volume
of applications systems in customer environments increased significantly with the
implementation of self-service applications with full service back-end legacy or
packaged applications. However, the integration between applications systems
remained a big challenge and corporate data remained fragmented and inconsistent.
As the number of applications systems and databases had multiplied, companies
realized that their systems were poorly integrated and their data was inconsistent
across the systems. More importantly, businesses discovered that they had a
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significant amount of fragmented data, but not the integrated information that was
required for critical decision making in a rapidly changing, competitive, global
economy. During the data management and data integration phase, companies began
to consolidate data from disparate systems/databases. Although, during this phase
most of the solutions were custom built by IT developers using native database
features (e.g., SQL programming language), this gave rise to the emergence of EAI
(Enterprise Applications Integration) and ETL tools, such as Informatica, Ascential
Software (acquired by IBM), DataMirror (acquired by IBM), Embarcadero
Technologies, Sunopsis (acquired by Oracle), and Trillium (which is part of
Harte-Hanks).
■

Reporting. The accumulation and integration of data from disparate systems into a
single centralized data repository enabled companies to analyze data in a report
format. Reporting tools have evolved from static reports in the 1980s to reporting tools
built on top of data warehousing and data marts technology in the 1990s. During this
stage, companies typically focused on reporting from a single view of the business to
drive decision-making across functional and/or product boundaries.39 Typically, the
questions in a reporting environment are known in advance. Thus, database structures
can be optimized to deliver good performance even when queries require access to
huge amounts of information.7 Business users typically come up with predefined
reports/queries and IT developers work on improving the performance of the
underlying database query.
Data integration has always been the biggest challenge during the reporting stage.
The challenges in constructing a repository with consistent, cleansed data cannot be
overstated. There can easily be hundreds of data sources in a legacy computing
environment—each with a unique domain value standard and underlying
implementation technology. The well-integrated repository system becomes the
foundation for all subsequent stages of data warehouse deployment. 56 Some of the
popular reporting tools used in the reporting stage are Oracle Reports, SAP Crystal
Reports, and several other reporting tools embedded and pre-integrated into BI
software.

■

Data Analysis. The data analysis stage enables decision-makers to focus less on
what happened and more on why something happened (e.g., why sales went down or
discovering patterns in customer buying habits). Analysis activities are concerned with
drilling down beneath the numbers on a report to slice and dice data at a detailed
level. Users perform ad hoc analysis, slicing and dicing the data at a detailed level,
and questions are typically not known in advance.39 Most of the analytics vendors
started including executive dashboards in their tools, which gained momentum as
senior executives found dashboards increasingly helpful for obtaining a holistic view of
their businesses in different dimensions. In short, executive dashboards provide a very
summarized view of information in a presentable format.
Performance is also a lot more important during this stage of data warehouse
implementation because the information repository is used much more interactively.
Whereas reports are typically scheduled to run on a regular basis with business
calendars as a driver for timing, ad hoc analysis is fundamentally a hands-on activity
with iterative refinement of questions in an interactive environment. Business users
require direct access to the data warehouse via GUI tools without the need for
programmer intermediaries. Support for concurrent query execution and large
numbers of users against the warehouse is typical of a data analysis implementation.
Performance has been critical to the wider adoption of analytics tools and it must
provide response times measured in seconds or minutes for drill-downs in an OLAP
(online analytical processing) environment. Performance management relies a lot
more on advanced optimizer capability in the RDBMS because query structures are
not as predictable as they are in a pure reporting environment. The database
optimizer’s ability to determine efficient access paths, using indexing and
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sophisticated join techniques, and plays a critical role in allowing flexible access to
information within acceptable response times.56 BusinessObjects Explorer, Hyperion,
Cognos, MicroStrategy were the leading providers of software tools for data analysis.

■

Modeling and Predicting. In the next phase of BI evolution, analysts utilize the
analytics system to leverage information to predict what will happen next in the
business to proactively manage the organization’s strategy. As an organization
becomes well-entrenched in quantitative decision-making techniques and experiences
the value proposition for understanding the “what's” and “why's” of its business
dynamics, the next step is to leverage information for predictive purposes.
Understanding what will happen next in the business has huge implications for
proactively managing the strategy for an organization. As such, the predictive
modeling stage requires data mining tools for building predictive models using
historical detail. For example, users can model customer demographics for target
marketing.40
The term “predictive analytics” has become an increasingly common word in the
business intelligence (BI) world these days.40 According to Gartner, predictive
analytics focuses on predicting future business probabilities and business trends.
Multiple predictors are combined in one predictive model, which can be used to
forecast future business probabilities with an acceptable level of confidence.40
As an example, “Predictive Analytics for IT” provides information to justify strategic
capacity planning, tactical performance management and operational workload
management decisions, and generate proactive actions required to support business
needs. Predictive analytics can support modeling multitier distributed IT infrastructures
with mixed workloads and can predict the impact of the expected growth and planned
changes, compare different options and generate proactive alerts and
recommendations, enabling a continuous proactive performance management
process.40 Predictive analytics incorporates statistical methods, regression analysis,
and statistical process control, as well as analytical queuing network models and
optimization technology.40
The number of end users who will apply the advanced analytics involved in predictive
modeling is relatively small. However, the workloads associated with model
construction and scoring are intense. Model construction typically involves derivation
of hundreds of complex metrics for hundreds of thousands (or more) observations as
the basis for training the predictive algorithms for a specific set of business objectives.
Scoring is frequently applied against a larger set of observations (probably in the
millions) because the full population is scored rather than the smaller training sets
used in model construction.7
Advanced data mining methods often employ complex mathematical functions such
as logarithms, exponentiation, trigonometric functions, and sophisticated statistical
functions to obtain the predictive characteristics desired. Access to detailed data is
essential to the predictive power of the algorithms. Tools from vendors, such as SAS,
SPSS (acquired by IBM), Sybase (acquired by SAP), and Quadstone, provide a
framework for development of complex models and require direct access to
information stored in the relational structures of the data warehouse. The business
end users in the data mining space tend to be a relatively small group of very
sophisticated analysts with market research or statistical backgrounds. However, this
small quantity of end users can easily consume 50% or more of the machine cycles
on the data warehouse platform during peak periods. This heavy resource utilization is
due to the complexity of data access and volume of data handled in a typical data
mining environment.7
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How Do Traditional Disk-Based BI/Data Warehouse
Infrastructures Work?
Enterprise applications (e.g., ERP, CRM, supply chain management) include
day-to-day operational data related to business activities. In contrast, a data warehouse
does not include all business data from operational systems but rather keeps only relevant
data that will assist decision makers in making strategic decisions relative to the
organization’s overall mission.38 Although non-transactional data is sometimes stored in a
data warehouse, approximately 95-99% of the data usually is transactional data. The
primary purpose of designing analytics systems separated from transactional systems is to
make decision support more readily available and without affecting day-to-day operations.
While operational systems process the transactions (e.g., taking orders, processing
invoices and purchase orders, making payments), the main output from data warehouse
systems typically are either tabular listings (e.g., queries) with minimal formatting or highly
formatted “formal” reports.
In the traditional BI model, the underlying analytical OLAP database remains separated
from transactional OLTP databases. Typically, transactional data from multiple and often
disparate systems gets loaded into analytics databases using extract, transform, and load
(ETL) tools from vendors, such as Informatica. Traditionally, data in the analytics systems
does not include real-time data; rather, data is extracted and loaded through scheduled
batch programs that mostly run during off-peak hours. Analytics databases are often
referred to as “data warehouses” in a large scale implementation site or smaller “data
marts” for departmental BI needs. BI applications typically include predefined query
reports, and when users run the query, the BI application fetches data from storage in the
analytics system, process the query in the database, and sends the results to the BI
applications to display in visual report format. (See Exhibit 9.) Given that every query
fetches the data sitting in the hard disk, storage processing and the bandwidth between
database servers and storage have increasingly become a bottleneck for the performance
of traditional BI applications.
Exhibit 9: Traditional Business Intelligence / Data Warehousing Processing

Source: TDWI, Credit Suisse.

Common functions of business intelligence technologies are reporting, online analytical
processing, analytics, data mining, business performance management, benchmarking,
text mining, and predictive analytics. Most query and reporting tools in BI systems allow
users to perform historical, “slice-and-dice” analysis against information stored in a
relational database. This type of analysis answers “what?” and “when?” inquiries. A typical
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query might be, “what was the total revenue for the eastern region in the third quarter?”
Often, users take advantage of pre-built queries and reports.41
Most of the data an enterprise collects is initially captured by the operational systems that
run the business (e.g., ERP, CRM, HCM). For example, as a new employee starts work or
a new order is placed, the relevant data is created or amended. The operational systems
typically use relational databases management systems (RDBMS). Although operational
systems built on relational databases are very efficient to store and process transaction
records, these systems are incapable of answering business-specific complex questions.
Therefore, in order to implement analytics systems that would address those complex
questions, a data warehouse primary aggregates data from multiple systems and provides
a foundation for business analytics applications.38 Specifically, companies pull a copy of
the data from the operational systems and aggregate/move it to a data warehouse, which
acts as a centralized repository of relevant operational data, and analytics or online
analytics processing (OLAP) applications subsequently run analyses on the data from the
data warehouse. (See Exhibit 10.)
Exhibit 10: Centralized Data Warehouse

Source: Kognitio Pablo.

OLAP, which is part of the broad category of business intelligence, offers an approach to
swiftly answer multidimensional analytical queries.42,43 OLAP databases, created as a
slight modification of the traditional, online transaction processing (OLTP) database, use a
multidimensional data model, allowing for complex analytical and ad hoc queries with a
rapid execution time.44,45 The output of an OLAP query is typically displayed in a matrix (or
pivot) format. OLAP analytical engines and data mining tools allow users to perform
predictive, multidimensional analysis, also known as “drill-down” analysis. These tools can
be used for forecasting, customer profiling, trend analysis, and even fraud detection. This
type of analysis answers “what if?” and “why?” questions, such as “what would be the
effect on the eastern region of a 15% increase in the price of the product?” 41
The core feature of OLAP is cubes, which are the physical data structure that stores data
within a highly optimized multidimensional format. Cubes primarily include a fact table
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surrounded by dimension tables. The fact table contains the facts/measurements of the
business (e.g., sales order), and the dimension table contains the context of
measurements or the attributes that describe the facts or the dimensions on which the
facts are calculated (e.g., sales regions/territory, products, customers, months/years).
Cubes provide scalable and compressed storage of dimensional data, fast incremental
update, query performance, and the ability to compute or store advanced analytics
calculations.41
Typically, a report is a two-dimensional representation of data (i.e., a table using columns
and rows). Two-dimensional cubes are sufficient only when two factors need to be
considered, but analyses using multiple factors are often required. Data cubes can be
visualized as multidimensional extensions of two-dimensional tables, just as in geometry a
cube is a three-dimensional extension of a square. In other words, a cube is a set of
similarly structured two-dimensional tables stacked on top of one another. (See Exhibit 11
and Exhibit 12.)
Exhibit 11: Three-Dimensional Data Structure

Exhibit 12: Example of OLAP Cube

Source: ComputerWorld.

Source: Kognitio Pablo.

OLAP data cubes are not restricted to just three dimensions. Most OLAP systems can
build data cubes with many more dimensions (some of the tools allow up to 64
dimensions). There are primarily two types of OLAP: (1) multidimensional OLAP (MOLAP)
and (2) relational OLAP (ROLAP). In the case of MOLAP, data for analysis gets stored on
hard disk and is based on a dimensional model. Every change to the structure requires the
complete rebuilding of objects (e.g., cubes and dimensions) affected by the change. In
contrast, traditional ROLAP involves storing dimension, fact, and aggregate data in
relational databases. A ROLAP database is also designed to serve the needs of
multidimensional analysis.53 Some MOLAP implementations are prone to “database
explosion,” a phenomenon causing vast amounts of storage space to be used by MOLAP
databases when certain common conditions are met, including high number of dimensions,
pre-calculated results, and sparse multidimensional data. However, MOLAP generally
delivers better performance than ROLAP due to specialized indexing and storage
optimizations. MOLAP also needs less storage space compared to ROLAP because the
specialized storage typically includes compression techniques. Conversely, ROLAP is
generally more scalable. However, large volume pre-processing is difficult to implement
efficiently so it is frequently skipped, and ROLAP query performance can suffer
tremendously. Since ROLAP relies more on the database to perform calculations, it has
more limitations in the specialized functions it can use.46
Because of the lack of real-time responsiveness, the overwhelming uses of data
warehouses are for quite mundane, non-decision making purposes rather than for making
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decisions with wide ranging effects (i.e., “strategic” decisions). In fact, most data
warehouses are often used for post-decision monitoring of the effects of decisions.
Additionally, some of enterprise BI vendors (e.g., Oracle, SAP, IBM) now offer
performance management applications that integrate enterprise applications with BI
applications to deliver business insight to improve the business performance.58 Business
process management (BPM) uses business intelligence to proactively improve productivity
and encourage continuous process improvement in an enterprise. This approach extends
the more traditional approach of business scorecards and can include financial,
organizational, customer service, supply chain, and channel performance management.41
Although the pace of business currently demands fast access to information and easy
analysis to facilitate the decision making process, overly complex analytics architectures
designed with relatively slow disk-based data warehouses have become major hindrances
for business intelligence tools to be used as decision governance solutions to drive
operational business processes. However, we believe that the recent advancements of inmemory and NAND-flash technologies can fundamentally transform business intelligence.
For example, in-memory databases reside entirely in main memory rather than on hard
disk drives, making data access an order of magnitude faster than with conventional, diskbased databases. By storing all information in DRAM, in-memory databases gain a
tremendous performance advantage over traditional disk-based databases and enable
real-time business analytics.38

What Are the Drawbacks of Traditional, Disk-Based
BI/Data Warehouse Infrastructures?
Slow query response has long been a major problem for business analytics users. In fact,
the slow query response has been the primary bottleneck for the adoption of BI for the
real-time decision making process. If business users/decision makers have to wait several
minutes or hours to gain insights to facilitate the decision making process, they are not
likely to adopt a BI tool/application—rather, leaving the querying to the few BI power users,
who will struggle to keep up with demand while scarcely tapping the potential for business
insight. Given the slow performance of BI queries, in many cases, users never ask the
truly relevant business questions and instead learn to navigate slow BI environments by
reformulating their crucial questions into smaller queries with barely acceptable
performance.
In order to solve query performance problems in the traditional BI approach, database
administrators (DBAs) try to analyze a query and then create indexes or aggregate tables
in the relational database. When a query hits an aggregate table, which contains only a
subset of the data, only a million records may be scanned rather than the hundreds of
millions of rows in a detailed fact table. Another attempt to improve the performance of
traditional BI systems has been to create a MOLAP database. Although the
aforementioned methods—both query tuning using indexes or MOLAP—help improve the
performance to a certain level, they are laborious, time consuming, and expensive. DBAs
are often versed in performance tuning for transactional systems, but the ability to tune
analytic queries is a rarer skill set often described as “more art than science.” Specifically,
with the adoption of some of the newer in-memory (e.g., SAP HANA, QlikView) and NAND
flash-based technologies (e.g., Oracle Exadata), query execution times have dropped to
seconds. Some of the business users indicated that with the use of an appliance-based
data warehouse based on in-memory or NAND flash-based architectures, they can quickly
and easily analyze data across divisions and regions with queries that previously would
have been too slow to execute.38 Furthermore, indexes and aggregate tables consume
costly disk space. In contrast, a columnar database often deployed in conjunction with inmemory and flash-based systems use techniques to store the data in highly compressed
formats and provide 10-100 times better performance than traditional disk-based system.47
Achieving real-time business intelligence presents many challenges, but one of the main
hurdles to overcome is slow query performance due to limitations of traditional BI
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infrastructure. Other challenges include setting up data warehouse systems and the
process of data aggregation. Many organizations have a data warehouse that stores a
version of their transactional data that is then made available for queries and analysis.
Data warehouses are updated with periodic snapshots of operational data from multiple
disparate systems through extract, transform, and load (ETL) processes, which can take
multiple hours to complete. Loading of data into analytics systems involve index creation,
which requires sorting of data. Given the amount of data used in typical loads, the fastest
possible sorting algorithms are necessary. As a result, the data in the warehouse can be
at least a day or two out of date (or even a week or a month) behind the transactional
source systems. While this latency generally is acceptable for trend analysis and
forecasting, traditional data warehouses simply can not keep pace with today’s BI
requirements for fast and accurate data.38
Additionally, many organizations have data scattered across multiple departmental data
marts. Traditional data warehouses are not designed to deliver complex analytics on
terabytes of data quickly, and as the volume of data used in organizations grows
exponentially while the pace of business continues to quicken, the limitation of these
legacy systems will only become more pronounced. As a result, the extraction of
information becomes more time consuming and complex. Conversely, in-memory
computing alleviates this issue, as the ability to bulk load data in real time into main
memory provides end users with instant access to their data for real-time reporting.38 In
fact, the capacity to rapidly access huge volumes of data on an ad hoc basis for analysis
purposes without the need to build complex data warehouses is one of the drivers for
in-memory analysis. In-memory databases can connect to a legacy data store, populate a
database, conduct analysis, and then discard the in-memory database once the analysis is
complete.
Extreme Complexity and Fragility Boost Maintenance Costs and Limit Adoption
Traditionally, multidimensional data for analysis is stored on hard disk drives as cubes,
which are special and often proprietary data structures. Cubes present a multidimensional
perspective of a business and are typically built from several data sources. As the volume
of business data grows, storage requirements for cubes also grow. Cubes have two
challenges: (1) updating, which is the periodic process to keep cubes up-to-date monthly,
weekly, or daily depending on latency requirements and (2) querying, which are the
operations that allow users to analyze the data in cubes. Periodic updating of cubes
involves expensive I/O operations that read data from sources and write data to disk, while
querying engines of traditional OLAP systems also incur the cost of I/O operations to read
and cache data.46
In order to implement a traditional data warehousing/analytics system, customers typically
follow the following steps:
■

Gather Requirements. The first step in any BI implementation project is to engage in
gathering requirements from end users. Before designing any data warehouse,
different reporting/analysis requirements of the business users must be identified.
Typically, during this step, business users identify the questions that need to be
answered by the analytics applications. This helps in identifying measures,
dimensions, and their hierarchies for the analytics systems.

■

Identify Sources. Based on the requirements, IT departments need to identify the data
to be analyzed and the sources of the data. This usually covers the design of the
logical data model based on user requirements. To develop an effective BI solution,
source data needs to be scrubbed and organized. This poses a challenge as source
data can come from different applications, which have adopted their proprietary data
formats and application-specific data structures. For example, functional definition and
data structure of a sales order, or a customer, would be different for SAP and Oracle
applications.
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■

Define Star or Snowflake Schema. Star or snowflake schemas are typically used as
data warehouse schema. The star schema consists of one or more fact tables
referencing any number of dimension tables. A star schema can be simple or complex.
A simple star consists of one fact table and a complex star can have more than one
fact table. The fact table holds the main data, whereas dimension tables include the
attributes that describe the facts and are usually smaller than fact tables. For example,
a data warehouse may have a company’s sales data as the fact table, and the
different dimensions are time, store, product, customer, illustrates a star schema, and
the lines between the fact table and dimension tables indicate the relationship
between the two tables. (See Exhibit 14.)

Exhibit 13: Relational Tables

Exhibit 14: Star Schema with a Fact Table and Dimension
Tables

Source: Kognitio Pablo.

■

Source: Kognitio Pablo.

Design Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) Process. ETL tools usually extract data
from its source application or repository, transform the data to the format needed for
the data warehouse, and then load the data into the data warehouse. Building a data
warehouse is not a simple task of extracting the operational data and entering it into
the data warehouse. Extracting data from various data sources is a complex problem,
and significant operational problems can occur with improperly designed ETL systems.
Many inconsistency issues need to be dealt with while integrating the data, given that
data comes from multiple disparate systems, which have adopted different functional
and technical architectures (e.g., SAP ERP, Oracle Financials, Siebel CRM).
Furthermore, accessing the existing system data efficiently has always been a
challenge for data warehousing experts. Due to such complexity, sophisticated ETL
tools are in demand to ease the process of building a data warehouse. ETL software
has been improved over the traditional methods, which extract using the SQL
command manually. ETL software includes tools that help IT organization in designing
and scheduling ETL processes.48
During the extraction process, data is extracted from the different data sources
(including different databases and data formats). After extracting the data,
transformation is needed to ensure the data consistency. In order to transform the
data into the data warehouse properly, the external data sources are mapped to the
data warehouse fields, and data sometimes gets derived based on various logic
implemented in the ETL tool. Transformation can be performed during data extraction
or while loading the data into the data warehouse. This integration can be a complex
issue as the number of data sources increases.
Once the extraction, transformation and cleansing have been done, the data is loaded
into the data warehouse. The loading of data can be categorized into two types: (1)
the loading of data that currently is contained in the operational database, or (2) the
loading of the updates to the data warehouse from the changes that have occurred in
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the operational database. As to guarantee the freshness of data, data warehouses
need to be refreshed periodically, typically either monthly, weekly, or daily. Many
issues are needed to be considered, especially during loading of the updates to the
data warehouse. While updating the data warehouse, it has to be ensured that no
data is lost in the process.48
■

Aggregation - Population Cubes/Queries. Aggregations refer to the generations of
pre-calculated summary values after data from multiple sources is loaded into
dimensional tables or cubes. Aggregations are one attempt to speed up the query
performance of traditional data warehouse architectures. Facts are usually summed
up for selected dimensions from the original fact table. The resulting aggregate table
will have fewer rows, thus making the queries that can use them go faster.49
Prior to generating aggregations, customers need to identify the dimensional model to
use (i.e., ROLAP versus MOLAP). The ROLAP model builds additional tables for
storing the aggregates, but this takes much more storage space than a dimensional
database. The MOLAP model stores the aggregations as well as the data in
multidimensional format, which is far more efficient than ROLAP. Building
aggregations is a memory-intensive operation, and so the more memory the system
has, the less time that is required to build aggregate values.50
Once the structure is defined, data is imported into it from the data warehouse and
then pre-populated before it is ready for querying. Dimensions are often hierarchical
and take time to build and populate. For example, sales to customers may be
recorded as having occurred on a particular day. However, business users often want
to analyze sales by day, month, quarter, and year. In order to allow this and to make
the analysis as rapid as possible, OLAP data is typically pre-populated during the
aggregation process before the users run the query. Therefore, when the user poses
a question to the system, instead of having to calculate the answer, the system simply
fetches the answer and sends it to the user, thereby making queries faster. However,
aggregation processes are typically batch processes that run at night and take hours
to run. Sometimes, IT personnel get frustrated when the aggregation process runs for
8 hours and fails at the end.51

Structural Performance Limitations of Disk-Based Systems Exist
Several structural limitations exist with the traditional disk-based database infrastructures
that significantly impact the performance potential of these systems, and the performance
“gap” continues to widen exponentially. At a fundamental level, the obstacle is associated
with the use of hard disk drives to store the underlying data, as the mechanical
components of these drives have failed to keep up with the improvements across the other
electronic components of the hardware system. Specifically, electronic components (e.g.,
CPU, memory, flash) typically improve exponentially in step with Moore’s Law, whereas
the performance improvement of mechanical components improves more linearly. (See
Exhibit 15 and Exhibit 16.)
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Exhibit 15: Historical Trends of CPU and Disk Performance
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Exhibit 16: Historical Improvements by Computing Component Technology
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Moore’s Law can apply to CPUs, DRAM, and NAND, but while storage capacity of HDDs
has increased in-line with Moore’s Law (with a similar law referred to as Kryder’s Law), the
performance of HDDs remains relatively flat due to the mechanical limitations of the drives.
The mechanical components prevent hard disk drives from experiencing the exponential
growth in performance observed in most electronic components.
The basic problem with traditional hard disk drives is that while capacity is growing
adequately to accommodate the growth of transactional data volumes, the performance of
the drives is not. Processors and memory speed up and add threads and cache resulting
in a net effect of a growing imbalance between disk and processor/memory. This results in
a basic problem of the disk effectively slowing down relative to other components of the
system. (See Exhibit 17.)
Exhibit 17: Storage Technology Comparison
Capacity (GB)
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Source: Sun Microsystems, AgigA Tech, Hennessy & Patterson, Gartner, Credit Suisse.

Moreover, the issues contributing to these performance gaps are only going to get worse;
we expect organizations to shift from their reliance on mechanical hard disk drives for their
database storage in the future to better utilize the technology improvements realized over
the past several years. (See Exhibit 18.)
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Exhibit 18: Forecasted Improvements by Computing Component Technology
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Source: http://www.hpts.ws/session1/bechtolsheim.pdf.

In particular, three items that have been major contributors to the performance gap
between disk and CPU are structural in nature and will continue to limit the potential of
traditional database systems. The following are these three structural limitations.
■

Latency. Storage technology and performance have not kept pace with CPU
performance, but latency is also a big issue. The basic problem is that you can store
more and process faster, but the time it takes to access the data has stayed the same.
Therefore, it takes more and more hardware to keep up with the CPU performance.52
In HDD’s case, latency involves a physical movement of a platter and head driven by
the rotational speed of the disk and performance of the disk armature. Being a
mechanical system, a hard drive is subject to the laws of physics as to top rotational
speed and the top speed at which an armature arm can move. For an SSD, the signal
propagation delay and various signal setup time requirements determine the delay
between receiving a request and acting on it. Latency is the amount of time between a
request being received and the results of the request starting. For example, for a
storage read operation, latency is the time between a read instruction being received
by the device and the requested data beginning to be submitted back. This disregards
the bandwidth, which determines the time required to actually transmit the red data.
Latency generally depends on the status of the storage device when a request is
received so is often discussed in average latency.53
Access time is the time that is required for a system to process data from the
processor and then to retrieve the required data from a storage device, such as a hard
disk drive. For hard disk drives, disk access time is determined by a sum of the
spin-up time, seek time, rotational delay, and transfer time. Latency is a product of
seek time and rotational time in the case of a hard disk drive. Seek time, rotational
delay, and transfer time are delays associated with reading or writing data on a
system’s disk drive. In order to read or write data in a particular place on the disk, the
read/write head of the disk needs to be physically moved to the correct location. The
time it takes for the head to move to the right place is the seek time, which varies
depending on how far the head’s destination is from its origin at the time of each read
or write instruction. Rotational delay is the time required for the addressed area of a
disk drive to rotate in position where it is accessible by the read/write head. Solid-state
disks (SSDs) do not have what is classically referred to as seek time or rotational
delay because data is accessed without the use of moving parts. However, there is a
delay from hardware signal relay and buffering that is sometimes described as seek
time with a magnitude of ~0.1 ms.54, 55
CPU speed, RAM capacity, RAM capacity per unit of cost, disk storage density and
network throughput are all subject to some version of Moore’s Law, generally
improving by a factor of two every couple of years. Disk speed is the main exception.
The rotational speed of disks is limited by their tendency to fall off of the spindle.
Hence, this speed has grown only 12.5-fold in a one-half century—from 1,200
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revolutions per minute in 1956 to 15,000 RPM more recently. Most other computer
performance metrics increase by 12.5 times approximately every seven years.56
Therefore, disk access remains a bottleneck. The time to randomly access a disk is
closely related to disk rotation speed. 15,000 RPM disks are commonly advertised as
having 3.3-3.9 ms seek times, which is almost a million times longer than raw RAM
seek times, which have declined to just a few nanoseconds. Moreover, traditional
disks could be over 1,000 times slower than what may be the real in-memory speed
bottleneck.57
Latency is the time that passes after issuing a data access until the requested data is
available in the CPU. In hierarchical memory systems, the latency increases with the
distance from the CPU. Accessing data that is already available in the L1 cache
causes L1 access latency, which is typically minimal. In case the requested data in not
found in L1, an L1 miss occurs, additionally delaying the data access by L2 access
latency for accessing the L2 cache. Similarly, if the data is not available in L2, the data
must be loaded from main-memory.58 If data is not available in main memory, it must
be pulled from flash memory, disk, or tape.
The latency of the specific components of the system increases exponentially as one
goes down the storage hierarchy. For example, Exhibit 19 displays the relative latency
of a memory/storage component compared to if the requested data was already in the
CPU registers. Latency between CPU registers and disk are nine orders of magnitude
Thus, DRAM and flash technologies need to increasingly overtake disk systems to
address the performance constraints of rotational media.
Exhibit 19: Relative Latency Comparison of System Components
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Exhibit 20 further details specifics on the latency discrepancy between disk, flash, and
main memory. Storage on SSDs is becoming more practical both in terms of size and
cost versus historically. Although the market is not new, many vendors, including
Oracle and EMC, are taking advantage of the increased density and affordability, as
well as performance versus HDDs, of these drives. There are important speed
differences between the two technologies. Flash is much faster than spinning disks,
but it is not as fast as DRAM when handling write I/Os. While the performance metrics
are rapidly evolving in this market, currently a flash SSD executes write speeds at a
rate of approximately 300 microseconds. RAM, by comparison, performs writes at
0.005 microseconds. In contrast, mechanical hard disks achieve about 7-12
millisecond reads and writes.
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Exhibit 20: Comparison of Latency
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■

Bandwidth. Bandwidth refers to how much data can be “pushed through” a device in
a given amount of time. In regards to bandwidth, disk performance is about four orders
of magnitude less in bandwidth when compared to CPU registers. There is less than
two orders of magnitude difference between disk and memory performance. (See
Exhibit 21.) Therefore, one can probably argue that latency is a more significant
contributor to the storage performance problem than bandwidth. However, for small
requests, response time is primarily driven by latency while large requests’ response
time is largely determined by bandwidth.52,53 Nonetheless, the improvement in
bandwidth from moving data from mechanical disk to flash or main memory must also
be considered, given the feasibility of doing so with the improving economics of
computing.

Exhibit 21: Relative Bandwidth Comparison of System Components
logarithmic scale
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Mechanical HDDs are approximately 2,500 times less in bandwidth if compared to the
CPU. This compares to main memory and NAND flash which are approximately 165
times and 1,800 times less in bandwidth compared to the CPU registers. Bandwidth
per GB of storage is less than one percent of what it was 30 years ago. Combined
with the latency problem, some important storage technology issues persist, which will
require some major re-thinking of storage and applications.52
Exhibit 22 provides further specifics on the bandwidth discrepancy between disk and
solid state drives and main memory. Flash as write bandwidth of approximately 100
MB/s and read bandwidth of approximately 200 MB/s. DRAM, by comparison, has
bandwidth of approximately 3,200 MB/s. In contrast, mechanical hard disks achieve
about 60-90 MB/s reads and writes.
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Exhibit 22: Comparison of Bandwidth
Storage Device
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Source: AgigA Tech, Hennessy & Patterson.

The storage hierarchy of computing systems is shown in Exhibit 23, which describes
where the different elements of the storage hierarchy fit from the perspectives of
bandwidth and cost per gigabyte. This exhibit utilizes a log-log chart format to help
disclose all the data that would be hidden if using a linear scale instead for any of the
metrics.
Exhibit 23: Cost/Performance Levels in the Memory Hierarchy
logarithmic scale

Source: Objective Analysis.

A very large gap exists between DRAM and HDD performance. Enterprise HDDs offer
a relatively ineffective means of approaching even the lower end of DRAM
performance, but NAND flash has become a cost-effective means of filling this gap.
NAND flash is slower than DRAM, but faster than an HDD. Since NAND price per
gigabyte has fallen below that of DRAM in recent years, system designers have been
devising ways to utilize this technology to improve the performance of servers while
simultaneously lowering costs. However, NAND flash is less expensive than DRAM,
but still more costly than HDDs. Therefore, NAND flash poses a significant threat to
enterprise HDDs in many data warehousing infrastructures, as we expect more and
more systems to be built using NAND flash for speed coupled with low-price,
high-capacity HDDs for mass storage.59
■

I/O. As mentioned previously, the performance gap between CPU and mechanical
hard disk processing speeds results in disk I/O bottlenecks which limit the utilization of
the full CPU power available to systems. This I/O performance gap is growing and,
unless resolved, will continue to limit the throughput of transaction-intensive
applications. Despite the IT administrators’ attempts at solving the I/O bottleneck
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problem with applications tuning, server upgrades, and storage upgrades, the root
cause of the I/O bottlenecks remains a structural limitation, namely the restricted I/O
operations per second (IOPS) capacity of hard disk drives.3 The performance gap has
only been increasing the past two decades.
While disk capacities are increasing, their ability to transfer data or write new data is
not increasing at an equivalent rate—resulting in disks containing more data that that
takes longer to read or write. Consequently, fast CPUs are relatively idle, waiting for
data to work on. DRAM and NAND flash memory can narrow the I/O performance gap
and help better utilize the power of the CPU. (See Exhibit 24.) DRAM and NAND flash
technologies can function as hard disk emulators without the random access speed
limitation of mechanical disks. Unlike mechanical disks, DRAM and NAND flash have
no moving parts and process data at significantly faster speeds as they eliminate seek
and rotational latency times during read and write requests. The key advantage to
DRAM and NAND flash is that they access data in microseconds rather than
milliseconds for HDDs, which increases IOPS by an order of magnitude. Therefore, by
closing the I/O performance gap, DRAM and NAND flash effectively eliminate the I/O
bottleneck problems encountered in enterprise applications.3
Exhibit 24: Percentage Chance in Disk Trends, 2001-2010
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Transaction-intensive enterprise applications continue to be plagued by I/O
bottlenecks that limit their throughput and productivity. This performance gap between
CPU and mechanical hard disk processing speeds results in disk I/O bottlenecks
which limit the utilization of the full CPU power available to systems. This I/O
performance gap is growing and, if unresolved, will continue to limit the throughput of
transaction-intensive applications.3
IT administrators’ attempts at solving the I/O bottleneck problem include applications
tuning, server upgrades, storage upgrades, etc., but each of these approaches has
specific drawbacks. As such, these attempts did little to address a root cause of the
I/O bottlenecks, namely the restricted I/O operations per second (IOPS) capacity of
hard disk drives.3 For example, NAND flash can perform approximately 5,000 IOPS
for write operations and 30,000 IOPS for read operations. By comparison, DRAM can
do 500,000 IOPS, while mechanical hard disks achieve about 250-500 IOPS. (See
Exhibit 25.)
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Exhibit 25: Comparison of IOPS
Storage Device
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Source: Sun Microsystems “Tuning Storage Subsystem for Databases.”

Improvements to reduce I/O help but do not really eliminate the problem as a
fundamental redesign is in order.32 Technology improvements allow re-thinking of how
organizations build enterprise applications. Advances in hardware over the last two
decades allow fundamentally re-assessing the basic design goal. In-memory
computing is technology that allows the processing of large quantities of real-time data
in the main memory of the server to provide immediate results from analyses and
transactions. Additionally, increased usage of DRAM and NAND flash has reduced
bottlenecks experienced from traditional disk-based I/O.
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Why In-memory and NAND Flash?
“Memory is the new disk! With disk speeds growing very slowly and memory chip
capacities growing exponentially, in-memory software architectures offer the prospect of
orders-of-magnitude improvements in the performance of all kinds of data-intensive
applications…and will change how we think about the balance between memory and
disk in server architectures.”
—Bill McColl, Cloudscale

When/Why In-Memory?
As CPU processing power has increased over the years, the bottlenecks in data
processing have shifted away from CPU toward the data storage layer. Over the years,
there has been a growing divide between processor performance and storage access
times. The delay that users experience is primarily due to the CPU waiting on storage to
fetch data. Furthermore, the issue is only worsened by a data transmission bottleneck due
to excessive read-write head movement in a disk-based storage and controller bandwidth
limitations.60 Most BI vendors have enhanced their technology to attempt to work around
these bottlenecks in the storage layer for both analytics and OLTP systems. In contrast to
traditional disk-based data warehouse architectures that loads data from OLTP systems to
analytics systems (see Exhibit 9), in-memory BI enables fetching of data from
transactional systems directly into analytics systems (e.g., QlikView). Additionally, the use
of SSD in the storage layer further improves data access through in-memory caching and
parallel processing (e.g., Oracle Exadata). (See Exhibit 26.)
Exhibit 26: Optimizing BI Performance

Source: TDWI, Credit Suisse.

In-memory technology has become an essential solution to advancement in several
enterprise software systems, spanning data warehouses, analytic applications, database
management systems, middle-tier caching systems (applications that cache frequently
used data in distributed systems), and event-stream processing systems (applications that
deal with multiple streams of event data, such as automated trading in financial services).
Software or applications that deal with large volumes of data or perform memory-intensive
processes stand to benefit from in-memory technology.46
The in-memory approach is not a new concept as vendors have been exploring
opportunities to take advantage of the speed of DRAM for some time. However, only
recently has the promise become a practical reality, given the mainstream adoption of
64-bit architectures that enable larger addressable memory space, the rapid decline in
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memory prices, and so on. Because of this rapidly changing infrastructure landscape,
business can now realistically analyze very large data sets entirely in-memory.61
In-memory technology gives a significant boost to performance of analytics systems.
Analytic applications are most often built on large volumes of data, which thus presents a
significant demand on memory. Additionally, such analytics applications are anchored on
complex data structures that emulate business models. As business models change,
corresponding data structures also have to change. Every structural change requires
costly time and effort to re-design and re-optimize various cube and aggregate table
designs. In-memory technology transforms analytics systems by the convergence of
low-cost, high-performance hardware and memory combined with an improvement in the
usage of resources in software. In-memory analytics typically constitutes all analysis that
is performed using in-memory technology. This can include multidimensional analysis or
online analytical processing (OLAP), statistical analysis, data mining, and text mining.46
In-memory BI technology enables the BI software loads the data in memory before any
query or analysis is performed. As a result, the in-memory BI approach gives faster query
performances and shorter implementation times, as opposed to traditional disk-based BI
solutions or NAND flash-based architectures.61 In-memory analysis and reporting delivers
rapid access to visually rich, interactive dashboards that anyone can build quickly and
modify easily. In-memory technology enables users to access data in real-time and
interactively explore data, which would not be possible in traditional BI technology. With
in-memory BI, users can engage their data with significant speed, resulting in more
informed, proactive decisions. Similarly, IT departments spend far less time on query
analysis, cube building, aggregate table design, and other time-consuming
performance-tuning tasks.
Exhibit 27: Comparison of Latency and IOPs
Capacity HDDs
Performance HDDs
Flash (write)
Flash (read)
DRAM

Latency (µS)

IOPs

12,000

250

7,000

500

300

5,000

45

30,000

0.005

500,000

Source: Sun Microsystems “Tuning Storage Subsystem for Databases.”

The in-memory approach addresses two important issues with conventional OLAP:
(1) disk space requirements and (2) input-output (I/O). An in-memory solution eliminates
completely both disk space requirements and I/O bottlenecks. All source data required to
create multidimensional analytical data is brought into main memory, and complex queries
(both relational and multidimensional) run significantly faster when data is in DRAM. While
MOLAP using in-memory technology is still based on a data warehouse or data mart that
is built using dimensional modeling, in-memory MOLAP does not require any processing
as cubes are built on the fly and completely loaded in memory. Data loading is done using
a data integration/extract-transform-load (ETL) tool. Aggregations are computed based on
queries submitted to the in-memory MOLAP server. Queries are run against data in
memory and consequently, response times become faster that enhances user experience
further. Not all data is loaded into memory, rather, datasets are cached based on
frequency of usage. Data not available in memory is retrieved from the underlying
relational database and may be cached by the in-memory analytics system for future
use.46
Benefits of In-Memory
■

Performance Improvements. The most significant benefit of implementing in-memory
analytics is the dramatic performance improvement of the BI system. Given that BI
users query and interact with data in-memory, rather than accessing data in a
disk-based data warehouse, makes the in-memory BI system significantly faster than
traditional disk-based BI system. Reporting requirements have a large impact on I/O
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time and network resources when dealing with large volumes of data. In order to
minimize this, a company needs optimized file and database access methods.
In-memory architectures overcome this process by shifting all the data and workload
into main memory. Using in-memory analytics, the entire reference data for running
queries exists in RAM and not on the hard-disk. The main bottleneck for the business
intelligence performance has been the time taken to access the hard-disk and I/O
activities. With in-memory analytics, this barrier is overcome to a great extent.38
■

Cost-effective. Business intelligence has historically been an I/O-bound workload.
Business data is stored on the disks of a data warehouse, and retrieving data from
these disks is the main cost in query execution. Low-end systems spend most of their
time waiting for disk I/O, while high-end systems use large numbers of disks to
achieve high throughput at great financial cost.5 Furthermore, the traditional
disk-based BI/data warehousing solutions are expensive to deploy as the systems
need extensive setup, and highly-experienced DBAs are required to fine tune the
query for better performance. On the other hand, the in-memory approach provides
the ability to analyze very large data sets in DRAM, which may often carry a higher
upfront cost than like-for-like disk-based storage, but the system is much simpler to set
up and administer. Consequently, IT is not burdened with time consuming
performance tuning tasks typically required by data warehouses, which potentially
reduces upfront and ongoing operating costs.
More specifically, certain vendors, such as SAP, contend that in-memory BI systems
tend to be less expensive than the traditional disk-based systems, largely because the
in-memory BI systems have less complex analytical engines. For example, traditional
BI systems can analyze data—but at a simpler level, making it trickier to delve more
deeply into the underlying data that resulted in the query answer. However, for many
companies with straightforward business needs (e.g., tracking sales, demand, and
marketing), in-memory systems can be a very good fit.61

■

New, Richer Insights. Unlike the traditional BI system that provides answers to
pre-defined questions, in-memory systems load the complete data mart into the
memory that enables business users to “play” with the data the way they want.
Business users have self-service access to the right information coupled with rapid
query execution to deliver new levels of insight required to optimize business
performance, without the IT bottleneck.

■

Less Complex to Administer. Many organizations have data scattered across multiple
departmental data marts. Traditional data warehouses are not designed to deliver
complex analytics on terabytes of data quickly, and the volume of data used in
organizations continues to grow exponentially. As a result, the extraction of
information becomes more time-consuming and complex. In this scenario, if the
organization needs to develop a full data mart for data access, the cost of
development, maintenance, storage, etc., would be significant, whereas, for example,
in-memory architectures could enable data access and analysis of large data volumes
at significantly low costs.38 In-memory computing alleviates this issue, as the ability to
bulk load data in real-time into main memory provides end users with instant access to
their data for real-time reporting. In fact, the capacity to rapidly access large volumes
of data on an ad hoc basis for analysis purposes without the need to build complex
data warehouses is one of the drivers for in-memory analysis. In-memory databases
can connect to a legacy data store, populate a database, conduct analysis, and then
discard the in-memory database once the analysis is complete.61
The aggregation of data to produce summaries at user query time is typically not
feasible with the immediacy of response time that users want. Because of this, many
data marts are designed to pre-calculate and pre-store the summaries using an
aggregation process. This usually takes large amounts of processing and data
movement. Optimized aggregation algorithms are needed to enhance performance.
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With in-memory analytics, data aggregation is not required, given that the vast
amounts of data that can be stored and analyzed is in DRAM itself. The
pre-calculation and pre-aggregation is done to reduce the data access time taken for a
disk-based system. With DRAM’s instant access capability, DBAs do not need to
create huge indexes and pre-calculations. DRAM can afford to have entire table scans
almost instantaneously.38 (See Exhibit 28.)
Exhibit 28: Aggregation Time of In-Memory Column Store versus Disk-Based Row Store
Databases

Source: SAP.

The amount of data for database loads means that ETL processes take many hours to
complete. These loads involve index creation, which requires sorting of data. Because
of the amount of data used in typical loads, the fastest possible sorting algorithms are
necessary. With an in-memory database, bulk loads mean that huge volumes of data
can be loaded, compressed, and available for reporting in minutes. (See Exhibit 28.)
Additionally, elimination of the aggregation process reduces the data size requirement
since there is no need to store the pre-calculated or pre-aggregated data.62 (See
Exhibit 29 and Exhibit 30.)
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Exhibit 29: Traditional BI/Data Warehouse

Exhibit 30: In-Memory BI/Data Warehouse

Architecture
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Calculation Engine

Calculation Engine

Query Results

Query Results

Query

Query

Aggregates
Data Warehouse

Indexes
ETL

Data Warehouse

Operational Data Store
Copy

ETL

Data

Operational Data Store
Copy

Data
Source: SAP.

■

Source: SAP, Credit Suisse.

Faster Access, More User Self-service. The key difference between conventional
BI/data warehousing infrastructures and in-memory products is that the former query
data on disk while the latter query data in random access memory (RAM). When a
user runs a query against a traditional data warehouse, the query normally goes to a
database that reads the information from multiple tables stored on a server’s hard
disk. The results from the query are sent back to the users, and the user reviews the
data. If the filter in the business intelligence report does not deliver what the user
wants, the user subsequently modified the filter criteria in the query, and, thus, the
process starts over again.38 With a server-based in-memory database, all information
is initially loaded into memory. Accessing data in DRAM brings the real advantage of
in-memory analysis, as data can be accessed significantly faster as opposed to
accessing that same data from disk. Users then query and interact with the data
loaded into the machine’s memory.38 (See Exhibit 31.)

Exhibit 31: Comparison of Query Approaches

Sources: InformationWeek.
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Additionally, with traditional data warehouse schemas and data models, DBAs create
indexes for certain attributes in dimension tables to improve query performance, which
requires special DBA skills to identify the right attributes in order to create indexes.
The aforementioned steps for improved query performance are too cumbersome and
complex to administer. Query performance tuning consumes most of the DBAs time
and resources in a typical data warehouse implementation project. In comparison,
accessing data in main memory eliminates the complex, most time consuming step of
aggregating cubes.
■

Greater Storage Capacity Utilization. As another important distinction to bear in mind
when comparing the total cost of disk-based systems to in-memory and/or flash-based
architectures, enterprises generally hold the utilization of disk drive capacity at
relatively low levels to obtain higher I/O performance and more consistent response
times, given the physical limitations of arm movement and the hard disk’s spinning
platter. By short-stroking a HDD, usable capacity is significantly reduced in order to
increase the IOPS and reduce access times. Depending on the requirements, a
short-stroked drive will use only 30-50% of its full capacity, which results in the
enterprise having to overprovision HDD storage media (to essentially gain more disk
arms to shorten stroke length) which, in turn, adds to the cost of a disk-based data
warehouse.63 (See Exhibit 32.) However, in comparison, DRAM and NAND flash have
no capacity utilization restrictions; therefore, they operate much closer to 100%
utilization with no impact to I/O performance or access times. (See Exhibit 32 and
Exhibit 33.)

Exhibit 32: Disk Drive Capacity Utilization

30-50% utilization for
performance-sensitive
workloads
Source: IBM, Credit Suisse.

Exhibit 33: DRAM/NAND Flash Capacity Utilization

No restriction capacity utilization
Source: IBM, Credit Suisse.

Different Approaches to In-Memory
While various in-memory tools have emerged in the last few years to build better response
and more user-friendly analytics applications leveraging in-memory technology, these
tools have incorporated considerably different approaches to incorporate in-memory
capability.
■

Associative Model. The associative model for in-memory analytics typically loads and
stores all of its data in an “associate” data model that runs in-memory. Associations
are based on the relationships between various data elements. Therefore, when a
user clicks on an item within a data set, the selected item then turns green and all
associated values turn white. This allows users to quickly query all relevant data
without the dependency of a predefined hierarchy or query path, and the users are not
limited to navigating the analytical data in a preordained way.64

■

In-memory OLAP. In-memory OLAP primarily works by loading data in-memory—
allowing complex calculations and queries to be computed on-demand resulting in fast
response times. If write-back is supported, then users can change assumptions
on-the-fly to support real time “what-if” scenarios to perform specific requirements in
financial planning and forecasting.64

■

Excel In-memory Add-in. Add-ins allows users to load large volumes of data into Excel
using in-memory. Once the data is within Excel, relationships are automatically
inferred between the data sets—allowing users to perform on-the-fly sorting, filtering,
and “slicing and dicing” of large data sets, which overcomes some of the technical
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data volume limits of Excel. The Excel add-in approach is designed to improve selfservice capabilities as the add-in reduces reliance on IT departments and lessens the
need for business users to become proficient in multidimensional structures and
techniques. The Excel in-memory add-in is dependant on a particular back-end data
management and portal platform which aids data sharing and collaboration.64
■

In-memory Accelerator. An in-memory accelerator is designed to improve query
performance within an existing BI environment. The accelerator works by loading data
into memory and leveraging pre-built indexes to support faster query response times.
Since this approach does not tie the analysis down to any predefined paths or
hierarchies, users have greater analytic latitude and freedom to explore the data.
Some in-memory accelerators are also dependent on the use of highly parallel
hardware which will need configuring and optimizing before use.64

■

In-memory Visual Analytics. In-memory visual analytics combines an in-memory
database with a visual data exploration tool allowing users to quickly query data and
report results within a visual and interactive analytics environment.64

How Can In-Memory Be Deployed?
In-memory databases (IMDB) exhibit extremely fast query response and data commit
times, as an IMDB stores the entire database structure in DRAM. When we refer to
in-memory database systems being the next evolution of business intelligence/data
warehousing architectures, this should not be confused with an in-memory caching
mechanism, which stores disk blocks in DRAM caches for speed. With an in-memory
database versus a caching model, all application transactions take place in-memory
without the use of traditional disk or disk substitutes, such as NAND flash. Access to the
database is through direct memory access (DMA) and without the use of a disk
controller.14
The caching model for in-memory storage does not replace the conventional RDBMS
model, rather it adds an accompanying cache tool to drive improved performance for the
subset of highly active data that is required. An in-memory cache retains all data rows and
tables frequently queried by the system’s applications, while all remaining data resides on
disk. As such, in-memory caches have been popular for systems with data storage too
large to fit entirely in-memory, thus requiring a tiered configuration with performance
privileges for highly active, frequently updated, operational data. By separating data
according to performance and access requirements, an in-memory cache is a cost
effective mechanism for increasing efficiency and throughput solely for the data that the
system requires (e.g., operational data), which, in turn, boosts application performance.
Typically, data stored in caches is not recoverable in the event of system or application
failure, unless persistence mechanisms (e.g., checkpointing, logging) replicate data to
disks as well. As such, increasing data durability represents a key tradeoff with
performance, as ensuring maximal availability often requires resource-intensive processes,
such as synchronous replication and logging to external storage.18
On the other hand, IMDBs operate as database of record from within the application tier,
thereby carrying all data in-memory and eliminating the bulk of processing associated with
external data retrieval and disk-based I/O. The closer proximity of the application to the
data creates almost instant access, and faster database reads drive improved
performance as compared to a standalone disk-based DBMS or in-memory cache.65 This
change in data residence accompanies changes to the assumptions underlying the data
store. Rather than algorithms, buffer pool management, and retrieval techniques optimized
for disk-based data storage, IMDBs use different codepaths and simpler algorithms to
match their streamlined structure.
In addition to this architectural shift, DRAM does not require many of the processes that
impede performance in traditional disk databases (e.g., cache processing, logical I/O, data
duplication, data transfer). IMDBs are available in both row-based and column-based
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models, but we clearly view column-based databases as the preferable schema for
in-memory architectures due to the higher data compression rates and improved I/O
performance. Hardware systems currently are available at reasonable prices with large
amounts of memory, even greater than one terabyte. As these systems become more
widely-available, larger, more mature, and lower-priced, we expect the speed of adoption
of in-memory databases to accelerate. Although the primary inhibitors to adoption are the
risks involved with memory failures and the lack of reliable high-availability solutions,
disaster recovery, and sufficiently fast backup and recovery techniques, we anticipate that
these will be overcome by new functionality over time.14
IMDB technology also introduces a higher probability that analytics and transactional
systems can share the same database. We agree with Gartner’s thesis that analytic data
models, master data approaches, and data services within the middle tier will begin to
emerge as the dominant approach (particularly for analytical workloads) in the coming
years. This will compel more traditional row-based vendors to adapt to column approaches
and in-memory simultaneously. At the same time, business intelligence solutions will
emerge sooner rather than later that leverage IMDBs with superior-performing products
and will then quickly become acquisition targets for megavendors.14
When, Why, and How In-Memory Columnar Databases?
Columnar Databases, Why Now?

Almost all relational database management systems (RDBMS) store data in rows.57 The
row-oriented RDBMS, having been designed for transactional activities, is most often built
for optimum retrieval and joining of small data sets rather than large ones, further
burdening the I/O subsystems when using row-based databases for analytical queries.
Additionally, a row-oriented database must read the entire record or “row” in order to
access the needed attributes or column data, which results in analytical queries reading
significantly more data than is needed to satisfy the request, which, in turn creates very
large I/O burdens.159
Exhibit 34: Comparison of Disk-based Row versus Columnar Scans for Analytics Queries

Source: ParAccel.

In comparison, column-centric database systems store and process data columns-first
rather than rows-first, which is extremely efficient for read performance, but for update
performance, column stores are not the best design when utilizing hard disk drives as
compared with row-oriented RDBMSs.16 However, column-based data management gives
an advantage in analytical query execution as the system only has to look at those
columns which actually are relevant to the query.57 Therefore, for analytical queries, which
typically look at certain columns across a large set of records, column stores are superior
to row-based systems.16 Furthermore, column-based data management also does not
require the distinction of index versus raw data since a full columnar index, unlike a typical
row-based set of relational indices, contains all the data in the underlying database.57
Instead of requiring separate indexes for optimally tuned queries, the data values
themselves within each column form the index, reducing I/O, enabling rapid access to the
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data without the need for expanding the database footprint, all while simultaneously and
dramatically improving query performance.159
Column-based databases have been around since 1972, and in-memory applications date
back to the 1960s. Despite many advantages of the schema for analytical workloads in
particular, column-based databases (e.g., Sybase IQ) have essentially been niche
products, primarily targeted at very high-volume data warehousing environments.66
One reason that market share has eluded column-based databases is because columnar
storage, while significantly fast for reads, is not ideal for high-volume writes on disk, which
would lead to I/O bottlenecks that degraded the performance of transactional
applications.67 The chief disadvantage of column stores is that these databases
underperform in terms of import, export, bulk reporting, and the efficient use of computer
resources as compared with row-based RDBMSs when carrying out transactional
processing on hard disk drives as the data storage layer. The primary performance
hurdles of the columnar databases are readily apparent in the new record insertion
process, which requires reading a column store set for every column in the record,
determining where the new value belongs in that set, inserting it in the right place, and
then building the required linking information to be able to retrieve it and insert it correctly
into the original record format.67 Specifically, writing new records requires updating each of
the column sets that belong to the record while reading a complete record requires
locating the correct value from each column set and assembling those into the original
record format.67 Therefore, because of the need to update each of the column sets for
transactional processing and, given the seek times and rotational latency of hard disk
drives, the performance of column-stores is meaningfully worse than traditional row-based
databases when utilizing disk-based infrastructures.
Although the performance of column store databases is limited versus row-based
databases when utilizing hard disk drives, this limitation is lifted when moving to an
in-memory or flash-based model, given that DRAM and flash are so much faster than disk
on both read and writes, because there are no seek and rotational latency bottlenecks
since DRAM and flash consist of electronic rather than mechanical components. (See
Exhibit 35.) In other words, the traditional drawback of columnar systems is that it is
difficult to update the indices without random accesses, which is not a problem when all
the data is loaded in main memory.57 Since memory is so much faster than disk, the
overall writes within columnar storage in main memory, while slower than the reads under
the certain circumstances, does not really impact performance when compared to a
traditional row-based database on disk. As such, the relative performance benefit from
moving to in-memory or flash-based storage makes the write times acceptable, particularly
when compared to the disk-based alternative where a column store database was not
feasible for high-volume transactional applications.
Exhibit 35: Storage Technology Comparison
Capacity (GB)

Latency (μS)

Bandwidth (MB/s)

IOPS

2,500

12,000
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250

300

7,000
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500

Flash (write)

64

300

100

5,000

Flash (read)
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200
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8

0.005

3,200

500,000

Capacity HDDs
Performance HDDs

DRAM

Source: Sun Microsystems, AgigA Tech, Hennessy & Patterson, Credit Suisse.

Furthermore, not only do columnar databases drastically improve the performance of
analytics applications versus row-based databases, but customers would also benefit if
both analytics and transactional applications could share the same in-memory column
store database, which would eliminate the need for ETL processes to move data from the
OLTP to the analytics database as well as reduce the licensing fees for the databases, as
well as the additional storage hardware infrastructure necessary to maintain two systems.
However, using a columnar database as a transactional data store on hard disk drives has
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been challenging for OLTP applications, but the relative performance of DRAM is so much
faster than disk that an in-memory columnar database closes the performance gap to that
of a traditional row-based relational database running on HDDs. The primary reason that
column stores currently are more feasible is that the response time benefits one can
achieve from DRAM as a result of the mechanical limitations of hard disk drives being
lifted. In other words, with in-memory column stores, you do not get the performance
degradation that you would experience with columnar databases on traditional mechanical
disks.66
Ultimately, in-memory database technology introduces a higher probability that analytics
and transactional systems will eventually share the same database—specifically an
in-memory columnar database. We agree with Gartner’s thesis that data models, master
data approaches, and data services within the middle-tier will begin to emerge as the
dominant approach (particularly for analytical workloads) in the coming years, which will
compel more traditional row-based vendors to introduce column and in-memory
approaches simultaneously.14 For example, the column-store IMDB announced by SAP in
May 2010 has the potential for a combined OLTP and data warehousing (DW) in a single
database model, using an in-memory column-store DBMS for both, which could enable an
entire set of new applications that were not possible in the past owing to the latency of
data moving from the OLTP system to the DW.68
Application Refactoring

While the front-end of existing applications would not necessarily be impacted, the
back-end of the applications would be refactored to take advantage of in-memory
columnar architectures. For example, SAP would need to refactor its application server tier
to replace calls to a traditional database with calls to the in-memory columnar database,
which we expect SAP begin in earnest in 2012 following the release of HANA 2.0, but may
require two or more years to complete, given the scope of Business Suite.
Exhibit 36: Adoption Strategy for SAP In-Memory Phased Delivery

Source: SAP.

Code refactoring is a disciplined approach to restructure code without a complete rewrite.
Refactoring is usually undertaken to improve some of the nonfunctional attributes of the
software. This is done by changing a program’s source code while not impacting its
functional requirements. In order to fully take advantage of columnar, in-memory database
architectures, certain applications would need to be refactored, although a complete
rewrite would be unnecessary.
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While advancements in hardware technology have almost present a “perfect storm” in
what is available in terms of computing resources, the software still needs to be designed
to take advantage of these advancements. Software needs to be “smart” about data
access, rather than just assuming that data in-memory equals fast performance. For
example, database systems in the market have historically made poor use of parallel
execution opportunities offered by multiple execution pipelines and speculative execution
in modern CPUs.58
While columnar storage is used to increase the amount of data that can be stored in
limited memory as compared to disk, this technology, when combined with in-memory
computing, not only reduces the data storage required but also speeds up the applications
while simultaneously reducing complexity. Applications would benefit from in-memory
columnar databases if they are refactored to make use of the new technical capabilities
offered by the architecture.30 In refactoring existing applications, Hasso Plattner has
suggested that the amount of code could be reduced by more than 30% on average, by
40-50% for more formal applications (e.g., financials), and by up to 75% for certain
applicastions.105 Specifically, although SQL statements do not need to be changed when
deploying an application on a columnar versus a row-based database, all orchestration of
caches and materialized views is no longer required, and algorithms can be pushed down
to the database to operate close to the data needed.105 Therefore, while the back-end of
applications may require a refactoring to optimally leverage columnar databases,
improvements elsewhere in the application can also be achieved by taking advantage of
the overall improvement in performance. For example, the developer could refactor an
application to get to a new user interface now that the response times are so much faster.
With the faster response times, a developer can create a new drag-and-drop user
interface, which would not have been possible even with response times of one second.30

When/Why NAND Flash?
The mainstream availability of 64-bit servers with many gigabytes of memory provides a
solution to slow performance of data processing. While NAND flash storage technology is
not a new concept, the decline in NAND flash cost and the availability in larger footprints
has further enabled the adoption of flash as a storage solution and made it accessible
through out the data centers.69 NAND flash provides following advantages/disadvantages
as compared with in-memory solutions:
Exhibit 37: Comparison of In-Memory versus NAND Flash
NAND Flash
Ease of implementation
Costs
Performance
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Better
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Source: Burleson Consulting.

■

Ease of Implementation. Switching to NAND flash does not require change in the
applications, rather the storage layer is only changed from disk to NAND flash, thus
boosting the performance of the legacy code in applications. Solid-date drives (SSD)
makes the process of implementing a NAND flash-based solution as simple as
transferring the database tables from the current storage device to NAND flash and
starting up the database. In contrast, installing in-memory databases requires
applications to be refactored and, in some cases, entirely rewritten. These projects are
fraught with risk. Any new software development effort requires people, time, and
money, and as the in-memory database solution has not been tested in a production
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environment, it is not clear that the transition will help performance until all of the
resources have already been invested.

■

Non-volatile Memory. Unlike volatile DRAM memory, which loses its data when power
is removed, NAND flash is non-volatile memory, meaning no power is needed to
maintain the stored information. Specifically, while flash memory will retain its data
beyond 10 years without power, data stored in DRAM will only be maintained for little
more than 10 milliseconds without power.160

■

Power Consumption/Heat Dissipation. Another benefit is that flash memory uses much
less power than DRAM. Because of this, NAND flash-based systems generate much
less heat than their DRAM counterparts on a like-for-like basis. NAND flash also
requires practically only a fraction of the power consumption of a hard disk drive, as no
additional power is required to activate the platters or the mechanical arms present in
magnetic drives. Along with the lower power consumption, there is also much less
heat dissipation for systems using NAND flash as the data storage layer, due to the
absence of heat generated from the rotating/movable media.160

■

Reliability. Solid-state drives incorporate enterprise class storage system reliability
features, providing advanced memory protections schemes, such as error-correcting
code (ECC), Chipkill technology (allowing a memory chip to fail without data loss), and
transient error scrubbing. Enterprise class solid-state drives incorporate redundant
batteries and disks with the intelligence to reliably persist the data to disk. This
provides a non-volatile system that server memory cannot match.69

■

Availability. By using solid state disks rather than in-memory databases, high
performance levels can be achieved by deploying CPU-heavy, memory light nodes to
avoid increasing memory costs. NAND flash-based infrastructures also reduce the
complexity of keeping the cache in each node of the cluster coherent with one
another, as the larger each node’s local memory, the more difficult the coherence
problem becomes. In extremely high availability systems, the solid-state drives can be
mirrored to provide an added level of protection for a totally redundant high
performance in-memory solution.69

■

Scalability. NAND flash offers a scalable approach to high performance databases.
Additional storage can be easily added as the system scales with production systems
deployed in the terabyte range. In contrast to the price of server memory, the price per
GB for adding capacity to solid state disks decreases as the total capacity increases.69

■

Low Cost. In-memory database implementations are typically more expensive than
NAND flash-based implementations, especially when the capacity increases. As
memory density increases in servers, the cost for the memory increases dramatically.
As the amount of memory required increases, so typically does the number of
processors required (given that there is an increasing but still limited amount of
memory per processor). As the number of processors and memory capacity increases
so does the cost of the in-memory database license. Database license costs for
in-memory databases and subsequent annual maintenance costs can heavily affect
the cost comparison. Additionally, costs associated with in-memory databases will
scale linearly as the number of servers required to store the necessary data in DRAM
increases making certain cluster solutions potentially unpalatable relative to NAND
flash. A single SSD can support a cluster or even a grid of database servers with no
additional costs, thus allowing independent scaling of the processor and the memory
needs of an application. Finally, the costs and complexity associated with developing,
testing, and deploying an in-memory database are substantially higher than the cost of
installing a SSD.69
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How Can NAND Flash Be Deployed?
NAND flash storage for the enterprise is primarily deployed in two form factors: (1) as a
solid-state drive (SSD) installed directly in place of an actual hard disk-based storage drive,
or (2) within a PCIe card attached to the motherboard.
The first type of NAND flash architecture accesses the server in a similar fashion to a hard
drive—except with no energy-intensive spinning disks—and is installed directly in the
place of the hard drive. (See Exhibit 38.) As a result, this form factor is relatively easy to
integrate into a legacy enterprise storage environment.70 SSDs use 2.5 inch and 3.5 inch
form factors that are compatible with classical HDD ports and industry-standard interfaces
(e.g., SAS, SATA, and FC). NAND flash-based SSDs allows enterprises to leverage their
existing storage infrastructures, as the goal for SSD-based storage is to appear as a SAS,
or SATA logical unit number (LUN) disk, just like an HDD normally would in the server
array or storage appliance, and there is also no need to upgrade existing system utilities to
configure the SSD storage.71
While this ease of integration is beneficial for existing enterprise storage architectures, the
NAND flash-based SSD form factor may impede flexibility if enterprise IT systems diverge
from long-held standards to adapt to new trends and technologies, given that the HDD
form factor limits the size and the location of deployment. Another con, cited by Gartner, is
that the controller may not be optimized for SSDs and may be an inefficient bottleneck in
the system.71
Exhibit 38: SSD Deployment

Exhibit 39: PCIe Deployment

Source: Fusion-io, Credit Suisse.

Source: Fusion-io, Credit Suisse.

In comparison, PCIe add-in cards are NAND flash devices that, once mounted on the
motherboard, are configured as a conventional disk volume would be in a system’s disk
manager and use the PCIe bus to simultaneously connect to multiple flash memory
channels that are attached directly to the card.72 (See Exhibit 39.) PCIe card deployments
fit into current server environments effortlessly, given that PCIe interfaces emulate SAS or
SATA drives (from a protocol perspective) to appear as drives that storage management
software will recognize. Advanced servers, operating systems, and drivers can auto detect
new PCIe devices without the need for a server outage, reboot, or restart. These systems
also allow dynamic detection of storage LUNs or volumes via SAS and SATA emulation in
server operating systems or hypervisors.71
Data stored on flash PCIe cards persists in the event of server outages or downtime and
can also support multiple interconnect widths with multi-lane configurations in order to
meet the bandwidth requirements of resource-intensive applications and higher speed
protocols. Because this structure results in the most direct access to the CPU, the PCIe
form factor tends to result in higher capacity, higher throughput, and the least amount of
latency compared to alternative approaches. For example, Fusion-io’s ioDrive combines a
PCIe add-on card with flash memory and a controller to form a “NAND flash cluster,” a
storage device designed to achieve performance similar to DRAM with 700 MB per second
read throughput and more than 100,000 I/O operations per second, according to
Fusion-io.148 (See Exhibit 40.)
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Exhibit 40: Fusion-io ioDrive Duo

Source: UberGizmo.

Despite the benefit of increased capacity per card, one obvious drawback to this approach
is the limited number of cards that can be attached to any system, thus impeding
performance gains at higher capacities.148 Server application performance will also suffer
when highly-used eight-lane PCIe system buses struggle to cope with the demands of too
many “high speed” cards in one system.71
Gartner expects widespread adoption and deployment of the PCIe interface over the next
several years, as economies of scale in PC production volume drive down costs. In fact,
Gartner predict that PCIe cards using this interface will account for approximately 34% of
the market by 2013 versus 10% in 2010. However, the 2.5 inch and 3.5 inch SSD form
factor will continue to represent the majority of deployments at approximately 48% in 2013,
as compared with 82% in 2010.71 (See Exhibit 41.)
Exhibit 41: Enterprise-Grade Storage SSDs by Form Factor
Form Factor

2010

2011E

2012E

2013E

2.5-Inch SSD

58%

54%

50%

44%

3.5-Inch SSD

23%

16%

8%

4%

PCIe Card

10%

19%

27%

34%

DIMM

9%

10%

14%

16%

Others

0%

1%

1%

2%

Source: Gartner.

When/Why Tiered Storage?
Storage tiering is a type of infrastructure that partitions data into separate storage types to
optimize performance and cost issues for different categories of data (e.g., “hot data” that
is frequently accessed and changing versus “cold data” that is only occasionally queried).
This strategy is important because of the significant performance, availability, energy
consumption, and cost differentials between different storage drives, spanning from high
IOPS, low latency, small footprint, lower power DRAM and NAND to higher-performance,
energy-intensive 10,000 rpm and 15,000 rpm enterprise-grade SAS hard disk drives to
lower-performance 7,200 rpm SATA HDDs.11 By using several different types of storage
drives, IT administrators can target data to the most appropriate location based on
performance requirements and cost efficiencies.73
Traditionally, the tiering process is conducted manually, with administrators frequently
monitoring the systems to differentiate between active and inactive data and then sorting
into tiers accordingly or tuning the system based on how actual performance results weigh
in against performance targets. Ultimately, the goal of this construct is a cost-effective
storage environment that positions the “hottest” data within the highest-performance tier in
closest proximity to the CPU and removes static data from resource-intensive storage
locations in order to maximize performance of the entire system. Since maintaining a
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solely high-performance DRAM may simply be too expensive for many enterprise IT
systems, storage system administrators must not only decide which data resides where at
the starting point, but must be equipped with the tools and understanding to know when
conditions are appropriate to reallocate data across storage tiers. However, as difficulties
mount in adjusting to dynamically changing requirements for larger storage volumes and
more complex application workloads, automated disk tiering has become increasingly
prevalent. Solutions from vendors including 3PAR, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, EMC, and
Oracle perform automated disk tiering based on continuous recognition of data patterns
and then intelligent reallocation of data, thus significantly reducing resources needed for
storage management.74
A small subset of data contained in a hypothetical storage system could account for the
majority of queries. (See Exhibit 42.) For example, Oracle has stated that less than 10% of
total data often accounts for 60% of a system’s queries. Because of the relatively smaller
size but higher resource intensity requirements, one could argue that this data would
optimally reside in the highest-priced, but highest-performance, storage tier of the system
(e.g., DRAM or NAND flash). Approximately the next 40% data of data stored accounts for
nearly 35% of all queries and should likely reside in the middle tier of a storage system on
less expensive storage that meets the throughput requirements of relatively active data
(e.g., SAS or SATA HDDs). Finally, Oracle believes that the remaining 50% of data
capacity is rarely accessed or updated and only account for 5% of queries. Therefore, this
remaining, somewhat inactive data could be stored in inexpensive off-line data archives
(e.g., tape).
Exhibit 42: Sample Storage Tiering Architecture

Source: Oracle.

Similarly, IDC proposes four storage tiers within conventional storage architectures.75
(1) Tier 0: DRAM or NAND flash storage for highly transactional data.
(2) Tier 1: Typically 10,000 rpm to 15,000 rpm SCSI/SAS/FC hard disk drives for data that
is less performance-intensive than Tier 0, but with higher availability and throughput
requirements than available from capacity-optimized drives.
(3) Tier 2: Capacity-optimized SATA drives for large volumes of relatively inactive data
maintained online.
(4) Tier 3 (and below): Either massive arrays of idle disks (MAID) with integrated
spin-slowed HDD technology or removable storage (e.g., removable tape, optical, or
HD drives).
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In our opinion, tiered storage architectures can be optimized to align with IT organizations’
specific business intelligence/data warehousing strategies based on price/performance. As
previously stated, we believe that business intelligence/data warehousing solutions can be
broadly grouped into two categories: strategic analytics and tactical/operational analytics.
Strategic business intelligence typically focuses on using a time series of business data
(i.e., weeks, months, or years) to gain insights that help shape long-term business
objectives or to perform sophisticated forecasting and modeling functions, whereas
operational analytics is geared toward driving short-term tactical goals and
line-of-business projects utilizing up-to-date, frequently changing, operational data to drive
performance in day-to-day, tactical business decisions. (See Exhibit 43.) As such,
tactical/operational analytics requires a highest-throughput, maximum-availability storage
tier (e.g., DRAM) to return queries in real-time based on up-to-date operational data, while
standard HDD technology may be appropriate for strategic business intelligence tools that
may not require sophisticated higher-performance but higher-priced.76
Exhibit 43: Comparison of Business Intelligence / Data Warehousing Strategies
Business objects

Strategic Decision-making
Develop and assess long-term business
goals

Tactical Decision-making
Manage tactical initiatives to achieve
strategic business goals by monitoring
and optimizing business processes
Business domain

Scope

Enterprise-wide

Users

Executives and business analysts

Business analysts, LOB managers,
operational users

Weeks to month to years

Intradaily to daily to weeks to months

Time-frame

Data

Historical data Low-latency historical data and real-time
operational data

Source: BeyeNETWORK.

Enterprises can achieve significant performance (and also cost) gains by separating
frequently used, active data and infrequently accessed, static data (or alternatively, “hot”
data and “cold” data) onto high-performance DRAM and NAND flash storage and
conventional HDDs, respectively.70 The basic concept of tiered storage systems is to
optimize the price/performance of the underlying infrastructure relative to the functional
requirements of data and the analytical tools accessing that data (i.e., one size does not fit
all). While we expect the usage of in-memory and NAND flash-based systems to increase
meaningfully in the coming years, the volume of data on these higher-performance storage
tiers will be relatively small in terms amount of enterprise data that will be managed and
stored (i.e., the “tip of the iceberg”), HDDs will continue to power the massive bulk of
storage content hidden in the “ocean” of available data as illustrated in Exhibit 42.11
Therefore, although DRAM and NAND flash will remain niche in terms of overall data
volume, these technologies have a massive strategic impact in diverse storage and server
platforms.11 By separating data according to performance and access requirements,
business intelligence/data warehouse infrastructures based on a multitiered storage
paradigm—from DRAM to NAND flash to HDD—offer a cost-effective mechanism for
increasing efficiency and throughput solely for the data that the system requires (e.g.,
operational data), which, in turn, boosts performance while optimizing for cost based on
the requirements for query response times depending on the application.18 As such, we
believe that vendors offering the broadest set of applications (both transactional and
analytical), databases (both in-memory columnar and traditional row-based), servers, and
storage tiers (from DRAM to NAND flash to HDD) are best-positioned not only to monetize
the adoption of the high-performance DRAM and NAND flash paradigm but also to
continue to cultivate the sizeable market for existing (and still relevant) architectures.
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How Will Vendors Monetize
In-Memory and NAND Flash?
“Technological innovations have again and again been enablers and drivers of
innovative business solutions. As database management systems in the 1970s provided
the grounds for ERP systems, which then enabled companies in almost all industries to
redesign their business processes, upcoming in-memory databases will improve
existing ERP-based business solutions (esp. in analytic processing) and will even lead
to business processes and services being redesigned again.”
—Prof. Hubert Oesterle, University of St. Gallen

The Next Evolutions of BI/Data Warehousing
Over the past two decades, reporting and analytics tools have evolved from static reports
in the 1980s to data warehousing and data marts technology in the 1990s. While data
warehousing enabled heterogeneous data sources to be centralized, the implementation
projects were often grossly over budget and performance was far below expectations. As
technologies have matured and the advent of service-oriented architectures has become
more prominent, data warehousing reinvented itself and emerged as business intelligence
(BI), which enhances the flexibility in reporting and analytics tools, became very popular in
the 2000s.38 (See Exhibit 44.)
Exhibit 44: The Next Evolutions of Business Intelligence / Data Warehousing
Strategic Decision-making

Tactical Decision-making

Modeling &
Predicting
Data Analysis
Reporting
Data
Management

Standardized
business processes
Evaluation criteria

Focus less on what
happened and more
on why it happened
Drill-downs in an
OLAP environment

Leverage
information for
predictive purposes
Utilize advanced
data mining and the
predictive power of
algorithms

Information must
be extremely up to
date
Query response
times must be
measured in
seconds to
accommodate realtime, operational
decision making

2005

2010

Initial processing
and standards
Data integration

1990

1995

2000

Real-time,
Operational
Analytics

Automated
Decision
Governance
More and more
decisions become
executed with eventdriven triggers to
initiate fullyautomated decision
processes based on
real-time data

2015+

Source: TDWI, HighPoint Solutions, DSSResources.com, Credit Suisse.

As organizations began to need more timely data about their business, they realized that
traditional information systems technology were simply too cumbersome to provide
relevant data efficiently and quickly. Power BI users traditionally depend upon IT
departments to provide them the relevant reports in certain formats. Completing reporting
requests could take hours, days, or weeks using old reporting tools that were designed
more or less to “execute” the business rather than “run” the business.38
In the late 1980s and 1990s, increased numbers and types of databases emerged along
with other technologies. Many large businesses found themselves with data scattered
across multiple platforms and variations of technology, making it almost impossible for any
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one individual to use data from multiple sources. The main idea within data warehousing is
to extract data from multiple disparate platforms/applications (e.g., spreadsheets, DB2 or
Oracle databases, IDMS records, and VSAM files) and aggregate them in a common
location that uses a common querying tool. This separates the operational data from
strategic information. In this way, transactional databases (OLTP) could be held on
whatever system was most efficient for the operational business, while the
reporting/strategic information could be held in a common location using a common
language. Data warehouses take this even a step farther by giving the data itself
commonality by defining what each term means and keeping it standard (e.g., gender
which can be referred to in many ways, but should be standardized on a data warehouse
with one common way of referring to each sex).38
There is an information evolution happening in the data warehouse environment today.
Changing business requirements have placed demands on data warehousing technology
to do more things faster. Data warehouses have moved from back room strategic decision
support systems to operational, business-critical functions of the enterprise.39 Use of the
data warehouse for strategic decision support creates demand for tactical decision support
to execute the business strategy. However, supporting tactical decision making also
requires a new approach to architecting data warehouses designed to support extreme
real-time service levels in terms of performance, availability and data freshness.7
Because of the slow query response time inherent in disk-based infrastructures, recent
studies have found that business analytics has traditionally been done just for strategic
planning versus real-time operational decision making, because of the time delay in
getting data produced by business applications into and then out of traditional disk-based
data warehouses. However, faster data storage technologies, such as DRAM and NAND
flash, could enable companies to respond in near real-time to market events by
dramatically improving query response and the end-user’s experience.4
In our opinion, real-time, operational analytics represents the next stage of business
intelligence/data warehousing, shifting business intelligence to tactical use, geared toward
short-term horizons and utilizing information as it is made available to players out “on the
field” conducting day-to-day operations. This model for business intelligence is juxtaposed
against the first four stages of BI/data warehousing as detailed in Exhibit 44, which
focused on strategic decision support for longer-term goals and company initiatives.
Whereas strategic BI looks to the future and centers on decision-making in advance or
anticipation of certain outcomes, tactical and operational BI focuses on continuous or
frequent data updates and insights that impact the immediate environment and support
ongoing, tactical decision-making. As such, the adoption of real-time, operational analytics
represents a shift to “active data warehousing.”7 Real-time, operational decision making
has essentially been unattainable because of the time delay in getting data produced by
business applications into and then out of traditional disk-based data warehouses.
However, applying in-memory and NAND flash technology to remove the growing
performance barrier caused by the existing disk-based business intelligence/data
warehousing architectures.
Whereas a strategic decision support environment can use data that is loaded often once
per month or once per week, the lack of data freshness due to the performance limitations
of traditional, disk-based data warehouses is unacceptable for tactical decision support.
Furthermore, to enable real-time, operational analytics, which we view as the next
evolution of business intelligence (as detailed in Exhibit 44), the response time for queries
must be measured in a small number of seconds in order to accommodate the realities of
7
decision-making in an operational field environment.
The core differentiating element of real-time, operational analytics is the provisioning of
up-to-date operational data for immediate use and implementation. Common examples of
this include just-in-time inventory management and delivery routing. Both involve a series
of complex decisions contingent upon several frequently shifting variables, including sales
levels and inventory-on-hand for the former and travel delays and load balancing for the
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latter. In this operating environment, tactical BI can be used to, in effect, solve optimization
problems as per the specific strategic objective. Traditional business intelligence tools,
which mainly utilize historical data, do not suffice for these tasks that require consistent,
reliably up-to-date data that is applicable to the current business environment. As such,
tactical BI requires a data warehouse capable of continuous data acquisition with high
query responsiveness and an architecture designed to prevent bottlenecking, latency, and
data loss.7
Automated decision governance, which we have dubbed the sixth stage in the evolution of
BI/data warehousing, further shifts away from strategic BI tools’ reliance on historical data
toward the automation of decision-making processes based on event-driven triggers
based on real-time data. As such, this stage requires data warehousing technology that
can execute several simultaneous query within seconds or less. An example of this
technology is in the retail industry with electronic shelf labels that do not require manual
price and inventory updates. Instead, the electronic shelf labels enact new price changes
based on data related to sales, demand, and inventory that guide the automated
mark-down strategy decision. Additionally, the shift in pricing strategy may also activate
new promotional messaging to buttress the strategy and best respond to consumers. As
such, pricing decisions can be made almost immediately on an extremely granular basis
based on event triggers and decision support capabilities enabled by an active data
warehouse.7

Three Options for Vendors to Monetize In-Memory
and NAND Flash Adoption
Applying in-memory and NAND flash technology to remove the growing performance
barrier caused by the existing disk-based business intelligence/data warehousing
architectures can fulfill the promise of IT not just to automate business processes (which
has been the primary value proposition of most enterprise application deployments since
the 1990s), but also to directly support both strategic and tactical decision making (which
has been the ultimate goal of CIO and CFO deploying these applications)—by combining
ERP, CRM, SCM, or e-commerce applications with real-time, operational business
intelligence.
In other words, with the IT industry having spent more than 20 years installing enterprise
applications to automate manual back-office operations in order to improve the efficiency
and productivity of these organizations, we believe that businesses are now increasingly
looking to utilize the data generated by these applications to transform their operations
with real-time analysis. One mantra of the software industry is “more use cases will spur
more packaged solutions.” Therefore, in addition to (1) monetizing the database software
and hardware layers of the stack through solutions leveraging in-memory and NAND flash
technologies (e.g., Exadata, HANA), we expect software vendors to also benefit from (2)
increased adoption of business intelligence tools and (3) the development a new breed of
next-generation “killer apps” based on in-memory columnar database architectures,
pushing established application vendors to integrate new features into existing
applications, as well as to develop new applications altogether that solve currently
unaddressed problems.
Monetize the Database Hardware and Software Layers of the Stack
Across a wide range of industries and applications, the volume of information and
transactions is exploding while pressure builds for real-time, up-to-the-minute information
processing.77 As the requirements for improving the speed of response of analytics tools
and cost-effectively managing data volumes both increase, we expect enterprises will look
for in-memory and NAND flash hardware solutions based on columnar data repositories
that are faster and potentially easier-to-architect than typical disk-based database
architectures.78 For example, the major selling point for the Oracle Exadata Database
Machine is the significant performance improvements for data warehouses (estimated by
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Oracle at 10-100 times of standard data warehouses), as well as the significant
performance improvements for OLTP applications (estimated by Oracle at 20 times).10
In-memory and NAND flash-based database systems introduced over the past two years
(e.g., SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA), Oracle Exadata Database
Machine) attempt to address these increasing requirements for very fast analysis of data,
and we expect these solutions to gain increasing traction with large enterprise customers.
By
supporting
data
warehouse
workloads
on
highly-scalable,
high-performance systems, we believe IT departments will look to infrastructure leveraging
in-memory or NAND flash technologies to take on mission-critical workloads that had often
been combined in scalable Unix servers with disk-based storage systems, which are
closely watched by senior managers who want timely business results to increase
competitiveness. If queries can be returned in a fraction of the current query times
(providing a significant performance boost), this should help in-memory or NAND flash
technologies gain senior IT management acceptance of these new architectures.12
Database deployments often have bottlenecks limiting the movement of data from disks to
servers, including internal storage array bottlenecks (which could limit performance of both
OLTP and analytics applications), limited fibre channel HBAs; limited I/O, misconfigured
SANs, etc. Additionally, pipes between disks and servers can be too slow for data size,
which could severely restrict performance for data warehousing.79 The Oracle Exadata
Database Machine addresses these bottlenecks by adding more pipes for a more parallel
architecture and also makes the pipes wider than conventional storage. Furthermore, with
Exadata’s ability to process data in storage and HANA’s ability to process data in-memory,
these database appliances “ship” less data through the pipes. There has been an
increasing understanding of the advantage of business analysis for strengthening
competitiveness, yet the high cost of running data warehouses and their complex
administration have thus far been a barrier. We expect SAP’s High-Performance Analytic
Appliance (HANA) and Oracle Exadata Database Machine to play a meaningful role in
expanding the market base through its performance and ease of use.19
The growing need for the faster analysis of business data makes in-memory and NAND
flash-based database systems interesting options for organizations, particularly with
replacing or upgrading existing SMP systems. Because of these dynamics, Oracle and
SAP position Exadata X2 and HANA, respectively, as competing solutions to specialized,
optimized data warehouse systems from Netezza and Teradata, as well as the scalable
IBM Power systems. In our opinion, both Oracle’s and SAP’s (specifically with the
upcoming release of HANA 2.0) propositions of combining transactional and data analytics
workloads onto a single platform will appeal strongly to C-level managers longer-term.80
In addition to monetizing the new hardware infrastructures of in-memory and
NAND-flashed based architectures, once IMDB software becomes mature and proven,
especially for reliability and fault-tolerance and the price of memory continues to decrease,
the potential to the business is transformational. First, these systems utilize hardware
systems that require far less power (which Gartner estimates to be as low as 1% of the
power of an equivalent disk-based system) and cooling, leading to meaningful capital and
operating cost savings. The high performance implies that smaller systems will do the
same work as much larger servers, again with major cost savings in terms of hardware
acquisition, power/cooling, data center space, etc. However, power and capital cost
savings are not the only benefits; the in-memory columnar database model has the
potential for a combined OLTP and data warehouse (DW) single database model.68
Specifically, in-memory columnar database technology also introduces a higher probability
that analytics and transactional systems will eventually share the same database. We
agree with Gartner’s thesis that data models, master data approaches, and data services
within the middle-tier will begin to emerge as the dominant approach in the coming years
for analytical workloads, which will compel more traditional row-based vendors to adapt to
column approaches and in-memory simultaneously.14 Using a single, in-memory column
store, DBMS for both transaction and analytics operations not only reduces the duplication
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of data between the OLTP systems and the data warehouse (thereby, saving on data
integration costs), but also reduces the maintenance on multiple database models.68
Broaden Adoption of Business Intelligence Tools
As discussed earlier, anecdotal evidence suggests that no more than 20% of user in most
organizations use reporting, ad hoc query, and online analytical processing (OLAP) tools
on a regular basis.1 By removing the performance bottleneck created by the storage layer,
in-memory and solid-state disk-based infrastructures will allow enterprise applications
vendors to deliver the power of built-in real-time dashboards, reporting, and analysis, —
potentially integrated right into the ERP, CRM, SCM, or e-commerce applications that
businesses use every day—to drive true operational insights and real-time intelligent
decision making, which we believe would meaningfully increase the usage of analytics
tools among customer employees. SOA-driven development will make it easier for BI to
become embedded within a wider array of business applications and will therefore also
encourage wider adoption.1 Furthermore, the proliferation of visualization and “drag-anddrop” style BI applications development, such as tools from LogiXML, Qlik Technologies,
or SAP BusinessObjects Xcelsius, will drive a surge in departmental analytical application
development when combined with enhanced query response times.1 In our opinion, the
combination of in-memory and NAND flash technologies, embedded analytics with
traditional enterprise applications, and improved visualization and self-service capabilities
in standalone analytics tools will rapidly broaden the usage of business
intelligence/analytics to the other 80% of users who are not using analytical applications,
helping growth in both the BI platform and enterprise applications markets.1
Deliver a New Breed of Next-Generation, In-Memory “Killer Apps”
The delays that typically arise out of the periodic extraction, transformation, and loading of
data from the operational database to the analytical systems may be generally acceptable
in doing trend analysis and forecasting. However, traditional data warehouses simply
cannot keep pace with today’s business requirements for fast and accurate analytical data,
especially situations where mobility is becoming the norm.8 Rapid query execution is an
essential requirement to connect analytic insight with operational actions.1
The in-memory database paradigm offers the potential for a combined OLTP and data
warehouse (DW) single database model, using an in-memory column-store DBMS for both,
which will enable an entire set of new applications that were not possible in the past due to
the latency of data moving from the OLTP system to the data warehouse.68 A single data
store for both transactional and analytical data processing breaks the barrier between
OLTP and OLAP applications worlds and instead treats data as a single multi-purpose
asset. This means software vendors can now build a massively parallel (distributed)
system that runs fully in memory, allowing for row- and column-based storage options, and
that supports built-in multi-tenancy capabilities, optimized for on-demand deployments.29
In today’s fast-paced, global economy, the volume of information and transactions is
exploding, while pressure builds for real-time, up-to-the-minute information processing and
analysis.77 In every industry vertical, customers demand new applications that can provide
instant responses to their requests and questions. In-memory technology allows
companies to create an entirely new level of customer experience, and it gives users
instant access to the data they need to provide online self-service, real-time customer
segmentation and dynamic pricing.8 In-memory computing allows users to slice and dice
data and create robust reporting applications without the limitations associated with
multidimensional cubes or aggregate tables. Real-time, ad hoc query capabilities, then,
can be extended to even high volume transaction industries, such as financial services
and retail.24 Service-oriented architecture will make it easier to build sophisticated
analytical applications in terms of time to develop and integration. Ultimately, with
in-memory BI/data warehousing infrastructures, time-sensitive industries, such as airlines
and transport logistics, will now have access to real-time information in running their
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operations, and the resulting increase in efficiency will become a significant competitive
advantage.8
As stated previously, one mantra of the software industry is “more use cases will spur
more packaged solutions.” Therefore, we expect the growing use of higher-performance,
in-memory data infrastructures will accelerate the growth of the performance management
and analytic applications market, and the number of packaged applications and the
domains they support will continue to grow.78 As such, we anticipate that leading software
vendors will develop a new generation of in-memory packaged applications, which will
incorporate data and text mining, forecasting and regression, optimization, scoring, and
simulations using complex business rules and data modeling, over the next several
years.78 Specifically, we believe that in-memory computing will enable the development of
applications that increase the speed of transactional information flow and remove
constraints for real-time analysis of large volume of operational data (e.g., trend analysis,
data mining, predictive analytics, simulation), for areas such as planning, forecasting,
pricing, etc., in order to unlock new, operational business insights. Such next-generation,
in-memory applications could include the following.
■

Smart meters deliver information on the current power consumption every 15 minutes.
Applications could be developed that process data captured from these smart meters
in real-time in order to buy or sell power depending on current consumption patterns.
SAP estimates that such an application could reduce costs due to balance issues (i.e.,
forecasted versus actual consumption) by 6-8%.15

■

Although the management of a CPG requires full visibility into the supply and demand
chain to gain early warnings for out-of-stock situations, data (with current disk-based
data warehouse architectures) is typically processed in nightly batches, which makes
any analysis too late for the business to react. Instead, by maintain the POS data inmemory, a CPG company could analyze all of their point-of-sales data in real-time to
predict demand, which would enable the vendor to target-stock shelves, reduce shelf
turnaround, and eliminate out-of-stock scenarios during promotions.15

■

In the financial services industry, hedge fund account managers can manage
exposure to currencies, equities, derivatives, and other instruments for hedge fund
clients, or an investment bank could run systematic risk management analysis and
reporting based on market trading exposure in real-time.15

■

Another potential application of in-memory would be to improve customer account
management. Businesses want reliable risk assessments for accounts receivable to
constantly evaluate accounts under dispute. By matching accounts under dispute
management with the sales pipeline to pro-actively inform the sales person to avoid
further risk, organizations can create pro-active alerting allowing users to react quickly
to real-time information. An in-memory system could combine different sets of
information allowing users to analyze both past and current business conditions,
allowing organizations to do real-time analysis on information stemming from both
transactional and data warehouse systems.15

■

Customer segmentation applications that create a marketing campaign target list
existed before, but each step to create that list takes time, as multiple queries must be
run against disk-based data warehouses.30 However, in-memory computing allows
users to slice and dice data and create robust reporting applications without the
limitations associated with multidimensional cubes or aggregate tables.24 By
maintaining the customer data in-memory, a marketing campaign manager could
analyze the customer list by multiple different customer attributes, quickly divvying up
potentially tens of millions of customer records in a CRM system to find the most
appropriate target group for a marketing campaign.30

Ultimately, for as long as businesses have existed, decision makers have wanted to know
the current state of their company. However, as businesses grow, working out exactly
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where the money, materials, and people go becomes more and more complicated. Tools
are required to help to keep track of everything.36 Since the 1960s, computers have been
used to perform this task and complex software systems called enterprise applications
have been created to provide insights into the daily operations of a company.36 Database
management systems in the 1970s and 1980s provided the grounds for ERP systems,
which then enabled companies in almost all industries to redesign their business
processes with the emergence of the client/server paradigm in the early 1990s. However,
increasing data volumes have meant that by the turn of the 21st century, large
organizations were no longer always able to access the information they required in a
timely manner.36
At the heart of any enterprise application is the database management system responsible
for storing the myriad of data generated by the day-to-day operations of a business. Today,
enterprise data is split into separate databases for performance reasons. An OLTP
provides up-to-the-minute information on a fraction of the data, and the other analytics
system allows the analysis of all but the most current data. Analytical data resides in data
warehouses, synchronized periodically with transactional systems—perhaps daily, weekly,
or monthly. This separation makes flexible, real-time reporting on current data impossible.
With the traditional divided OLTP/OLAP systems, it can take a week to write the query and
receive the answer.36
In-memory database technology introduces a higher probability that analytics (OLAP) and
transactional (OLTP) systems will eventually share the same database. We agree with
Gartner’s thesis that data models, master data approaches, and data services within the
middle-tier will begin to emerge as the dominant approach in the coming years for
analytical workloads, which will compel more traditional row-based vendors to adapt to
column approaches and in-memory simultaneously.14
A single source of business data that contains all the up-to-the-minute data about a
company is clearly what is required. However, until recently, such an architecture has not
been possible because the database layer in enterprise applications has not been fast
enough. In our opinion, effectively leveraging modern hardware, particularly large main
memories and multi-core processors, can achieve performance improvements over
traditional disk-based databases, when effectively combined with column, row, and hybrid
data organization and adapted algorithms for common database operations to modern
multi-core hardware and massively parallel systems. With such BI/data warehouse
infrastructures, business leaders now can ask ad hoc questions of the production
transaction database and get the answer back in seconds.36
Simply running an existing database on a machine with a lot of main memory and a lot of
cores will not achieve optimal performance, a database needs to fully leverage recent
technological advances in both hardware and software, including the efficient use of main
memory, the parallelization of tasks to take advantage of all the available cores, logical
physical designs, data structures in a way that suits the operations being carried out, but
also minimizes the amount of data that needs to be processed. Furthermore, enterprise
application developers and users need ways of accessing and storing their information
that are suited to the tasks they wish to carry out—including making sure the most relevant
data is always stored close to the CPU, while data that is no longer required for the
day-to-day running of the business is stored in slower, cheaper storage; allowing new
columns to be added to tables if customers need to customize an application, and
enabling developers to choose the most efficient storage strategy for their particular task.36
Ultimately, although the process of refactoring existing applications or developing new
applications to leverage in-memory infrastructures will require multiple years to achieve,
we believe that Wall Street’s view of enterprise applications being a mature, low-growth
market will be proven wrong, as the industry transitions into the next major adoption
cycle—from the “automation” applications of the 1980s/1990s to “real-time
analytics/decision governance” applications —that we expect to begin to build momentum
in the second half of 2011. We view SAP and Oracle, followed by IBM, as the vendors with
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the technology roadmaps and product portfolios most leveraged to this next breed of “killer
apps” that we believe will ultimately be as transformational to businesses as client/server
applications were in the 1990s.
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Who Wins?
“We are at the cusp of the most significant revolution in IT application architecture in the
last 25 years with significant business facing implications…and a revolution most
relevant for large-scale enterprise businesses.”
—Dave Carlisle, Hewlett-Packard

The adoption of 64-bit architectures that enable larger addressable memory space, the
rapid decline in both DRAM and flash memory prices, increased usage of column-based
data stores, and so on has primed the market for in-memory technologies, in our opinion.
IBM, MicroStrategy, Qlik Technologies, SAP, and Tibco are positioning in-memory
analytics as key components of their business intelligence platforms. Other vendors,
including Oracle (with the company’s Exadata systems, for example), have been slower to
embrace in-memory analytics platforms, instead favoring NAND flash technologies to
overcome disk-based bottlenecks at a lower cost (but also with slower performance) as
compared with DRAM. Most organizations still rely on traditional approaches, such as
summary tables, to improve performance, but technology advancements and declining
prices are creating a perfect storm where real-time analytics has a potential for more
widespread adoption.17
Although DRAM and NAND flash remain niche storage tiers in terms of overall data
volume, we expect these technologies to have a massive strategic impact in diverse
storage and server platforms in the coming years.11 By separating data according to
performance and access requirements, BI/data warehouse infrastructures based on a
multitiered storage paradigm—from DRAM to NAND flash to HDD—offer a cost-effective
mechanism for increasing efficiency and throughput solely for the data that the system
requires (e.g., operational data), which, in turn, boosts performance while optimizing for
cost based on the requirements for query response times depending on the application.18
As such, we believe that vendors offering the broadest set of applications (both
transactional and analytical), databases (both in-memory columnar and traditional
row-based), servers, and storage tiers (from DRAM to NAND flash to HDD) are bestpositioned not only to monetize the adoption of the high-performance DRAM and NAND
flash paradigm, but also to continue to cultivate the sizeable market for existing (and still
relevant) architectures.
Therefore, we view Oracle and SAP, followed by IBM, as the vendors with the technology
roadmaps and product portfolios as not only best-positioned to monetize growing adoption
of in-memory and NAND flash technologies in the database software and hardware layers
of the stack, but also most leveraged to the next breed of “killer apps” that we believe will
ultimately be as transformational to businesses as client/server applications were in the
1990s.
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Oracle
Because of Oracle’s strength in the database layer, we believe that Oracle is uniquely
positioned to increase performance and lower storage hardware costs through innovation
in the software stack that cannot be replicated by hardware vendors—i.e., Oracle is
dictating “down the stack” but server and storage hardware vendors cannot dictate “up the
stack.” Because Oracle offers the “secret sauce” software features of Exadata that link
directly back to the Oracle Database only if the customer purchases the complete,
integrated Exadata system, server and storage vendors cannot match the
price/performance gains as could be achieved through Exadata for Oracle Database
workloads.
With the addition of flash memory and the optimizations that Oracle embedded in the
database and storage software in Exadata, the database machine can handle random
OLTP processing as well as the more sequential I/O common to data warehousing.19
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Oracle claims that the Oracle Exadata Database Machine is the first flash-optimized
database that provides better I/O response time and reduces the number of disks needed
for I/O. Oracle’s Exadata Smart Flash Cache is not a disk replacement. Software
intelligence determines how and when to use flash storage and how best to incorporate
flash into the database as part of a coordinated data caching strategy.20 The Oracle
Exadata Database Machine can provide high volume parallel hardware to quickly process
large amounts of data, and Exadata has the ability to run data intensive processing directly
in storage. This provides for a complete set of analytical capabilities including online
analytical processing (OLAP), statistics, data mining, etc. The growing need for the
analysis of business data makes Exadata an interesting option for organizations—
particularly when replacing or upgrading existing SMP systems, given Exadata’s ability to
handle combined workloads of data warehousing and OLTP, which, in turn, increases the
market opportunity for the systems.19
In-memory database technology also introduces a higher probability that analytics and
transactional systems will eventually share the same database. We agree with Gartner’s
thesis that data models, master data approaches, and data services within the middle-tier
will begin to emerge as the dominant approach in the coming years for analytical
workloads, which will compel more traditional row-based vendors, such as Oracle, to also
introduce to columnar and in-memory approaches simultaneously.14 Although some may
view in-memory database architectures as a threat to Oracle’s database market share and
ability to monetize both transactional and analytical database systems separately,
combined OLTP/OLAP in-memory database implementations generally require as many if
not more cores and CPUs than traditional, separated systems. Given that Oracle’s
software license pricing policy is to charge per processor core rather than per database
instance, we do not expect Oracle’s database business model to be negatively impacted
by a shift to combined transactional/analytical database systems as compared with the
traditional, separated model. Specifically, as memory density increases in servers, so
typically does the number of cores and processors required (given that there is an
increasing, but still limited amount of memory per processor). As the number of processors
and memory capacity increases so does the cost of the in-memory database license.69 As
the CPU becomes the new “chokepoint” in the in-memory model, more processors would
be needed to alleviate this bottleneck. Hence, the costs associated with in-memory
databases could scale linearly as the number of servers required to store the necessary
data in DRAM increases.
Although Oracle has not been one of the first vendors to market in the segment, we
believe that Oracle is currently developing an in-memory columnar version of the Oracle
Database, and when this solution is released (which we anticipate would most likely occur
when Oracle Database 12g is released in 2012), we expect Oracle to release
complementary tools to help customers migrate existing data structures and file systems
to the new in-memory columnar architecture, which would lessen the risk of displacement
by competing in-memory databases offered by other vendors. We believe that the
company’s existing customers would prefer to transition to Oracle’s in-memory database
than to an alternative database vendor for four primary reasons: (1) DBAs at enterprises
that are already utilizing the Oracle Database are both trained and familiar with Oracle’s
tools and architecture; (2) these organizations have already paid for the existing database
software licenses from Oracle (although Oracle could treat the in-memory version as an
extra-cost, add-on option for existing implementations); (3) database conversions utilizing
migrations tools from Oracle for transitioning data sets from a traditional Oracle Database
to the yet-to-be-released in-memory columnar version would likely be viewed as lower risk
than moving data structures to a competing vendor; and (4) given that a mixed database
environment (i.e., in-memory, NAND-flash, HDD, and multitiered) will likely exist for the
foreseeable future, Oracle’s ability to support multiple database architectures
simultaneously while offering a migration path from traditional row-based to
next-generation, in-memory columnar databases, as well as multiple pre-integrated
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hardware systems designed and optimized for each architecture offers a high degree of
competitive differentiation.
Based on these trends, we believe Oracle is uniquely positioned to monetize not only the
adoption of the high-performance in-memory systems through its Exaseries systems, but
also both current and future database and application software solutions, given that we
expect Oracle to release a new in-memory columnar database and to further expand
Oracle Fusion Applications with embedded analytics and real-time in-memory functionality.
As such, we anticipate that Oracle’s Exaseries systems will also expand to in-memory
(based on the aforementioned, yet-to-be-released in-memory columnar database),
flash-only, and multitiered-storage versions of Exadata over the next one to two years.
In addition to the Exaseries systems, Oracle offers a suite of stand-alone business
intelligence tools that runs the gamut of BI functions including enterprise reporting, ad hoc
query and analysis, dashboards, and scorecards, complete with data visualization,
embedded search, collaboration, and Microsoft Office integration. Additionally, Oracle
provides stand-alone analytics applications—including Oracle CRM Analytics, which
provides real-time business insights to drive higher sales force productivity, better
customer service, more effective marketing, and up-to-date pricing data, as well as Oracle
ERP Analytics designed to help line-of-business managers improve financial profitability
and efficiency, talent management, and supply chain and procurement efficiency. While
Oracle’s BI applications are built atop of the company’s BI platform and are built for
integration with Oracle E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, and Siebel, the
applications were not previously delivered directly embedded into these enterprise
applications.21
However, Oracle Fusion Applications feature embedded business intelligence throughout
the applications that delivers the right information to make decisions within the context of
the work being performed, without having to go to a separate BI system. Furthermore,
Fusion Applications offer a new role-based user experience that integrates embedded
business intelligence, exception-based alerts, and collaboration capability. Additionally,
Oracle has placed special emphasis on improving the user experience with Fusion
Application to enhance user productivity with interactive, colorful dashboards and a wide
array of customizable charts, graphs, performance metrics, and data visualizations for
embedded analytics functions. By integrating analytics and business intelligence functions
directly in Fusion Applications, Oracle better aligns mission-critical data with its operational
enterprise applications to drive day-to-day business processes and performance
objectives.21
Ultimately, Oracle has not been as vocal as other competitors (e.g., SAP) in terms of
utilizing in-memory database technology to develop new applications that were structurally
impossible (as well as cost prohibitive) to create in the past owing to the time delay in
getting data into and then out of traditional disk-based data warehouses. However,
because of the company’s broad set of both transactional and analytical applications,
variety of databases (i.e., in-memory, columnar, hybrid, and traditional row-based),
portfolio of standalone servers and storage hardware from Unix to x86 and from flash to
tape, as well as the expanding family of Exaseries systems, Oracle brings the most robust
and broadest product portfolio to bear in the emerging in-memory and NAND flash market
versus any other mega-vendor (e.g., SAP or IBM).

SAP
SAP has been the most vocal and most aggressive vendor promoting in-memory
computing over the past two years, as management (driven by Hasso Plattner, a
cofounder and the current chairman of the supervisory board of SAP) has positioned
in-memory technology as a key component of the company’s forward product roadmap for
not only business intelligence solutions, but also new and existing line-of-business
applications.
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The SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA), an SAP-certified, pre-configured
hardware appliance with pre-installed SAP software, is the cornerstone of the company’s
in-memory strategy. The key innovation of HANA, derived in part from technology obtained
in the Sybase acquisition, is the SAP In-memory Computing Engine (ICE), an integrated
columnar database and calculation engine layer that was influenced by TREX/Business
Warehouse Accelerator (BWA), P*Time, and MaxDB, as well as SanssouciDB (a
theoretical database proposed by Hasso Plattner and Alexander Zeier), and has been
referenced in the past as “NewDB,” “HassoDB,” and/or “Business Analytic Engine
(BAE).”22
The phased rollout strategy for HANA can be broken down into three stages: (1) HANA
1.0, in which in-memory runs in parallel to the traditional database and ERP applications;
(2) HANA 1.5, in which HANA is the platform for stand-alone applications or SAP Business
Suite extensions that run entirely in-memory and is used as the primary data store for the
data warehouse and acts as a data warehouse accelerator; and (3) HANA 2.0, in which
HANA replaces the traditional database, and SAP Business Suite applications are
optimized to run in real-time on data that resides completely in-memory. (See Exhibit 45.)
Exhibit 45: SAP’s Phased Rollout Strategy for HANA

Source: SAP.

In October 2010, SAP announced its first generation of in-memory data processing
software for SAP HANA 1.0, which consists of: (1) the SAP In-memory Computing Engine
(ICE) for in-database calculations that eliminates latency associated with data migration by
enabling in-place calculations without moving data into the application layer; (2) SAP ICE
Studio for data modeling, lifecycle management, and increased data security;
(3) integration with SAP BusinessObjects BI software and SAP BusinessObjects Data
Services 4.0 for loading of miscellaneous data; (4) integration with Sybase Replication
Server for real-time replication of SAP Business Suite data; and (5) support for multiple
client interfaces.22
HANA 1.0 acts as a high-performing database for operational data mart analysis for SAP
BusinessObjects 4.0 tools on massive amounts of right-time non-aggregated data, in
which some data is near real-time replicated from SAP Business Suite application into ICE
and some other data is extracted from SAP Business Suite applications, SAP NetWeaver
BW data warehouses, and third-party applications and then transformed using SAP
BusinessObjects Data Services 4.0 and loaded into ICE.23 The deployment is sometimes
referred as the “side-by-side” scenario. This first-step in the phased delivery strategy for
HANA essentially promotes migrating more computational analytic applications to an
in-memory platform, while maintaining standard, predictable enterprise reporting on
existing data warehouse platforms.24
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Exhibit 46: Traditional Business Intelligence and Data

Exhibit 47: HANA 1.0 Architecture

Warehouse Architecture

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.

Exhibit 48: HANA 1.5 and 2.0 Architecture

Exhibit 49: HANA 2+ Architecture

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.

Although ICE is an in-memory database supporting access with open standards (e.g., SQL
or JDBC) as well as database operations (e.g., backup and recovery), HANA 1.0 and ICE
1.0 still remain an SAP-centric platform. Continuing the effort initiated with Business
Objects Explorer Accelerator (BOEA), ICE will have in-place computation allowing
BusinessObjects 4.0 tools to delegate down some parts of processing without the need to
move data between storage and application layers.25 Specifically, BusinessObjects 4.0,
which launched on February 23, 2011, is optimized for the high scalability analysis of
in-memory data acceleration with SAP HANA, offering users access to dashboards and
reports not previously available. Businesses can also use the BusinessObjects 4.0
releases from SAP to take advantage of analytics capabilities within a familiar environment
with embedded analytics for the SAP solutions that they already have and are familiar
with. This fully developed integration with SAP Business Suite adds immediate value with
a new differentiated business capability in addition to CRM and ERP tools.26
In HANA 1.5, which we expect to be released in mid-2011, ICE takes the place of a
traditional RDBMS underneath the SAP Business Warehouse. This scenario, referred as
“on-top,” accelerates not only standard and ad hoc queries, which feature intensive data
reads from mission-critical InfoCubes (similar with today’s BW Accelerator 7.x), but also
accelerates any Business Explorer (BEx) query built on any BW InfoProvider, because
now all BW data and meta-data is stored, selected, and aggregated in-memory and more
and more OLAP functions are executed by the computation layer of ICE.23 To help sparse
out the company-specific branding from industry jargon, an enterprise data warehouse
typically sits on top of a relational database (RDBMS) but requires additional software to
manage the data layers inside the data warehouse (e.g., scheduling, modeling, mapping,
consistency mechanisms, an OLAP engine). SAP NetWeaver BW 7.x performs these
additional processes in a single package and, thus, does not serve as the database but
the software managing the EDW and its underlying semantics.27
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With the release of HANA 1.5, SAP will also expand on the in-memory database inside of
HANA to provide deeper integration with the application server in order to build more
sophisticated, industry-specific applications that are designed natively for in-memory,
beyond traditional business intelligence scenarios.28 Specifically, we expect SAP’s
development of ICE-optimized applications to gain momentum as SAP starts to convert
existing applications (e.g., SAP Bank Analyzer, SAP BusinessObjects Planning and
Consolidation [BPC], SAP Advanced Planner and Optimizer [SAP APO]) to be optimized
for HANA, and SAP will also attempt to attract more ISVs to code their vertical applications
to run on HANA.23 In addition to converting existing applications to fully-utilize the
technology in HANA, we also expect SAP to release entirely new applications built on top
of HANA. One such application, slated for delivery in 2011, is smart meter analytics, which
will enable utilities to manage their power supply and demand in near real time.28
With the release of HANA 2.0 and HANA 2+, data exchange between SAP Business Suite
and HANA becomes bi-directional. Specifically, not only is data from Business Suite
replicated into HANA, but any data created or modified in ICE is also replicated back into
the Business Suite application, thereby enabling a real-time link between operational
planning and execution. With HANA 2+, customers can utilize ICE to become a single data
store for both transactional and analytical data processing—breaking the barrier between
the OLTP and OLAP application worlds and instead treating data as a single multi-purpose
asset. This means SAP can now build a massively parallel (distributed) data management
system that runs fully in main memory, allowing for row- and column-based storage
options, and that supports built-in multi-tenancy capabilities, optimized for on-demand
deployments.29
However, to achieve this goal, many Business Suite applications will need to be refactored
in order to fully take advantage of the columnar, in-memory database architecture of
HANA 2+, although a complete rewrite would be unnecessary. Code refactoring is a
disciplined approach to restructure code without a complete rewrite. While the front-end of
existing applications would not necessarily be impacted, the back-end of the applications
would need to be refactored to take full advantage of the new architecture. Specifically,
SAP would need to refactor its application server tier to replace calls to a traditional
database with calls to the in-memory columnar database. However, in certain cases, both
the front- and back-end of an application may need to be refactored. For example, with the
faster response times, a developer could create a new drag-and-drop user interface, which
would not have been possible even with response times of one second. The developer
could refactor an application to get to that new user interface now that the response times
are so much faster. Therefore, while the back-end of applications would require a
refactoring of its access to the in-memory columnar database, improvements elsewhere in
the application can also be achieved by taking advantage of the overall improvement in
performance.30
We expect SAP to begin the process of refactoring various modules of its Business Suite
applications to fully take advantage of HANA’s columnar, in-memory database architecture
following the release of HANA 2.0. While we agree that some of the existing and new
Business Suite applications (which rely more heavily on data-read than data-write) can
effectively leverage the new columnar database architecture and can be
refactored/developed relatively quickly, refactoring the entire Business Suite in order to
work on HANA’s columnar data store represents major, multiyear undertaking. For
example, certain long-processing programs, such as inventory-check and available to
promise (ATP), are usually performed as background programs/jobs, which can benefit
from the in-memory architecture and be moved online. Nonetheless, we believe that two
databases (both row- and column-based) will still run simultaneously for the foreseeable
future until the entire Business Suite is completely refactored.
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Although HANA is platform- and data source-agnostic, HANA’s tight integration with and
optimization for SAP’s business intelligence software, as well as yet-to-be-released and
existing line-of-business applications, will provide a meaningful value proposition for
current SAP customers and, thus, a significant sell-through opportunity for SAP, which
could also lead to market share gains in the database market. Perhaps the even larger
opportunity for SAP is to develop a breed of new applications altogether that were
structurally impossible (and/or cost prohibitive) in the past due to the time delay in getting
data into and then out of traditional disk-based data warehouses. From this perspective,
we clearly view SAP as the vendor with the current portfolio of both transactional and
analytics applications and technology roadmap most leveraged to the next breed of “killer
apps” that we believe will ultimately be as transformational to businesses as client/server
applications were in the 1990s. For example, we expect SAP to release at least two
applications for the retail and consumer packaged goods (CPG) vertical, including one
application aimed at real-time trade promotion planning, which will help CPG and retail
companies make more effective decisions about when to offer promotions and special
offers, and we expect the number of HANA-optimized applications from SAP to continue to
expand in 2012.28 In fact, we believe that SAP is developing and/or refactoring more than
20 applications optimized for HANA to be released over the next 2-3 years.
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Ultimately, with the emergence of the in-memory computing paradigm, connecting directly
to the application data source, data integration complexity can be further simplified and
price/performance of analytics architectures can be boosted. We believe the next
generation of analytic applications will combine horizontal dataset integration with vertical
integration into business processes, delivering relevant, contextual insights to business
users at the right time and place, and we view SAP as well positioned to monetize this
mega trend.

IBM
IBM positions in-memory analytics as a key component of its business intelligence
platform. For example, Cognos Express has an embedded in-memory analytics server for
rapid integration of operational data sources via a consolidated database for business data
including plans, budgets, and projections. As such, Cognos Express’s in-memory analytics
server can instantly update data across all heterogeneous data sources and provide
almost immediate insights based on these changes. This capability is significant, as
achieving timeliness and reliability of data is a high priority in business analytics
processes.31 Users can then utilize this data to create and define key performance
indicators (KPIs) delivered via data visualizations and interactive, self-service dashboards
customized for their organization’s specific needs and delivering increased business
visibility and business-relevant insights. Additionally, Cognos Express’s metadata model
adds two key benefits: (1) the metadata layer ensures all users can simultaneously access
the most recently updated data for maximized reliability and (2) the ability to personalize
dashboards for users based on their unique business role.
Additionally, in 2008, IBM acquired Solid Information Technology, maker of solidDB, to
compete in the in-memory database market specifically as an answer to Oracle’s
TimesTen. IBM solidDB supports the company’s “Information on Demand” business
strategy, which allows customers to rapidly use information to accelerate business growth
by responding to changing demands dynamically and at low cost. IBM solidDB is a
relational in-memory database based on SQL designed to offer greater speed and higher
availability versus standard disk-based databases. IBM’s solidDB is a hybrid
in-memory database that can store all its data in DRAM or spill some over to disk.32 As an
in-memory database, solidDB maintains all data in-memory rather than requiring
continuous extraction from external disks, utilizes data structures and access methods
optimized for in-memory, and delivers a shared memory base linking data for multiple
applications in a consolidated solidDB instance. This approach offers fast response times
sufficient for running real-time business applications and is equipped with features that
reduce the risk of bottlenecks.
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IBM solidDB’s central component is its in-memory engine, which supports three types of
data tables: (1) persistent in-memory tables; (2) transient in-memory tables; and, (3)
temporary in-memory tables. The main difference between each configuration involves a
tradeoff between data durability/reliability and performance, ranging from maximal
durability with persistent in-memory tables (creating a slight drag on performance) to
maximal performance on temporary in-memory tables, which do not deliver data
concurrency. In addition to solidDB, the IBM solidDB Universal Cache consists of an
in-memory cache specifically for performance-critical data to achieve further performance
improvements and high performance synchronization software that supports write-backs to
multiple backend databases, including third-party databases from Oracle, Microsoft, and
Sybase.33
IBM also offers a range of systems for large-scale data analysis to challenge Oracle’s
Exadata platform. The hardware solutions include the pureScale Application System, as
well as Smart Analytics systems for System mainframe computers and x86 machines. The
IBM Smart Analytics System is an integrated platform that provides broad analytics
capabilities on a data warehouse foundation with IBM server and storage. The system is
integrated and optimized to provide a single point of support for end-to-end analytics
solutions. The IBM Smart Analytics System family offerings span multiple hardware
platforms and architectures—providing flexibility for deployment. Each system offers a
scalable warehouse foundation and analytic capabilities, including multidimensional
Cubing Services, data mining, text analytics, dashboards, and reporting.34
IBM differs in Oracle’s view that a single solution is ideal to cover data warehousing and
OLTP. IBM believes that the demands of the two environments are very different and that
customers need a different focus for each of these areas, and, thus, the company offers
the IBM pureScale Application System for OLTP environments and IBM Smart Analytics
Systems for data warehousing.35 This is in direct contrast to Oracle’s strategy in that the
company proclaims that Exadata is an ideal consolidation platform for both transactional
and analytical workloads.
With a product portfolio consisting of Cognos, solidDB, and a large array of server and
storage hardware platforms (including pureScale Application System and Smart Analytics
System), combined with recent acquisitions of SPSS to expand the company’s predictive
analytics capabilities (i.e., advanced data capture, data mining, and statistical analysis)
and Netezza, which IBM suggested capped off more than 23 analytics related acquisitions
over the prior four years, IBM maintains a broad product set spanning multiple layers of
the business intelligence/data warehousing architecture. Additionally, IBM stated that
Business Analytics and Optimization Consulting organization has more than 6,000
consultants were dedicated to analytics in late 2010. As such, IBM can leverage its
analytics tools and database software into the emerging in-memory and NAND flashbased market with standalone software and hardware solutions, as well as integrated
appliances. However, we believe many of the next generation of real-time analytic
applications will combine horizontal dataset integration with vertical integration into
business applications (i.e., embedded analytics), delivering relevant, contextual insights to
business users at the right time and placed within the enterprise applications that they use
on a daily basis. Therefore, although standalone, next-generation analytics tools will
undoubtedly represent a sizeable market, IBM’s lack of an installed base of enterprise
applications (e.g., ERP, CRM, SCM) could serve as a hindrance to adoption versus SAP
and Oracle, both of which are better positioned to integrate and/or embed analytics
capabilities with transactional applications.
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Why Now?
“Tape is Dead, Disk is Tape, Flash is Disk, and RAM Locality is King.”
—Jim Gray, Microsoft

Although in-memory and flash technologies are not new by any means, we believe that the
confluence of multiple industry dynamics (e.g., adoption of 64-bit architectures that enable
larger addressable memory space, the rapid decline in both RAM and flash memory prices,
increased usage of column-based data stores) now positions both in-memory and solidstate disk-based database systems to gain much greater adoption in enterprises by
replacing and/or augmenting existing disk-based analytics infrastructures. (See Exhibit 50.)
Exhibit 50: Confluence of Multiple Industry Dynamics Driving In-Memory and NAND
Flash Adoption
Columnar data stores are well suited for
compression, which decreases the amount of
data stored by up to 10 times, enabling entire
databases to be stored in DRAM or flash.
Columnar databases can be used for both
transactional and analytics applications,
because DRAM does not suffer from seek and
rotational latency, which slows the write-time
of disk-based columnar databases for
transaction processing.

MPP coordinates multiple processors working in
parallel to execute different parts of a program.
Columnar databases enable easier parallelization of
queries, as each column can be stored in a separate
area of memory, which allows aggregates and joins to
be computed in parallel across several processors.

Due to the physical limitations related to clock
speed on single-core CPUs, multi-core
processers have been introduced, which can
be leveraged by parallelizing databases.

Given that the data within each column forms
an index, column databases reduce I/O while
enabling rapid access to the data without the
need for building additional indexes, preaggregating data, and creating special
materialized views and cubes.
The declining price of DRAM and NAND flash
memory enable more data to be moreaffordably stored outside of disk-based
systems.

The addressable memory limit of 32-bit
systems was 4 Gigabytes versus 64-bit at 16
Exabytes—which, when combined with larger
memory spaces on servers, boosts the
amount of data that can be stored in DRAM.

Source: Credit Suisse.

Decreasing Memory Costs
Vendors are exploiting the benefits of servers having less memory constraints in 64-bit
hardware environments—allowing them to move more data to DRAM and/or flash memory
to be analyzed more quickly than in a traditional disk-based approach. In our opinion, the
falling prices of DRAM and flash memory will accelerate the shift of business intelligence
platforms away from traditional disk-based architectures in order to provide
higher-performance reporting services on large volumes of data.81
Declining memory prices, on top of adoption of 64-bit computing, will prime the market for
in-memory analytics. IBM, MicroStrategy, Qlik Technologies, SAP, and Tibco are
positioning in-memory analytics as a key component of their business intelligence
platforms. Other vendors, including Oracle, have been slower to embrace in-memory
platforms favoring NAND flash technologies in the company’s Exadata integrated systems
to overcome disk-based bottlenecks, but at a lower cost compared with DRAM. Most
organizations still rely on traditional approaches, such as summary tables, to improve
performance, but technology advancements and declining prices are creating a perfect
storm where real-time analytics has a potential for more widespread adoption.81
The combination of more scalable, faster in-memory and flash-based systems coupled
with falling memory prices significantly improves the price/performance ratio of in-memory
and flash-based analytic solutions, helping to propel these architectures as practical,
cost-effective alternatives to disk-based database systems for organizations. For example,
the combination of the declining cost of DRAM with technological innovations is helping
in-memory move out of its current niche status within certain verticals and application
areas (e.g., financial services) into the position of a more viable and cost-effective
mainstream technology platform. As vendors continue to exploit these hardware
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capabilities, in-memory and flash-based technologies are gradually evolving to represent a
more scalable, lower-latency, and more cost-effective architecture.64 Wide adoption of
in-memory database architectures had been held back by the high cost of DRAM and
limited scalability, as 1 GB of DRAM used to cost $1,012 ten years ago. However, Gartner
forecasts the price per GB of DRAM to decline to approximately $10.80 for 2011, equaling
a 98.9% decline since 2000. (See Exhibit 51.)
Exhibit 51: Average Price per Capacity—DRAM versus NAND Flash versus Enterprise Disk
US$ per GB
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NAND Flash

$1,161.71 $465.51 $310.30 $207.73 $109.37

$52.14

$19.13

$7.94

$2.99

$2.24

$1.83

$1.20
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$1.07

$0.94

$0.84

$0.46

$0.32

Enterprise Disk

$18.64

2001
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2003

$6.62

$3.73

2004

$2.31

Source: Gartner, Credit Suisse.

Exhibit 52: Average Price per Capacity—DRAM versus NAND Flash versus Enterprise Disk
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Memory is different than other server components because DIMM pricing and availability
fluctuates like a commodity. Processor prices might change once or twice a year, while
memory prices can easily change on a monthly basis. The 8 GB DIMM is about to replace
the 4 GB DIMM as the preferred density and that means that enterprises will soon be able
to buy twelve 8 GB DIMMs cheaper than twenty-four 4 GB DIMMs. (See Exhibit 53.)
Exhibit 53: Average Selling Price per DIMM
US$ per DIMM
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Source: HP.
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Similarly, NAND flash pricing has also been quickly declining. At the beginning of last
decade, NAND flash average selling price was approximately $1,162 per GB, while
Gartner forecasts the price per GB of NAND flash storage to fall to $1.20 in 2011, equating
to a 99.9% decline from 2000. As illustrated in Exhibit 52, the price per capacity of NAND
flash has declined at an even faster rate over the past five and ten years than the prices of
DRAM and hard disks, primarily driven by the explosive growth of consumer devices
based on flash memory.
Perhaps the greatest factor contributing to our thesis that in-memory and NAND flash
technologies are poised to gain much greater adoption in enterprises by replacing and/or
augmenting existing disk-based database infrastructures is the differential in the growth of
transactional data stored relative to the decline in the pricing of DRAM and flash memory.
Specifically, transaction data has grown and continues to grow 30-35% per year, which
translates to approximately 17 times as much transaction data being stored at the end of
2010 versus 2000. Conversely, capacity per dollar of DRAM and flash memory have
increased 45.7% and 90.6% annually over the past decade, respectively—which
translates to enterprises being about to acquire 50 and 634 times the capacity of DRAM
and flash memory per dollar in 2010 as these organization could in 2000, respectively.
(See Exhibit 54.)
Exhibit 54: Transactional Data Growth versus Average

Exhibit 55: Transactional Data Growth versus Average
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Another important distinction to bear in mind when comparing the total cost of disk-based
systems to in-memory and/or flash-based architectures is that enterprise generally hold
the utilization of disk drive capacity at relatively low levels to obtain higher I/O performance
and more consistent response time, given the physical limitations of arm movement and
the hard disk’s spinning platter. By short-stroking an HDD, usable capacity is significantly
reduced in order to increase the IOPS and reduce access times. Depending on the
requirements, a short-stroked drive will use only 30- 50% of its full capacity, which results
in the enterprise having to overprovision HDD storage media (to essentially gain more disk
arms to shorten stroke length) which, in turn, adds to the cost of a disk-based date
warehouse.63 (See Exhibit 56.) However, in comparison, DRAM and NAND flash have no
capacity utilization restrictions and, thus, operate much closer to 100% utilization with no
impact to I/O performance or access times. (See Exhibit 57.)
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Exhibit 56: Disk Drive Capacity Utilization

Exhibit 57: DRAM/NAND Flash Capacity Utilization
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performance-sensitive
workloads

No restriction capacity utilization

Source: IBM, Credit Suisse.

Source: IBM, Credit Suisse.

As an overly-simplistic example, if an organization needed to store 1,000 GBs of
transactional data in 2000, and if we assume only 40% utilization of disk capacity, the cost
of the storage media for a disk-based system would have been approximately $28,000—
relative to the price of comparably-sized architectures based on DRAM or flash memory
(which, frankly, did not even exist at the time) of approximately $1,012,200 and
$1,161,700 (or 36.2 and 41.5 times the cost of the storage media for the disk-based
system), respectively. Assuming that the 1,000 GBs of transactional data grew at a
compounded annual rate of 32.5% (i.e., the midpoint of the 30-35% range estimated by
IDC and the Aberdeen Group during this time frame), this same business system in 2011
would need to store approximately 22.1 TB of transactional data. Although the cost of the
storage media of the disk-based architecture would now be only approximately $10,700 to
serve this increased volume of transactional data, the storage media for in-memory and
flash-based data storage infrastructures would cost approximately $238,700 and $26,500
(or 8.5 times and 0.9 times the price of the equivalent system in 2000 that enterprises
used to purchase without being worried about the cost of hard disks for those same
business systems), respectively. (See Exhibit 58 and Exhibit 59.)
Exhibit 58: Relative Price of DRAM, NAND Flash, and Disk Systems versus Price of an
Equivalent Disk-Based System in 2000 (Adjusted for 32.5% Annual Data Growth)
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Exhibit 59: Relative Price of DRAM, NAND Flash, and Disk Systems versus Price of an Equivalent Disk-Based System
in 2000 (Adjusted for 32.5% Annual Data Growth)
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In other words, the DRAM price of memory today is approximately at the price point of
hard disk drives in 2001. Back in that time frame, organizations would surely run business
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systems without being overly concerned about the cost of hard disk drives. Basically, this
price point is where we are today with DRAM. Therefore, although HDDs have became
much cheaper than five or ten years ago, as has flash memory, the performance benefits
of in-memory systems based on DRAM are superior enough that we expect organizations
to begin investing in this technology.
If the capacity per dollar of DRAM and flash memory continues to increase faster than the
rate of transactional data growth (i.e., 45.7% and 90.6% versus 32.5%), in-memory and
flash-based database architectures will become even cheaper when compared to
equivalent systems, which we expect to lead to even greater acceptance of these
technologies for database systems in the coming years. Essentially, trends in capacity per
dollar of DRAM and hard disk drives have somewhat followed Moore’s Law, doubling
approximately every 22-23 months and 19-20 months based on our analysis over the past
decade, respectively—whereas capacity per dollar of flash memory has doubled every
12-13 months. However, transactional data has doubled approximately every 30 months
over the past decade. (See Exhibit 60.) Therefore, if these trends continue to hold, storing
transactional data in DRAM or flash memory will become increasingly attractive based on
price/performance (i.e., the “spread” between faster-growing capacity per dollar and
slower-growing transactional data volume would continue to expand). (See Exhibit 61.)
Exhibit 60: Transactional Data Growth versus Average GB/$ of DRAM, NAND Flash, and
Enterprise Disk—Months to Double During 2000-2010
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Source: Gartner, IDC, Aberdeen Group, Credit Suisse.

Exhibit 61: Transactional Data Growth versus Average GB/$ of DRAM, NAND Flash, and
Enterprise Disk
logarithmic scale
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While one could argue that the cost of hard disks has also declined, we believe that the
performance benefits of in-memory computing (in particular) and flash-based database
infrastructures are so superior that these technologies are poised to fundamentally
revolutionize application architecture, in our opinion, when combined with the pricing
decline of these types of memory (as well as increased usage of data compression
technologies offered by column-based database and higher stored capacity utilization
levels offered by DRAM and NAND flash as compared with disk) versus the growth of
transactional data stored.30
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64-Bit Addressable Memory
The storage system bottleneck is the primary barrier to scalability for disk-based database
architecture. As such, most database scalability tuning revolves around the distribution of
data across disk volumes, the collocation of related data to reduce the possibility of
cross-volume queries, the sparse scattering of frequently, but randomly, accessed data to
reduce disk head contention, etc.82
Notwithstanding all of this performance tuning, directing data access through these I/O
channels adds unavoidable overhead. Keeping data in main-memory and circumventing
not only all the I/O activity, but also the work that the database management system
(DBMS) must do to map data to and from disk, find the correct volume for each element of
a query, and similar tasks, results in a system that not only is much more efficient but also
scales with increases in demand and data volume, without requiring special tuning efforts
by the database administrator.82 Traditional analytic tools run queries against a data
warehouse with user queries being processed against the data stored on relatively slow
hard drives. In-memory analytics uses a more efficient approach in which all the data is
loaded into memory—resulting in significant improvements in query response and the
end-user experience.13
The sheer amount of transactional data being digitally stored is increasing exponentially,
and much of this data resides in legacy database architectures, which are costly to
operate and maintain.8 For example, research by the Aberdeen Group found that large
organizations were experiencing 32% annual growth in data volume, while IDC estimates
that traditional structured, transactional, data grew at a 32.3% compounded annual growth
rate between 2006 and 2010. (See Exhibit 62.)
Exhibit 62: Large Database Size Growth by Segment
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In-memory database technology is based on the idea that data can be managed entirely in
main-memory and not written to disk. Under this concept, the way that data is organized
and buffers are managed is radically different. Instead of traditional disk-based relational
database management system (RDBMS), which involves mapping buffer contents to
segments that, in turn, represent pages or disk blocks, with database keys that must be
translated and mapped for the data to be located, in-memory databases manage blocks of
main-memory, using memory addresses as direct pointers to the data. The in-memory
technique not only reduces the I/O performance drag associated with disk-based data, but
can also reduce the instruction path length of a typical database operation by anywhere
from 20 to 200 times.32
In-memory computing has been around for many years but only became truly viable for
widespread adoption more recently, since the in-memory model was not really feasible
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before 64-bit computing and, as a result, a larger addressable memory space was widely
available. A 64-bit operating system is not specifically a prerequisite to an in-memory
deployment, as some enterprises have deployed in-memory business intelligence tools on
32-bit operating systems. However, these systems were most likely directed to work
groups and individuals working with smaller amounts of data—thereby limiting the
potential market for such solutions.47
Prior to 64-bit architectures, the maximum amount of main-memory a 32-bit system could
utilize was 4 GBs, which is not enough memory to accommodate even a simple multi-user
business intelligence solution. In-memory technology only became a practical option for
storing larger datasets when 64-bit systems not only became available ,but also cheap
enough to deploy.83 Specifically, the amount of transactional data stored in databases has
been increasing 30-35% annually, but the addressable memory limit with 32-bit
architectures is only 4 GBs—thereby limiting the use cases for in-memory databases.
However, with 64-bit architectures, the addressable memory is 17,592,186,044,416 GBs,
equating to a theoretical 16 Exabyte addressable limit (or essentially limitless, at least for
the very foreseeable future). In fact, 64-bit addressing, when combined with the declining
price of memory, has led to current interest in, and feasibility of, very large in-memory
database systems.84 (See Exhibit 63.)
■

32-bit. 232 = 4,294,967,296 bytes
4,294,967,296 bytes ÷ 1,0243 = 4 Gigabytes

■

64-bit. 264 = 18,446,744,073,709,551,616 bytes
18,446,744,073,709,551,616 bytes ÷ 1,0243 = 17,179,869,184 Gigabytes
17,179,869,184 Gigabytes ÷ 1,0243 = 16 Exabytes

Exhibit 63: 32-bit Versus 64-bit Addressable Memory Comparison
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Addressable memory is a key ingredient to increasing adoption of in-memory database
systems, and adoption of 64-bit operating systems with essentially no theoretical memory
limit has accelerated significantly. (See Exhibit 64 and Exhibit 65.) HP first released a
64-bit version of Unix in 1996; Microsoft first released its 64-bit version of Windows in
2005; and 64-bit Linux was released in 2000. While adoption of the 64-bit operating
system is still relatively modest, the implications for scalability and in-memory analytics are
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significant. Although the 64-bit x86 server shipments suffered along with the rest of the
server market during the most recent downturn, the shipments recovered in 2010 to reach
approximately 8.6 million shipments.
Exhibit 64: 64-bit x86 Server Shipments

Exhibit 65: 64-bit versus 32-bit x86 Server Shipments
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An enabler of in-memory software solutions is the increasing size of main-memory
available on today’s server systems that can take advantage of the increased addressable
memory of 64-bit architectures.32 The impact of this addressable memory difference is
huge. Once the operating system, database server, and metadata of a typical business
intelligence system are loaded in a 32-bit environment, there is hardly any memory left for
the data that users want to query and analyze. However, in a 64-bit operating system with
up to a theoretical 16 EBs of addressable memory, many organizations can load multiple
data marts if not the entire data warehouse into main-memory.47
Beyond memory address space offered by 64-bit architectures is the increase in DRAM
physically supported on server platforms. In the late 1970s, a large machine had
somewhere around a Megabyte of main-memory. Now, 8 to 64 GBs of DRAM can be
placed on a single board, and this density is growing quickly. Even more important, up to
16 boards can be put in the same system with even bigger systems being created limited
only by high-end network speeds. In the near future, a Terabyte of main-memory will not
be out of the ordinary. As such, any database less than a Terabyte in size has the
potential for main-memory deployment on a single server blade in the near future. In fact,
some servers currently have 2 TBs or more of DRAM.57,85,86
To provide some perspective in terms of the increase of DRAM physically supported on
server platforms, only 3.4 GBs of DRAM were shipped per server on average at the
beginning of the century. By 2010, almost 200 GBs of DRAM were shipped per server on
average, an increase of approximately 5,700% from 2000. (See Exhibit 66.) Support for
enormously greater physical memory and virtual memory space enables new scenarios
not possible previously.
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Exhibit 66: DRAM Capacity per Server Shipments
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The ability to connect high-speed memory into a single platform is limited not only by
address line limits, but also by physical factors (e.g., electrical fan out, capacitance, and
clocking delays.) Microprocessor companies, such as Intel, are continually making
improvements in these areas.57 Intel’s Westmere chip enhancements, in addition to the
core count, also include integrated memory controllers. The improvements to the memory
controllers embedded on the chips are that they can support low-voltage DDR3
main-memory, which runs at 1.35 volts as well as standard DDR3 memory, which runs at
1.5 volts. The net impact of this change is that memory DIMMs run about 20% cooler
when using the low voltage parts without sacrificing performance.87
DRAM density has also been increasing at a high rate which has contributed to the large
size of memory available on systems today. 256 MB DRAM made up approximately three
quarters of the market shipments in 2004 but only makes up less than 5% of the total
market currently. Today, the prominent density in DRAM is 1 GB, accounting for more than
three-quarters of the total market shipments. Gartner expects 4 GB DRAM to be the
leading density by 2014, representing more than one-half of the Megabyte shipments in
that year. (See Exhibit 67 and Exhibit 68.)
Exhibit 67: Worldwide DRAM Megabyte Shipment History

Exhibit 68: Worldwide DRAM Megabyte Shipment History
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The average server has about four times the amount of memory as compared with three
years ago. However, a high DIMM slot count has not been a prerequisite for this enormous
growth in-memory capacity. The number of slots has grown over the years, as the typical
2-socket server blade has gone from 8 DIMM slots to 12 DIMM slots in just three years,
representing a 50% increase. However, overall installed memory is up about 400% over
the past three years. The growth actually comes from the growth in DIMM capacity rather
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than the count of DIMMs. Since 2006, technology changes have moved systems from 512
MB DIMMs being the norm to 4 GB DIMMs. The lowest cost per gigabyte, DIMM is a
moving target and will drive increased density in years to come.
The overwhelming majority of OLTP databases are less than 1 TB in size and are growing
relatively slowly. As such, OLTP could be considered a main-memory market in the near
future. Current RDBMS vendors have disk-oriented solutions for a main-memory problem,
but the advancements in technology driven by Moore’s Law has potentially outdated the
disk-oriented relational architecture for many OLTP applications.85
The inhibitors of hardware being unable or too expensive to support storage and rapid
analysis of large data sets, as well as applications being unable to take advantage of
in-memory technologies, are quickly disappearing with the emergence of
high-performance computing platforms and new applications that can leverage in-memory
analytics solutions. Major vendors (e.g., SAP) are leading the market in leveraging
high-performance computing, in-memory DBMS architectures to create new applications
that can rapidly find patterns in large information sets with little latency. Additionally,
Oracle continues to push flash memory as a significant enabler in business analytics,
particularly with the company’s Exadata platform, and Oracle offers TimesTen as an
in-memory database architecture.88
Since so much data can now be stored and accessed in main-memory, a primary inhibitor
to adoption is the risk involved with memory failures and lack of reliable high-availability
solutions and disaster recovery. As this functionality is added, this inhibitor will decrease in
importance.88

Columnar Database
Columnar storage is another enabler for database architectures based on in-memory or
flash technologies. Traditionally, data has been organized within a database block in a
“row” format, where all column data for a particular row is stored sequentially within a
single database block.89 However, storing table rows as blocks with selected indexed
columns is a particularly inefficient approach for databases that are commonly used for
analytics (e.g., data warehouses). Many data warehouse operations scan tables,
performing aggregate operations on the data that normally only require a few columns
rather than the entire set of rows—resulting in not only wasted storage space, but also
slower performance since a full scan is required to aggregate any particular field.32 (See
Exhibit 69.) For example, having data from columns with different data types stored close
together limits the amount of storage savings achievable with compression technology.
Furthermore, most large-scale, row-based data warehouse SQL queries operate only
upon a subset of the rows and columns in the tables. While the entire table may need to
be scanned to find the relevant data, a relatively small amount of the rows and columns
need to be processed to compute the final results, which deteriorates query performance
of large queries.90
Exhibit 69: Row-Based Data Model

Exhibit 70: Column-Based Data Model

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.
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An alternative approach is to store data in a “columnar” format, where data is organized
and stored as blocks by column instead of by row. Storing column data together, with the
same data type and similar characteristics, increases the storage savings achieved from
compression and improves query performance.89 A columnar database layout stores and
accesses only the needed portions of data and improves access for subsets of attributes.32
(See Exhibit 70.) Specifically, with columnar databases, data is reorganized into a
column-oriented format to achieve achieving ten times or more compression compared to
row-based alternatives, resulting in less memory required to operate the data
warehouse.89,91 Also, as previously noted, most large-scale data warehouse SQL queries
operate only upon a subset of the rows and columns in the tables. While the entire table
may need to be scanned to find the relevant data, a relatively small amount of the rows
and columns need to be processed to compute the final results. In a columnar data model,
only the relevant data is stored in the database for further SQL processing, improving the
query performance of large queries by an order of magnitude and also decreasing the
amount of storage required by potentially more than ten times.90 Specifically, very high
compression rates can be achieved with column-oriented databases, since so many
repeated patterns could be present within the columns as compared to rows. For example,
as illustrated in Exhibit 71, a JOB or SURNAME column can be expected to have many
repeated entries, whereas there will be no repetition between a SURNAME and a
DATE_OF_BIRTH column. Therefore, column orientation enables very high compression
rates to be achieved with only modest CPU requirements, which reduces the storage
required to run queries on the relevant data.57
Exhibit 71: Row- versus Column-Based Database Comparison

Source: Guy Harrison.

Data compression in the context of columnar database systems offer even more
pronounced performance benefits in the context of in-memory and/or flash-based
computing when compared to traditional databases. Data compression technologies
enable databases to fit large amounts of data into DRAM or flash memory. As such, data
compression reduces the amount of data to fit in-memory and allows the use of cache and
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bus capacities more efficiently.92 Not only does compression enable more the use of
DRAM as the primary data tier for analytical applications (as the average quantity of
DRAM per server equaled slightly less than 200 GBs in 2010 as detailed in Exhibit 66), but
the reduced amount of data also decreases the potential cost and, thus, potential adoption
of in-memory systems.
Taking what we described in our previous example (detailed in Exhibit 58 and Exhibit 59),
the cost of the storage media of the disk-based architecture of that business system would
equal approximately $10,700 for 22.1 TBs of data (when also assuming 40% disk capacity
utilization), while the storage media for in-memory and flash-based data infrastructures
would cost approximately $238,700 and $26,500 (or 8.5 times and 0.9 times the price of
the equivalent disk-based system in 2000), respectively. However, assuming that a
column-based data compression technologies reduced the amount of data needed to be
stored by a factor of 10, the amount of storage media required would fall from 22.1 TBs to
2.1 TBs. By reducing the amount of data stored, the cost of the storage media of
in-memory and flash-based architectures would fall to $23,900 and $2,600 (or only 0.9
times and 0.1 times the price of the equivalent disk-based system in 2000), respectively.
(See Exhibit 72 and Exhibit 73.) Therefore, the convergence of the data compression
capability of column-based data stores with the increased addressable memory space
available on 64-bit servers and the decreasing cost of DRAM and NAND flash memory
positions in-memory computing and flash-based architectures for broader adoption, given
the superior performance of these technologies.
Exhibit 72: Price of DRAM, NAND Flash, and Disk

Exhibit 73: Relative Price of DRAM, NAND Flash, and Disk
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Compression and columnar storage actually go hand in hand since column based storage
usually sorts columns by value at the byte-code level—resulting in similar values being
close to each other. This data layout also allows for highly efficient compression using
standard compression algorithms that make use of similarities in adjacent data.92 For
queries that are I/O limited, the CPU overhead of decompression is often compensated for
by the I/O improvements.93 When queries are executed on a column-oriented store it is
often possible to execute the query directly on the compressed data. For certain types of
queries on columnar-databases you do not need to decompress the data in order to
retrieve the needed records.92 As such, compression in database systems can also
improve performance significantly by reducing the size of the data and improves I/O
performance by reducing seek times as the data is stored nearer each other, which
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reduces transfer times as there is less data to transfer and increases buffer hit rate as a
larger fraction of the DBMS fits in buffer pools.93
Storing tables as blocks by column instead of by row offers several performance benefits
for analytic databases. Operations on a column of data can be carried out with very few
I/O operations. Additionally, as previously mentioned, since the column contains all data of
the same type, the column can be compressed to a fraction of its size by using indexing to
eliminate duplicate values and then compressing the values themselves. After the
compression, any random select on the table will result in a quick result since every
column is effectively indexed. The index structures that define the columns can also be
cross-indexed, which further optimizes access. Therefore, while the main benefit of the
columnar method is relieving the I/O bottleneck, since the DBMS does not have to bring
back the whole row, the columnar model also makes compression simpler, which reduces
I/O even more.32
Therefore, not only do column-based data models result in up to ten times more data
being stored in the same space through better data compression (which increases the
amount of data that can be stored in limited DRAM memory when compared with disk), but
queries can also be up to 1,000 times faster than row-based data models. In other words,
columnar models both enable databases to fit large amounts of data into DRAM or flash
memory, thereby opening up higher-performance alternatives to traditional disk-based
analytical database architectures, and can also improve the performance of analytical
queries.21 In addition, column databases enable easier parallelization of queries in
massively parallel processing architectures, which further improves the price/performance
of next-generation infrastructures.

Massive Parallel Processing
Parallel processing is a type of computing that uses many separate CPUs running in
parallel to execute a single application. Many different kinds of parallel processors exist
depending on how the processors are interconnected and communicate with memory, or if
all processors execute the same instructions at the same time, or each processor
executes different instructions. Parallel processing systems are also divided into
symmetric and asymmetric multiprocessors, depending on whether the processors are
capable of running all the operating system code and accessing I/O devices or if some
processors are more or less privileged.94
Massive parallel processing (MPP) involves breaking up, or even duplicating, a dataset
across more than one hardware node (see Exhibit 74) and then implementing a query
execution engine that is highly aware of the data layout and is capable of exploiting this
phenomenon by splitting queries across hardware. Often, the massive parallel processing
model results in faster query response times, since each of the smaller queries executes
quicker and in parallel. MPP is another concept that is not new but has been popularized
more recently, but massively parallel architectures offer cost-effective processing model,
particularly in memory-intensive applications, such as analytics.92
Exhibit 74: Massive Parallel Processing

Source: SAP.
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In the more-common symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) models, CPUs are assigned to the
next available task or thread that can run concurrently. In MPP, in comparison, the
problem is broken up into separate pieces, which are processed simultaneously.95 MPP is
based on the idea that by simultaneously executing some combination of multiple
instances of programmed instructions and data on multiple CPUs with some level of
coordination, more efficient and faster processing will result (i.e., dividing a bigger problem
into smaller tasks makes it easy to carry out).96
In SMP architectures, multiple CPUs reside in one cabinet and are connected to a single
shared main memory and are controlled by a single OS instance. In an MPP system, each
CPU contains its own memory (which helps the MPP model to prevent possible hold ups
that users sometimes experience when using an SMP system if all of the CPUs attempt to
access the memory simultaneously), copy of the operating system and application, and a
link to the network that connects all the nodes together.95 (See Exhibit 75 and Exhibit 76.)
Exhibit 75: MPP Architecture

Exhibit 76: SMP Architecture

Source: Computer Desktop Encyclopedia.

Source: Computer Desktop Encyclopedia.

Each MPP subsystem communicates with the others via a high-speed interconnect. In
order to use MPP effectively, an information processing problem must be breakable into
pieces that can all be solved simultaneously,95 and applications must be developed to take
advantage of these parallel memory loads. To run aggregated queries faster on MPP
topology, each query is parallelized such that it runs against each partition. This leverages
the CPU and memory capacity in each partition to truly parallelize the request. The client
issuing the queries needs no awareness of the physical separation of the partitions and
receives aggregated results as if the query was run against a single gigantic data store—
except that it gets it much, much, faster.97
As business increases, additional CPUs can be added to absorb the increased transaction
volume with either model. However, the central trade-off between symmetric
multiprocessing and massive parallel processing database servers is between ease of
administration and scalability. Specifically, MPP database servers are more challenging to
administer than SMP systems but offer linear scalability. For example, refreshing and
synchronizing the cache starts to render the scalability of SMP less than one, as the
addition of another processor does not produce a full processor’s quota of work and
throughput due to coordination overhead. A similar dynamic can also affect shared disk
clusters where, absent an abstraction layer to map disks to nodes, a global lock or
database synchronization mechanism is needed to preserve data integrity. In contrast,
while MPP scales linearly to hundreds of nodes, troubleshooting so many processors can
be an issue for administrators trained in the SMP world. In essence, MPP offers superior
scalability of computing power and throughput; SMP offers the best price/performance
when dealing with smaller database size and less complex queries.98 (See Exhibit 77.)
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Exhibit 77: Trade-Offs between SMP and MPP Paradigms

Source: Giga Information Group.

SAP announced the release of Sybase IQ 15.3 in November 2010, which introduces an
MPP architecture that accelerates complex queries by distributing work to many
computers in a grid configuration. Unlike shared-nothing MPP, PlexQ uses a
shared-everything approach that manages and balances query workloads across all the
compute nodes in a Sybase IQ MPP configuration. PlexQ’s automatic workload
re-balancer works to avoid contention among users for system resources, thereby
providing predictable high performance for a range of concurrent workloads.99
In contrast to a shared-everything approach, for example, EMC Greenplum database’s
shared-nothing MPP architecture provides every segment with a dedicated, independent
high-bandwidth channel to its disk. The segment servers are able to process every query
in a fully parallel manner, use all disk connections simultaneously, and efficiently flow data
between segments as query plans dictates.100
Oracle Exadata Storage Servers also use a massive parallel architecture to increase data
bandwidth between the database server and storage to overcome the limitations of
traditional storage. A single rack system includes a storage tier of 14 Exadata Storage
Servers in a massive parallel processing (MPP) grid, paired with the Oracle RAC database
running as a shared disk cluster of eight symmetric multi-processing nodes.101 Additionally,
Exadata’s Smart Scan software offloads data-intensive query processing from Oracle
Database 11g servers. The result is faster parallel data processing and less data
movement through higher bandwidth connections. This massively parallel architecture also
offers linear scalability and mission-critical reliability.21

Multi-Core Processors
Until recently, technologists’ efforts in managing a general-purpose database in-memory
have been hampered by both the underlying standards and the economics of computing.
Historically, most computers had limited main-memory and could address only a limited
amount of memory. Additionally, main-memory and flash were expensive, and CPUs were
not fast enough to justify utilizing main-memory databases or NAND flash.82
Processor technology advancements have been one of the major enablers of in-memory
databases (IMDB) and using flash versus traditional HDD storage. Multi-core processors
are now common and CPU speeds have increased significantly. The processors are
cheap enough that 4- and 8-way multi-core processor systems have become the norm for
most workloads. Several hardware developments, including advancements in processor
technology, will impact data warehouse architectures. A significant and growing
discontinuity exists between processor performance and disk performance, as multi-core
CPUs are accelerating significantly faster than the improvements in latency of traditional
disk drives. (See Exhibit 78.)
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Exhibit 78: Multi-Core CPU versus Single-Core CPU versus Disk Performance

Source: Intel.

Since 1996, CPU performance, specifically with multi-core processors, has increased
more than 175 times. However, while storage capacity has increased significantly, HDD
performance has remained relatively flat over the same time period with memory latency
improving approximately 1% annually.3
When a query is bound to a single core, the system is CPU-bound, with the majority of
time going to computation, but when a query can use all put 6 and/or 8 cores on a single
chip core, accessing data becomes the bottleneck in terms of both I/O and bandwidth.5
Specifically, mechanical disks cannot access data fast enough to keep up with the speed
of contemporary processors. As a consequence, transaction-intensive enterprise
applications continue to be plagued by I/O bottlenecks that limit their throughput and
productivity. This performance gap between CPU and mechanical hard disk processing
speeds results in disk I/O bottlenecks which limit the utilization of the full CPU power
available to systems. This I/O performance gap is growing and, if unresolved, will continue
to limit the throughput of transaction-intensive applications.3
IT administrators’ attempts at solving the I/O bottleneck problem include applications
tuning, server upgrades, storage upgrades, etc., but each of these approaches has
specific drawbacks. As such, these attempts did little to address the root cause of the I/O
bottlenecks, namely the restricted I/O operations per second (IOPS) capacity of HDDs.3
NAND flash can narrow the I/O performance gap and help better utilize the power of the
CPU. NAND flash can function as a hard disk emulator without the random access speed
limitation of mechanical disks. Unlike mechanical disks, NAND flash has no moving parts
and process data at significantly faster speeds as they eliminate seek and rotational
latency times during read and write requests. The key advantage to NAND flash is that this
type of memory access data in microseconds rather than milliseconds for HDDs, which
increases IOPS by an order of magnitude. Therefore, by closing the I/O performance gap,
NAND flash effectively eliminates the I/O bottleneck problems encountered in enterprise
applications.3
Intel’s co-founder, Gordon Moore, made a prediction, popularly known as “Moore’s Law,”
that states that the number of transistors on a chip would double every two years. Intel has
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kept that pace for more than 40 years by providing more functions on a chip at significantly
lower cost per function. (See Exhibit 79.) For example, the Intel Xeon processor 5500
series delivered up to 2.25 times the performance of previous generations’ processors and
up to nine times the performance per server of single-core processors while reducing the
idle platform power consumption by up to 50%.102 Moore’s Law can apply to CPUs, DRAM,
and NAND, but while storage capacity of HDDs has increased in-line with Moore’s Law
(with a similar law referred to as Kryder’s Law), the performance of HDDs remains
relatively flat due to the mechanical limitations of the drives.
Exhibit 79: Semiconductor Technology Roadmap

Source: Sun Microsystems.

Predictions by the hardware industry point to significant gains in CPU technology over the
next twenty years. With the emergence of multi-core processors, increasing CPU speeds,
and 64-bit technology, combined with the rapid decline in the cost of memory, certain data
sets could be managed entirely in main-memory or in flash. While the in-memory idea is
not new by any means, prior efforts to do so were severely hampered by technology
limitations, such as the old 32-bit architecture that allowed the addressing of only 4 GBs of
memory. Additionally, processors were not fast enough to provide in-memory databases
real performance advantages. However, more recently, performance improvements have
been significant with the new ways of organizing, buffering, and accessing data.8 (See
Exhibit 80 and Exhibit 81.)
Exhibit 80: CPU Module Roadmap
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CPU clock rates increase approximately 5% per year; CPU cores double approximately
every other year; and cache sizes and efficiencies are also improving. However, the
primary constraint with CPUs is power. Most of the power savings are from better
packaging but new memory interfaces and integrated I/O subsystems could simplify CPU
architecture by simplifying pipelines, which could reduce power consumption.103
An example of the fast improvements in microprocessor technology would be Intel’s
Westmere chip. Westmere, which was formerly code-named Nehalem-C, is the name
given to the 32-nm die shrink of Nehalem. Westmere is based on the same architecture as
Nehalem, but the chips are made using the advanced 32-nm process. Westmere should
bring improved performance and power benefits realized from the advanced
manufacturing process to server processors. Westmere’s enhancements from Nehalem
include native six-core processors, a new set of instructions that give over three times the
encryption/decryption rate of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) processes, integrated
graphics built into the processor, improved virtualization latency, and support for “Huge
Pages” of 1 GB in size. Other features in the six-core Westmere chip include Turbo Boost,
which enables users to scale up the power in individual cores depending on workload
demand, Hyper-Threading, and an integrated memory controller. The six-core chips
contain 1.17 billion transistors and 12 MB of cache, 4 MB more than the preceding
Nehalem processors.104
Moore’s Law allows companies to let the enterprise system grow both in functionality and
volume. When CPU speed reached the 3 GHz level at around 2002, further improvements
seemed distant, yet two advancements further propelled system power: growth of
main-memory and massive parallelism through blade computing and multi-core CPUs.
While main-memory was always beneficial for caching and a large number of CPUs could
be used for application servers, OLTP database systems have historically not been
particularly suited for massive parallelism. For example, SAP’s R/3 ran all update
transactions in a single thread and relied heavily on row level locking and fast
communication between parallel database processes on SMP machines due to the
potential of deadlocks while updating multiple tables in parallel transactions.105 However,
usage of massive parallelism for database systems is increasingly meaningfully.
Intel’s approach is to continue to apply advanced out-of-order processing in the CPU and
increase the number of useful hardware threads that can be applied to the same data
in-memory. Platforms with increasingly more cores will continue to become available and
Intel works directly with software development teams to ensure they effectively utilize
these additional cores. To summarize, Intel quickly brings additional improvements in
important platform technologies to market.57 The possibility of in-memory analytics and
increased usage of NAND flash versus traditional storage is closely linked to advances in
hardware technology, such as 64-bit computing, multi-core, and improvements in
processor speed. These technical advancements are helping companies optimize the use
of memory and speed up data processing performance over previous iterations of
database architechtures.64

Improved User Interface/Visualization
With in-memory analytics, business users now can have self-service access to the right
information along with rapid query execution to provide greater levels of insight needed to
optimize business performance. To assist these business users, high impact visualizations
through powerful analysis tools can provide users a quick, thorough analysis of complex
data by manipulating dimensions as they wish. With a range of high impact visualizations
to support their findings, users can easily share business insights with others in the
organization.1
A proliferation of visualization and “drag-and-drop” style BI applications development, such
as tools from LogiXML, Qlik Technologies, or Business Objects Xcelsius, could drive a
meaningful increase in adoption of departmental analytical application development.1
Advanced visualization and discovery tools continue to garner significant interest because
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of their ease of use, visual appeal, and ability to speed the time to insight amid vast
amounts of data. The challenge for companies is in understanding when technologies
overlap and the degree to which they are converging. As people gain experience and
expertise with dashboards, these tools will become significantly useful components of
business intelligence.106
Exhibit 82: BI Dashboard

Exhibit 83: BI Dashboard

Source: QlikView.

Source: QlikView.

Increased adoption of the business intelligence platform will be driven by emerging
technologies that make it easier to build and consume analytical applications. Deficiencies
in end user and developer skills are often cited as major hurdles in deploying business
intelligence. According to Gartner, currently less than 20% of users in most organizations
use reporting, ad hoc query, and OLAP tools on a regular basis. Interactive visualization
and search in some of the newer dashboards that accompany BI tools can help overcome
the skills gap in both the construction and consumption of analytical applications. These
technologies will help reach incremental users, helping to grow the BI platform.1
Many users find BI difficult to consume and are overwhelmed with requests to meet
business requirements. As such, analytical applications must become easier to build and
consume to overcome the skills gap.1
In our opinion, interactive visualization will be quickly accepted in the near future as a
common front-end user interface to analytical applications, driven by the ubiquity of rich
Internet applications. Interactive applications should be more widely adopted by users who
are not accustomed to the grid style of analysis and reporting offered by relational
databases and spreadsheets. Utilizing interactive visualization requires only intuitive tasks,
such as clicking graphs, dragging and dropping, or circling dots on a scatter plot.
Theoretically, since working within these tools will be more pleasant than a spreadsheet,
improved visualization and interactivity will drive wider adoption of BI as a whole.1
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Which Vendors Have What?
“A paradigm shift in memory management for modern information systems…offers
immediate benefits for the storage and retrieval of images, transaction histories and
detailed snapshots of people, equipment, and products, it is perhaps even more exciting
to think of the opportunities that this technology will create for the future.”
—Prof. Warren B. Powell, Princeton University

Oracle
Oracle Fusion Applications
Oracle Fusion Applications are a next-generation application suite based on
service-oriented architecture (SOA) that integrates Oracle’s disparate applications (e.g.,
PeopleSoft, Siebel, E-Business Suite) within a comprehensive suite of core application
modules: customer relationship management (CRM), financials, governance risk and
compliance (GRC), human capital management (HCM), procurement, project portfolio
management (PPM), and supply chain management (SCM). According to Oracle, the
entire suite amounts to more than 1,600 business process flows, 2,501 application
modules, 1,215 services, 10,957 task flows, and 18,385 view objects.21
Exhibit 84: Oracle Fusions Applications Modules in Version 1

Source: Oracle.

Oracle Fusion Applications are built on a unified technology foundation. Business flows
based on industry standards, and the suite combines the best elements of Oracle’s
various business software applications products into this next-generation application
platform. For example, the Fusion CRM application is built on the Siebel CRM functional
architecture, whereas some of the modules of HCM products took the best features from
the PeopleSoft applications and Oracle E-Business Suite. Additionally, Oracle Fusion
Applications are based on service-oriented architecture provided by Oracle Fusion
Middleware, which gives Oracle a huge advantage, given that the SOA model will allow
customers to easily tie together various modules of Fusion Applications and all the existing
legacy modules (e.g., PeopleSoft, Siebel) that customers have already deployed at their
environments. Fusion Applications are designed as process-centric applications driven by
events. The new design allows Oracle to present a single source of master data for
customers, suppliers, employees, products, assets, locations, and financial and analytical
data. Fusion Applications also enable developers to simplify and modify many of the
business processes to improve the process or decrease the number of steps needed to
complete a task.21
Importantly, Fusion Applications feature embedded business intelligence (BI) throughout
the applications that delivers the “right” information to make decisions within the context of
the work being performed, without having to go to a separate BI system. Furthermore,
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Fusion Applications offer a new role-based user experience that integrates embedded
business intelligence, exception-based alerts, and collaboration capability delivered
together in the context of the work being performed. Oracle has also placed special
emphasis on improving the user experience with Fusion Application to improve user
productivity with interactive, colorful dashboards and a wide array of customizable charts,
graphs, performance metrics, and data visualizations for embedded analytics functions.21
(See Exhibit 85 and Exhibit 86.)
Exhibit 85: Embedded Analytics in Fusion Applications

Exhibit 86: Embedded Analytics in Fusion Applications

Source: Oracle.

Source: Oracle.

Currently, Oracle offers a suite of stand-alone business intelligence tools that runs the
gamut of BI functions including enterprise reporting, ad hoc query and analysis,
dashboards, and scorecards—complete with data visualization, embedded search,
collaboration, and Microsoft Office integration. Additionally, Oracle provides stand-alone
analytics applications, including Oracle CRM Analytics, which provides real-time business
insights to drive higher sales force productivity, better customer service, more effective
marketing, and up-to-date pricing data, as well as Oracle ERP Analytics designed to help
line-of-business managers improve financial profitability and efficiency, talent
management, supply chain, and procurement efficiency. While Oracle’s BI applications are
built atop the company’s BI platform and are designed for integration with Oracle
E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, and Siebel, the applications were not
previously delivered directly embedded into these enterprise applications. By integrating
analytics and business intelligence functions directly into Fusion Applications, Oracle
better aligns mission-critical data with its operational enterprise applications to drive
day-to-day business processes and performance objectives.21
Oracle Exadata Database Machine
(For a more extended analysis of the Oracle Exadata Database Machine, please see our
report, titled, “Dr. Exalove, or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying (about Sun) and Love
Exadata,” published on October 12, 2010.)
Oracle positions Exadata as a competing solution for both specialized, optimized data
warehouse systems from Netezza and Teradata and scalable IBM Power systems, as well
as integrated, optimized systems aimed at OLTP workloads to compete on the basis of
price and performance with IBM’s most scalable servers running DB2 or Oracle database
products.
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Exhibit 87: Oracle Exadata Database Machine Rack

Source: Oracle.

The first iteration of Exadata (known as Exadata V1) was a pre-configured bundle of
Oracle database servers, the Exadata storage servers, and all necessary software
designed specifically for multi-terabyte data warehouse workloads and certified for Oracle
Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition tools. The key selling point of this system was its
optimized configuration, eliminating common problems associated with built-from-scratch
data warehouses including inefficient bandwidth consumption, disproportionate
combinations of server power and storage capacity, bottlenecking, misconfiguration of
disks and I/O, and improper use of parallel querying. In addition to the benefits of
pre-configuration, Exadata V1 was also highly scalable and designed to meet the needs of
large-scale, enterprise-class business intelligence problems, scaling linearly as each
additional rack was added to the system.10
Exadata V2, now known as Exadata X2-2, expanded its functionality to support online
transaction processing (OLTP) workloads in addition to data warehouses to meet
enterprise demand for business analytics solutions capable of handling massive data
volumes. OLTP databases provide real-time accesses to data, which is being updated by
other transactions.90 For example, an application that loads the reservation data of a hotel
is an OLTP system. An OLTP system is designed mainly keeping in mind the performance
of the end application, and, as such, the database in an OLTP system is designed for
optimal transaction speeds typically the automation of day-to-day business processing
activities and running real-time reports and analysis. As a result, rapid query processing
and maximal data integrity in multi-access environments are of utmost importance.
The key to the Oracle Exadata Database Machine is the way in which Oracle has
designed and integrated various software and hardware technologies to complement each
other to deliver additional performance and scalability for Oracle Database workloads.
Traditionally, although vendors optimized server and storage technologies within their own
spheres, these solutions are designed in a generic nature so as to be applicable to many
types of differing workloads, which potentially reduces performance in the software layer,
versus a vertically-integrated system.107
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Exhibit 88: Oracle Exadata Database Machine Architecture X2-2

Source: Oracle.

In comparison, the strategy underlying the Oracle Exadata Database Machine is to
vertically integrate server, networking, and storage hardware (which customers previously
purchased as generic components) with the company’s software to deliver an optimized,
integrated system running the Oracle Database for both data warehouse and OLTP
workloads. For example, Exadata has database intelligence built into the Exadata Storage
Servers, which enables SQL processing, to leverage both the storage servers and
database servers to improve performance. Oracle’s storage software offloads
data-intensive query processing from servers running Oracle Database 11g software and
does the query processing closer to the data, resulting in faster parallel data processing
and less data movement through higher bandwidth connections.90 As such, the business
value for Exadata from a server performance and data scalability can be summarized as
the following.
■

Performance. The major selling point for Exadata is the significant performance
improvements for data warehouses (estimated by Oracle at 10-100 times of standard
data warehouses), as well as the significant performance improvements for OLTP
applications (estimated by Oracle at 20 times).10

■

Linear Scalability. Performance scales linearly with increase in data volumes.
Typically, the effect of the data bandwidth bottleneck is that the larger the database,
the slower the performance. The database machine scales to eight full rack database
machines by just adding cables, and even more if external InfiniBand switches are
used. This effectively scales the storage to hundreds of Exadata Storage Servers,
resulting in multi-petabyte databases. The data is mirrored across storage servers so
the architecture also provides for fault tolerance and redundancy.10

Exadata Storage Server Software, which runs within the Exadata Storage Server,
represents the “secret sauce” of the Exadata system. Exadata Storage Server Software
imparts the database intelligence to the storage and working in concert with the Oracle
Database. The Oracle Exadata Storage Server Software is the software component of the
Oracle Exadata Storage Server that provides the enhanced Exadata storage services,
including Smart Scan offload functionality, I/O Resource Management (IORM), Storage
Indexes, Hybrid Columnar Compression, and Exadata Smart Flash Cache management.10
In our opinion, when combined with a pre-configured server and storage hardware
platform, these unique software features, which integrated uniquely into Oracle’s database
software, enable Oracle to offer an complete, integrated system from the database
software to the data storage layer that server hardware vendors cannot match the
performance gains in Oracle Database workloads and storage vendors cannot equal the
data compression rates as could be achieved through Exadata.
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■

Exadata Smart Scans. Exadata has database intelligence built into the storage
servers, which allows SQL processing, to leverage both the storage servers and
database servers to improve performance.154 Oracle’s storage software offloads
data-intensive query processing from Oracle Database 11g servers and does the
query processing closer to the data. The result is faster parallel data processing and
less data movement through higher bandwidth connections. This architecture also
offers linear scalability and increased reliability.155

■

Exadata Storage Indexes. Exadata Storage Server Software creates and maintains a
Storage Index in Exadata memory. Exadata Storage Index technology helps eliminate
unnecessary I/O operations. Many SQL operations will run dramatically faster because
large numbers of I/O operations are automatically replaced by a few in-memory
lookups.

■

Hybrid Columnar Compression. Traditionally, data has been organized within a
database block in a “row” format. However, with Hybrid Columnar Compression, data
is transparently reorganized into a column-oriented format to achieve better
compression, achieving ten times or more compression.156,157

■

Exadata Smart Flash Cache. While Oracle also credits its grid architecture and
scale-out storage abilities for its OLTP capabilities, the primary enabler is the Flash
technology, which helps solve the disk random I/O bottleneck. Oracle Smart Flash
Cache technology transparently transfers frequently accessed data to the flash cards
in Exadata storage to allow better performance for random I/O. Oracle claims that the
Oracle Exadata Database Machine is the first flash-optimized database that provides
better I/O response time and reduces the number of disks needed for I/O. Oracle’s
Exadata Smart Flash Cache is not a disk replacement. Software intelligence
determines how and when to use the Flash storage and how best to incorporate flash
into the database as part of a coordinated data caching strategy. Oracle is using flash
PCIe cards in Exadata X2 as opposed to flash disks. Adding flash disks into an
existing storage subsystem without having to change anything else does not realize
the full potential of the technology, as disk controllers and directors were not designed
to keep up with the performance that flash disks enable. Using flash PCIe cards
avoids a slow disk controller limiting flash performance.158 With the Smart Flash Cache
directly in the Oracle Exadata Storage Server, frequently accessed data is kept in very
fast flash storage, while most of the data is kept in more cost effective disk storage.
The flash cache knows when to avoid trying to cache data that will never be reused or
will not fit in the cache.

■

I/O Resource Management (IORM). Outside of just pure data warehousing and OLTP
performance benefits, one of the biggest benefits that has resonated among potential
Oracle Exadata Database Machine customers is the ability to consolidate databases.
Exadata implements I/O Resource Management, which ensures that different users
and tasks within a database are allocated the correct amount of I/O resources.

With the addition of flash memory and the optimizations that Oracle embedded in the
database and storage software in Exadata X2, the database machine can handle random
OLTP processing as well as the more sequential I/O common to data warehousing. In
terms of data warehousing, the Oracle Exadata Database Machine can provide high
volume parallel hardware to quickly process large amounts of data and Exadata has the
ability to run data intensive processing directly in storage. This provides for a complete set
of analytical capabilities including online analytical processing (OLAP), statistics, data
mining, etc. The growing need for the analysis of business data makes Exadata X2 an
interesting option for organizations, particularly with replacing or upgrading existing SMP
systems, given X2’s ability for combined workloads of data warehousing and OLTP, which,
in turn, increases the market opportunity for the systems.19
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Oracle TimesTen In-Memory Database
Oracle TimesTen In-Memory Database is a memory-optimized relational database that
provides increased throughput and greater responsiveness to power real-time
applications. TimesTen resides entirely in physical memory with persistence to disk
storage for recoverability, in contrast to the traditional Oracle Database, which resides
completely in the storage layer. By simplifying data extraction and locating the data store
within the application, TimesTen increases throughput to tens or hundreds of thousands of
transactions per second on commoditized hardware. Designed to reduce inter-process
communication and network overhead, TimesTen architecture uses data structures and
access algorithms optimized for in-memory data, row-level locking, committed-read
isolation, and application-tier shared libraries to increase data processing efficiency and
reduce power consumption. Additionally, TimesTen persists data to disk-based storage for
higher data durability, and automatic failover ensures high availability and data
consistency.108
TimesTen can operate either as a standalone database deployed in the application or as
an in-memory cache for a traditional Oracle database. As the database of record,
TimesTen holds database tables managed and originated in front-end applications,
whereas in the latter configuration, TimesTen operates in conjunction with an Oracle
database (or third-party RDBMS) and only stores “hot” data required for real-time
performance.109 As a standalone database, TimesTen uses standard APIs (ODBC, JDBC,
SQL2) and provides almost instantaneous response time (over 10-20x faster than the
traditional Oracle RDBMS for several types of transactions), with optional real-time
transactional replication between multiple TimesTen databases.
Exhibit 89: Standalone TimesTen In-Memory Database

Exhibit 90: TimesTen Cache Connected to Oracle

Diagram

Database Diagram

Source: Oracle.

Source: Oracle.

As a cache connected to an Oracle RDBMS, TimesTen caches individual tables for highly
active operational data and related data and can also cache at a higher level of
granularity, retaining only specific subsets of rows and columns as necessary and
automatically syncing data between TimesTen and the accompanying RDBMS.
Additionally, IT administrators can choose between several options for configuration,
including read-only, read-write (updatable), data capture, user-managed, updatable
dynamic, and read-only dynamic. For greater horizontal scalability, individual caches can
be combined to create Cache Grids for joint management of frequently-accessed data
tables across several applications. By intelligently distributing tables throughout the grid
and maintaining location transparency with all shared applications, Cache Grids facilitates
consistency, maximal availability, and high performance for large data volumes across
multiple applications and the database server tier.110
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Exhibit 91: Oracle TimesTen Components

Source: Oracle.

The components of TimesTen are as follows.
■

Shared libraries. TimesTen embeds data manager libraries into an application (rather
than requiring a network connection to an external data store), and several
applications can in turn link to (and share) the libraries and execute them within the
applications’ processes. Additionally, TimesTen ensures that data libraries cannot be
corrupted by application failures, effective isolating data via a patented algorithm
called MicroLogging.111

■

Memory-resident data structures. All user data, indexes, log buffers, temp space, and
system catalogs are all contained in-memory. One database is shareable among
many applications, and a single application is also able to use resources from multiple
databases.111

■

System processes. Background processes include deadlock handling, checkpointing,
and loading at the database level, as well as services for startup, shutdown, and
application failure detection at the system level. Logging keeps record of all data
changes and optionally persists them to disk; via logging, users can redo transactions
in the event of application and data storage crashes, undo transactions, replicate
changes to other data stores (e.g., additional TimesTen data stores, a traditional
Oracle database), and can choose between several options to balance data durability
with high responsiveness. Additionally, applications can automatically monitor
transaction logs as they are written and execute particular actions based on new
updates. Checkpointing is a background process designed to run automatically without
disrupting database applications that post “snapshots” of data libraries to disk-based
files. As such, checkpoint files can help restore data libraries to the most recent
transactionally consistent state prior to a crash.112

■

Administrative programs. Users can run programs to perform interactive SQL, bulk
copy, backup/restore, database migration, and system monitoring. Bulk copy makes
massive copies of data to maintain consistency over heterogeneous database
environments, and database migration allows high speed copying between old and
new versions of TimesTen. Additionally, TimesTen build procedures allow
programmers to control its operations and settings using command-line utilities.111

■

Checkpoint files and log files on disk. Checkpoint files and log files work together
during recovery procedures following a system crash, wherein checkpoint files
periodically scans the data store for newly updated blocks of data and then updates
data accordingly and log files contain full data contents updated periodically. Whereas
log files contain full data store contents, checkpoint files only contain changes not
accounted for in log files, and the process of checkpointing removes outdated log files.
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Ultimately, there is a tradeoff between overly frequent checkpointing for maximum
data integrity and only sporadic checkpointing. Frequent checkpointing can run up
overhead costs, while checkpointing that is performed too infrequently can lead to the
accumulation of log files on disk and can inefficiently take up capacity, leading to long
recovery processes following system crashes.112

SAP
SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA)
In October 2010, SAP announced its first generation of in-memory data processing
software for the SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance (HANA), a new appliance
enabling real-time analytics and rapid processing of massive data loads with significantly
faster response time than standard approaches. Key selling points of the appliance include
the optimized pre-configuration of hardware and SAP software and the ability to run
operational performance applications directly on the HANA appliance, enabling enterprises
to perform business analytics “as business happens.” SAP HANA can integrate and
process large-scale data volumes from multiple, heterogeneous data sources, and
conduct real-time analysis, updating, and reporting of operational data intended to directly
impact and improve enterprise decision-making.113
For HANA 1.0, SAP will release HP, IBM, and Fujitsu appliances running on Intel Xeon
7500 processors and will also co-innovate with IBM and Cisco Systems to improve
scalability and performance of applications using HANA.114
SAP HANA 1.0 consists of: (1) the SAP In-memory Computing Engine (ICE) for
in-database calculations that eliminates latency associated with data migration to the
application layer; (2) SAP ICE Studio for data modeling, lifecycle management, and
increased data security; (3) integration with SAP BusinessObjects BI software and SAP
BusinessObjects Data Services 4.0 for loading of miscellaneous data; (4) integration with
Sybase Replication Server for real-time replication of SAP Business Suite data; and,
(5) support for multiple client interfaces.22 (See Exhibit 93.) HANA’s data source-agnostic
architecture and partitioning technology enables integration of mixed workloads of
analytics, operations, and performance management on a unified system.
Exhibit 92: SAP HANA 1.0 Components

Exhibit 93: SAP HANA 1.0 Architecture

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.

SAP HANA targets customers in verticals using data-intensive applications to optimize
business operations, including large consumer packaging, manufacturing, and retail
enterprises that seek to embed analytical functionality into SAP BusinessSuite or other
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ERP, financials, and CRM software for increased penetration of business intelligence and
superior analytics.
The key innovation of HANA, derived in part from technology obtained in the Sybase
acquisition, is the SAP In-memory Computing Engine (ICE), an in-memory platform
comprised of database and calculation engines. The optimized combination of hardware
and SAP software also eliminates data processing lags associated with static tables,
extraction from I/O disks and traditional relational databases. (See Exhibit 94 and Exhibit
95.) Instead, data processing occurs within the system’s RAM, and organizations can run
arbitrary queries against real-time operational data without requiring pre-manipulation and
pre-defined cubes for proper formatting with static tables, which are typical requirements
for traditional data warehousing. This capability drives flexible, almost-immediate
processing of massive volumes of structured and unstructured data using ad hoc analysis
of information from multiple data sources. For example, in early customer testing, SAP
HANA successfully analyzed 460 billion point of sale transactions from both real-time
operational data sources and static data warehouses in fewer than 60 seconds on a 3 TB
appliance consisting of 10 blades of 32 cores each, enabling data analysis at a speed and
level of granularity previously impossible.115
Exhibit 94: SAP In-Memory Technology Evolution

Exhibit 95: Stacks and Engines

Source: SAP Community Network.

Source: SAP Community Network.

Although HANA is platform- and data source-agnostic, HANA’s tight integration, with and
optimization for SAP’s business intelligence software, will provide a meaningful value
proposition for current SAP customers and, thus, a significant sell-through opportunity for
SAP. Additionally, indirect channels through partnerships with HP, Fujitsu, IBM, and others
will buttress SAP’s distribution opportunity. We expect SAP to provide incremental updates
and announcements at the company’s annual Sapphire conference in May 2011, and we
anticipate that SAP will build a specialized sales force and discrete partner ecosystem to
better penetrate the market for database and analytics appliances for the next-generation
data center.
At a high level, the adoption strategy for HANA can be broken down into three stages.

Although HANA is platformand data source-agnostic,
HANA’s tight integration with
and optimization for SAP’s
business intelligence
software will provide a
meaningful value
proposition for current SAP
customers and, thus, a
significant sell-through
opportunity for SAP.

(1) HANA 1.0: In HANA 1.0, in-memory runs in parallel to the traditional database and
ERP applications. (See Exhibit 99.)
(2) HANA 1.5: HANA 1.5, is the platform for data-intensive operations that run entirely in
memory and is used as the primary data store for the data warehouse and acts as a
data warehouse accelerator. (See Exhibit 101 and Exhibit 102.)
(3) HANA 2.0 / HANA 2+: In the HANA 2.0 / HANA 2+ stages, HANA replaces the
traditional database, and applications run in real-time on data that resides completely
in-memory. (See Exhibit 103 and Exhibit 104.)
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Exhibit 96: Phased Delivery Strategy for SAP In-Memory

Exhibit 97: HANA and Related In-Memory Solutions
Roadmap

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.

Currently, traditional architectures run the ERP system and data warehouse on traditional
databases, wherein data is extracted from ERP applications using ETL software and then
loaded into a data warehouse. Next, the data warehouse accelerator accelerates analytic
models, and the resultant analytic data is consumed in business intelligence or transferred
to data marts. (See Exhibit 98.) However, HANA 1.0 architecture enables side-by-side
operations of the traditional database, wherein operational data is replicated into memory
for near real-time operational reporting. (See Exhibit 99.) Because the SAP In-memory
Computing Engine is not designed for row-by-row replication (given that it is columnar),
HANA 1.0 utilizes Sybase Replication Server Real-Time Loading Edition to perform
continuous loads throughout the day (versus nightly batch loads) to deliver changes from
typically row-based operational databases (e.g., Oracle, Sybase ASE, IBM DB2) to ICE
within minutes of the source transaction change. (See Exhibit 100.) Additionally, analytic
models from the traditional data warehouse and third-party data are also brought inmemory for more flexible, rapid modeling and reporting.113
Exhibit 98: Traditional Business Intelligence and Data

Exhibit 99: HANA 1.0 Architecture—Traditional and

Warehouse Architecture

In-Memory Run in Parallel

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.
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Exhibit 100: Sybase Replication Server Real-Time Loading Edition Server

Multiple
Row-based
Databases

Replication Server
Real-Time Loading
Edition

In-Memory
Column Store

Reporting &
Analytics Tools

Users

Source: SAP, Credit Suisse.

HANA 1.5, which we expect to be available in mid-2011, will act as the primary data store
for the data warehouse, serving as a conduit between the database and other data
sources that update HANA 1.5’s data store at near-real time speed and the data
warehouse that manages the analytic metadata and data provisioning process. In effect,
HANA 1.5 replaces the data warehouse accelerator for all processes. (See Exhibit 101.)
Additionally, we expect SAP to develop entirely new applications will be built upon the
HANA 1.5 platform to go beyond the functionality of the core ERP suite. These new
applications will be optimized for data-intensive operations and will intelligently direct
data-heavy workloads entirely to the in-memory computing engine, and the resultant data
will be immediately available for analytics.113 (See Exhibit 102.)
Exhibit 101: HANA 1.5 as Primary Data Store for Data

Exhibit 102: HANA 1.5 as Platform for New Applications

Warehouse

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.

Further down the road, SAP believes HANA 2.0 will transform application platforms into
real-time data feeds and will become the optimal foundation for application consolidation
projects. Applications will be able to simultaneously write to traditional databases as well
as to the in-memory computing engine in “real” real-time. (See Exhibit 103.) Eventually, all
ERP and data warehouse applications could run on data located entirely in-memory, doing
away with the traditional database model altogether, according to SAP. (See Exhibit 104.)
As a result, analytics and operations will access and manipulate operational data in real
time, and in-memory computing could be the basis for executing all transactions and
complex data processing.113
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Exhibit 103: HANA 2.0 as Real Time Data Feed

Exhibit 104: HANA 2.0 Eliminates the Traditional Database

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.

Business ByDesign Analytics
The latest release of SAP’s Business ByDesign solution, an on-demand ERP suite
targeting the SMB segment, features in-memory analytics for rapid business data analysis
and decision-making support fully integrated within the application and spanning across all
modules (e.g., customer relationship management, financials, supply chain management,
HR management). Featuring bi-directional Microsoft Excel integration, predefined and
customizable reporting, an intuitive user interface, and automated graphics for easy data
visualization, Business ByDesign Analytics delivers business intelligence directly from the
most recently updated data available across the ERP suite.
Exhibit 105: Business ByDesign Analytics Screenshot

Source: SAP.

SAP Crystal Reports underlies the reporting functionality, delivering predefined or
customizable formatted reports that can be printed, downloaded, email forwarded, or
accessed by any employee to facilitate information sharing and collaboration. SAP Crystal
Reports helps users to aggregate relevant data to create visually rich and interactive
reports for delivering clear, actionable, business insights. Crystal Reports can connect to
virtually any data source (e.g., relational, online analytical processing, and XML data), and
the product’s extensive design functionality includes cross-tabs, flexible pagination, and
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built-in bar-code support.99 The scope of reporting functionality encompasses (1) business
planning, wherein sales managers monitor individual sales employees, perform scenario
analyses to measure targets and sales forecasts, and monitor sales throughout the sales
cycle; (2) operational performance reporting, real-time operational performance reports
based on up-to-date lists of daily and critical activities; (3) analytical reporting; and,
(4) performance indicator monitoring. All information that can be delivered via reporting
tools can also be visualized in native dashboards (built on SAP Xcesius software) that are
highly interactive and can be manipulated to display varying levels of granularity.117
BusinessObjects Explorer, Accelerated Version
SAP’s accelerated version of BusinessObjects Explorer is a search and exploration tool
that provides in-memory acceleration and ETL functionality for any data source, effectively
combining open data-acceleration software from SAP NetWeaver BW Accelerator with
ETL functionality from SAP BusinessObjects Data Integrator. Users can load data from
any supported source directly into its in-memory acceleration engine, and end users
across the enterprise can perform searches based on keywords or explore directly on data
to drive timelier, more informed decision-making. In short, end users can execute queries
for any data source (as opposed to previous versions limited to SAP’s Business
Warehouse) at highly accelerated speeds, resulting in increased time speeds as queries
grow to over 100 million records.118 Additionally, data exploration functionality can be
directly integrated with Microsoft Excel data.
Exhibit 106: SAP BusinessObjects Explorer, Accelerated Version Diagram

Source: SAP.

The accelerated version features delivers three key improvements: (1) facet navigation;
(2) new data visualizations; and, (3) custom calculations. BusinessObjects Explorer facets
organize all lists of values during data exploration—in the accelerated version, business
users can rename facet headers to more familiar business-related terms, rather than the
technical names used in the original data sources, thus increasing the solution’s alignment
with the operational side of the enterprise. With new data visualizations (e.g., color coding,
varying text size), Explorer instantly displays which specific variables contribute most to a
scenario’s outcome. In addition, new custom calculations are delivered through a
point-and-click interface enable direct interaction and increased granularity during the
exploration process.119
SAP Strategic Workforce Planning
Released in December 2010, the in-memory version of SAP’s Strategic Workforce
Planning (SWP) application is the first of SAP’s next-generation array of HANA-enabled
in-memory applications. Utilizing the in-memory database and calculation engine in HANA,
the application allows users to perform real-time scenario analysis related to workforce
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organization and staff allocation to drive informed, evidence-based decision making. For
example, the application can rapidly analyze several complex organizational relationships
and simulate the resultant business impact via predictive modeling.116
Exhibit 107: SAP SWP Application Screenshot

Exhibit 108: SAP SWP Application Screenshot

Source: SAP.

Source: SAP.

Major functionality includes pre-built dashboards customized for HR executive user roles,
which provide interactive data visualizations and real-time analysis of the demographics,
distribution, and skills of company employees; scenario analysis with customizable
variables including headcount state, total cost of strategic headcount, simulation split into
payroll, overhead, hiring, and re-training costs; and predictive modeling based on data
updated in “real” real-time.116 (See Exhibit 107 and Exhibit 108.)
Next-Generation, In-Memory HANA Applications
On March 9, 2011, SAP announced the introduction of a new family of applications that
will leverage SAP’s in-memory computing technology. In addition to the recently
announced BI and enterprise information management solutions from BuisnessObjects
portfolio that are built to work on top of HANA, this new set of applications will use HANA
to deliver real-time operation, planning, and analytics at the same time. This new family of
SAP applications will enable organizations to simulate outcomes, plan faster, and view
business problems more holistically than before. For example, planning previously
required data aggregation from various transactional systems, or was done with
spreadsheets containing static data. In the future, people will be able to develop and
execute business plans in real time, based on dynamic transactional data being constantly
updated by the business.153 SAP plans to release the following applications, in addition to
others, in the coming years:
■

Sales and Operations Planning. This application will enable sales and marketing
departments in organizations to collaborate with operations and finance to drive
strategic decisions that improve the bottom line. Built on SAP In-Memory Computing
technology, this application will allow employees to collectively evaluate the financial
impact of their strategy on demand and supply scenarios. Supply chain management
will be able to create simulations and “what-if” scenarios based on detailed
transactional data.153

■

Intelligent Payment Broker. Intelligent Payment Broker is a new financial application
that will leverage SAP In-Memory Computing to calculate and offer financing options
on open invoices. By analyzing current and historical data, the application will be able
to intelligently propose which discounting terms should be offered on which invoices.
In-memory computing technology will help eliminate guesswork behind discounting
and help professionals predict the impact of these finance terms on customers'
liquidity.153
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■

Smart Meter Analytics. This application will allow utility companies to analyze smart
meter readings to forecast demand, analyze profitability of customer segments, and
develop new products. SAP In-Memory Computing will enable the processing of the
potentially massive amount of data coming from these devices in real time and react
quickly to changes in energy production or consumption.153

■

Trade Promotion Management. This trade promotion management application helps
ensure that the trade promotion process and forecasts are based on solid historical
facts. The application will use in-memory computing technology to improve the
planning process. Typically, promotional spending can equal 20% of the annual
revenue for a consumer product goods company. This new SAP solution will help
more accurately develop strategies for particular customers, with numerous products
within particular time intervals.153

■

Cash and Liquidity Management. This is a core process within SAP Business Suite
software that allows an enterprise to predict inbound and outbound cash flows and
drive key activities, such as collections, risk management, and short-term borrowing.
SAP In-Memory Computing will allow people to explore that data at any level of
granularity or hierarchy (e.g., regional, country-wide or global) and act on that data.153

IBM
IBM Cognos Express
Cognos Express is IBM’s business intelligence and performance management solution
targeting the SMB segment and consisting of three editions: (1) Reporter, for self-service
report building and ad-hoc queries; (2) Advisor, for integrating operational data to perform
analytics and create customized dashboards, reports, and data visualizations; and, (3)
Xcelerator, for Excel-based planning. Each module is accessible via a centralized console
delivered through the Internet, designed for simplified installation and management without
additional IT staff required.129 (See Exhibit 109.)
Exhibit 109: IBM Cognos Express Diagram

Source: IBM.

Unique to Cognos Express is an embedded in-memory analytics server for rapid
integration of operational data sources via a consolidated database for business data
including plans, budgets, and projections. As such, Cognos Express’s in-memory analytics
server can instantly update data across all heterogeneous data sources and provide
almost immediate insights based on these changes. This capability is significant, as
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achieving timeliness and reliability of data is a high priority in business analytics
processes.31
Users can then utilize this data to create and define key performance indicators (KPIs)
delivered via data visualizations and interactive, self-service dashboards customized for
their organization’s specific needs and delivering increased business visibility and
business-relevant insights. Customizable dashboards range from the general “aerial”
overview for summaries of key data to more granular approaches that use detailed graphs,
charts, and benchmark metrics. Additionally, Cognos Express’s metadata model adds two
key benefits: (1) the metadata layer ensures all users can simultaneously access the most
recently updated data for maximized reliability; and, (2) the ability to personalize
dashboards for users based on their unique business role.31
Exhibit 110: IBM Cognos Express Dashboard Screenshot

Exhibit 111: IBM Cognos Express Dashboard Screenshot

Source: IBM.

Source: IBM.

While Cognos Express is a fully integrated solution, customers have the option to
purchase modules separately (and scaled up to 100 seats of each) for more specific,
“plug-and-play” implementation. Although the modules share certain capabilities (e.g.,
flexible data access, a centralized Web-based portal and management console, data
visualizations, and the in-memory analytics server), each module also has distinct benefits
and features unto itself:
■

Cognos Express Reporter. The Reporter module is designed to drive “information-led”
decision-making via ad hoc querying and self-service reporting for business users
including financial, production, operational, and transactional. Users are able to
access, create, and modify business reports through a Web-based self-service portal,
using an intuitive interface and drag-and-drop authoring capabilities. Additionally, all
users access the same corporate data for easy updating across the enterprise, and
interactive dashboards enable enterprise-wide sharing and collaboration.129

■

Cognos Express Advisor. The Advisor module is the analytics “engine” for the suite,
designed to answer key business questions and display related insights through
customizable, interactive data visualizations. In addition to dashboards and reporting,
Advisor allows users to combine raw data in an unstructured fashion, providing
additional angles and perspectives. Additional functionality includes scenario modeling
and sensitivity analysis, real-time calculations, rapid “drill-down” functions for
increased granularity, and write-back capabilities that directly link analytics processes
to decision-making.129
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■

Cognos Express Xcelerator. The Xcelerator module is designed to transform Excel
spreadsheets into a centrally managed shared database powered by its in-memory
analytics server, thereby eliminating data silos that lead to data inconsistency and
sharing difficulties between users.129

IBM solidDB
IBM solidDB is a relational in-memory database based on SQL designed to offer greater
speed and higher availability versus standard disk-based databases. As an
in-memory database, solidDB maintains all data in-memory rather than requiring
continuous extraction from external disks, utilizes data structures and access methods
optimized for in-memory, and delivers a shared memory base linking data for multiple
applications in a consolidated solidDB instance. This approach offers faster response
times sufficient for running real-time business applications and is equipped with features
that reduce the risk of bottlenecks (e.g., concurrency control mechanisms that maintain
performance and reliability when large volumes of simultaneous queries or transactions
are performed). Importantly, IBM solidDB can be integrated with multiple application
frameworks, including IBM WebSphere, Oracle WebLogic, Java-based JBoss, and
Hibernate.130
IBM solidDB’s central component is its in-memory engine, which supports three types of
data tables: (1) persistent in-memory tables; (2) transient in-memory tables; and,
(3) temporary in-memory tables. (See Exhibit 112.) The main difference between each
configuration involves a tradeoff between data durability/reliability and performance,
ranging from maximal durability with persistent in-memory tables (creating a slight drag on
performance) to maximal performance on temporary in-memory tables which do not
deliver data concurrency.130
Exhibit 112: solidDB In-Memory Engine Supports Three Types of Data Tables

Source: IBM.

In addition to solidDB, the IBM solidDB Universal Cache consists of an in-memory cache
specifically for performance-critical data to achieve further performance improvements and
high performance synchronization software that supports write-backs to multiple backend
databases, including third-party databases from Oracle, Microsoft, and Sybase.131
According to IBM, an in-memory database can achieve approximately ten times
improvement of throughput versus a disk-based database, and disk-based database
accompanied by an in-memory cache significantly lowers response time versus a
stand-alone disk approach. Additionally, solidDB ensures almost immediate failover by
maintaining an additional copy of continuously updated data in disk that is synchronized
with the main in-memory data store.130
The primary structural difference that enables in-memory’s outperformance is the closer
proximity of data to the application. Data stored within memory, rather than in an external
or remote disk location, traverses a significantly shorter access path to execute queries,
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thus leading to faster response times and lowering costs of operation. Additionally,
in-memory architecture is designed to outperform in-memory caches that often accompany
disk-based databases. In-memory caches retain frequently accessed data (or “hot data”)
in memory, typically referred to as buffer pools, but still run disk I/O operations since the
location of any data requested is not guaranteed, thus impacting performance and creating
overhead additional costs. Conversely, in-memory architecture guarantees the presence
of all data in-memory.132 (See Exhibit 113 and Exhibit 114.)
Exhibit 113: Access Path in Disk-Based Database

Exhibit 114: Access Path in IBM solidDB

Source: IBM.

Source: IBM.

Built for large memory sizes and 64-bit computers, solidDB scales to meet the needs of
multi-processor architectures, and it offers dynamic load balancing across multiple
database instances. For example, solidDB can be configured such that its ODBC (open
database connectivity) or JDBC (Java database connectivity) drivers intelligently transfer
write transactions through the primary database node and read transactions through the
hod-standby database node, thereby efficiently capitalizing on compute resources from
multiple database instances.130 To reduce risk of performance deterioration or system
failure with high volume or resource-intensive application workloads, persistent write-back
to disks through checkpointing and transaction logging ensures rapid updating and
synchronization of data at the backend.
IBM Smart Analytics System
Soon after Oracle’s announcement of the Oracle Sun Database Machine, IBM stated that
the machine sounded very similar to its Smart Analytics System announced in July 2009.
Additionally, IBM criticized Oracle’s claims on cost and commitment to Sun hardware
stating that Oracle failed to include the Oracle software costs and that the fact that Oracle
Sun Database Machine was based on Intel processors called into question Oracle’s
commitment to SPARC.133
In 2006, IBM originally stepped up its competition in the data warehouse appliance market
by releasing a product line of pre-configured hardware and software systems combining
DB2 Data Warehouse Edition with either IBM system p or IBM system x servers under the
InfoSphere Balanced Warehouse brand. The IBM Smart Analytics System announced in
2009 delivers considerable deeper integration and optimization than IBM’s first foray into
data warehouse appliances, as the company moved beyond a packaging approach to finetuned optimization for deep analytics computing workloads. While the system includes all
required servers, storage, systems management, clustering and data warehousing, it also
includes options for analytic modules based on Cognos 8 BI software, vertical-industry
applications, and third-party partner analytics.134
Shortly after the Oracle Exadata Database Machine V2 announcement, rumors that IBM
was preparing to launch its own database clustering machine for OLTP and data
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warehousing began to surface. The machine, dubbed DB2 pureScale, was rumored to be
a clustered implementation of IBM’s DB2 database for Unix, Windows, and Linux
platforms. IBM has had parallel implementations of DB2 for some time, but the company
was rumored to be pitching pureScale as a direct competitor to Exadata, meaning the
system could run OLTP or data warehousing, and DB2 applications would run on it
unmodified.135
On April 7, 2010, IBM announced a new range of systems for large-scale data analysis to
challenge Oracle’s Exadata platform. The offerings include the pureScale Application
System as well as Smart Analytics systems for System z mainframe computers and x86
machines. The pureScale product is aimed at transaction processing requirements and is
composed of POWER7 servers, the WebSphere application server, and DB2 pureScale
software. The Smart Analytics offerings are aimed more at business intelligence, include
versions for System z mainframes and System x servers, and have integrated Cognos BI
and InfoSphere data warehousing software.136
The IBM Smart Analytics System is an integrated platform that provides broad analytics
capabilities on a data warehouse foundation with IBM servers and storage. The system is
integrated and optimized to provide a single point of support for end-to-end analytics
solutions. The IBM Smart Analytics System family offerings span multiple hardware
platforms and architectures providing flexibility for deployment. Each system provides a
scalable warehouse foundation and analytic capabilities, including multidimensional
Cubing Services, data mining and text analytics, dashboards, and reporting.34
Exhibit 115: IBM Smart Analytics System

Exhibit 116: IBM pureScale Application System

Source: IBM.

Source: IBM.

IBM differs in Oracle’s view that a single solution is ideal to cover data warehousing and
OLTP. IBM believes that the demands of the two environments are very different and that
customers need a different focus for each of these areas, thus, the company offers the
IBM pureScale Application System for OLTP environments and IBM Smart Analytics
Systems for data warehousing. This is in direct contrast to Oracle’s strategy in that the
company proclaims that Exadata is an ideal consolidation platform.137
In terms of data warehousing there are, in fact, two possible approaches for IBM solutions:
to license DB2 and InfoSphere Warehouse, or an IBM Smart Analytics System. The Smart
Analytics offerings contain DB2 and InfoSphere Warehouse but the systems have been
pre-built and pre-tuned in conjunction with the particular hardware platform chosen,
together with any optional modules, such as a Cognos business intelligence module.
Licensing DB2 and InfoSphere Warehouse is for those customers that prefer a build-ityourself approach, while the IBM Smart Analytics System is for customers that want a
complete system ready to run. A similar concept applies to the company’s OLTP
offerings.137
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Teradata
Aster Data nCluster
On March 3, 2011, Teradata announced the acquisition of Aster Data, an advanced
analytics database and platform provider. The nCluster analytic platform, Aster Data’s
flagship product, is comprised of an analytics engine integrated with a massively parallel
(MPP) hybrid row- and column-oriented database. Leveraging its “applications-Within”
architecture enables in-database analytics within the integrated analytics engine by
“pushing” analytics application logic into the database, thereby locating the data and
applications within close proximity to drive maximum performance.149
Exhibit 117: Aster Data nCluster Diagram

Source: Aster Data.

nCluster operates on x86 commoditized hardware and is compatible with Linux OSs as
well as standard drivers and APIs, including SQL, OLE DB, ADO.NET, ODBC, and JDBC.
According to Aster Data, nCluster can drive 10 to 1000x better performance versus
alternative approaches for data volumes up to several petabytes. Key features driving
nCluster’s performance include:
■

Hybrid row & columnar architecture. nCluster’s hybrid architecture optimizes the
system for diverse query loads, featuring both columnar orientation (best for business
intelligence reporting) and row-based records (best for advanced analytics).150

■

Massively parallel processing (MPP). MPP enables end-to-end parallelism of data and
analytics processing, data loading, querying, exports, backups, recoveries, installs,
and upgrades.150

■

In Database and SQL-MapReduce. Aster Data’s MapReduce framework automatically
parallelizes the simultaneous processing of workloads and analytic applications.
Additionally, SQL-MapReduce allows any SQL-literate user to leverage MapReduce
by using SQL, pushing analytic code written in any language (e.g., Java, C, C#,
Python, C++, R) into the platform and eliminating the need for re-writing. As such,
MapReduce is fundamental to nCluster’s ability to deliver analytics and rapid data
processing of large volumes.150

■

Linear scalability. nCluster can scale linearly with virtually no limits, enabling
expansion for massive data volumes without compromising performance. nCluster’s
Online Precision Scaling ensures linear scaling across workloads, queries, and
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backups. Additionally, the system dynamically load balances across virtualized
partitions.150
Additionally, nCluster simplifies the development of analytic applications. In addition to
embedding applications in-database, nCluster also provides a visual development
environment for SQL and MapReduce applications. All applications, data, and
infrastructure can be managed through a centralized management console with an
intuitive user interface, summary dashboards, and drill-down to gain more granular
insights about data.149
Extreme Performance Appliance
Teradata’s Extreme Performance Appliance is the company’s data warehouse appliance
that relies only on flash-based storage. Teradata states that the EPA 4600 can deliver an
approximate 18 times improvement in decision support query rates when compared to the
Active EDW data warehouses that use traditional mechanical disks, with average query
times almost four times as faster. The Teradata 13.10 database release was enhanced to
make better use of solid state disks.151 Specifically, Teradata’s random access file system
utilizes SSD to its performance potential; Teradata Optimizer ensures that query execution
takes advantage of SSD speed; and Teradata’s Fallback data protection feature enables
fast RAID-less connection of SSD to nodes.152
Exhibit 118: Teradata Extreme Performance Appliance 4600

Source: Teradata.

The server nodes used in the appliance are based on the quad-core Xeon 5500 series
processors. The server nodes can have up to 96 GB of memory, four 450 GB disks (if the
customer so chooses), and link out to SSD disk drives over 6 Gb/sec SAS links. The user
capacity per node is only 1 TB each with 40% data compression activated, and 713 GB
with no compression. The machine scales up to 24 nodes and can provide up to 17 TB of
data space.151 The SSD drives are directly accessed by the Teradata node, thereby
eliminating the added delays of a disk array that other solutions require.152
The Teradata Extreme Performance Appliance enables customers to advantage of an
optimal hybrid approach of both SSD and HDD technologies within the same data
warehouse system. This hybrid approach helps optimize costs by storing “hot,” frequently
used data on an SSD drive for fast access, while “cold” data can be stored on a low-cost,
large-capacity, HDD drive. Teradata Virtual Storage Technology will automatically migrate
data to the appropriate storage media based on its “temperature.”152
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Microsoft
SQL Server PowerPivot
Microsoft SQL Server PowerPivot is a self-service business intelligence tool based on an
open in-memory platform and consisting of two add-ins: PowerPivot for Excel 2010 and
PowerPivot for SharePoint 2010, the client-side solution and server-side solution,
respectively. Data is loaded through, created, and manipulated using the Excel add-in,
which are displayed and formatted within PowerPoint workbooks. In turn, the SharePoint
add-in delivers server-side processing, collaboration, and document management support
of PowerPivot workbooks.120 Together, the components are designed to offer business
intelligence tools within Microsoft Excel, the application most frequently used for analysis
and viewing of business data. (See Exhibit 119.)
Exhibit 119: SQL Server PowerPivot Infrastructure Diagram

Source: Microsoft.

PowerPivot for Excel is a client add-in that expands Excel’s capabilities for processing and
analyzing extremely large data sets from multiple external data sources. By automatically
importing and embedding data from corporate, local, and other external databases,
PowerPivot enables business analytics within the Excel workbook to produce data
visualizations and customized reports. Additionally, all content can be centrally and
efficiently managed through an interactive dashboard. (See Exhibit 120 and Exhibit 121.)
The Excel add-in is the front end component, accessed via a PowerPivot window
embedded in Excel to import large data sets from heterogeneous data sources (e.g., SQL
databases, XML data feeds) using Analysis Services and Reporting Services within SQL
Server 2008 R2.
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Exhibit 120: PowerPivot for Excel Management

Exhibit 121: PowerPivot for Excel Data Visualization

Dashboard

Source: Microsoft.

Source: Veripoint LLC.

The in-memory business intelligence and column-based compression enable processing
of extremely large data volumes and rapid response times, and users can then create and
customize interactive data visualizations (e.g., PowerPivot PivotTables and Charts), all in
a format familiar to the average Microsoft Excel user. Additionally, most functions in
PowerPivot for Excel include setup wizards with intuitive, easy-to-use controls. Data
Analysis Expression (DAX) enables more advanced analyses and has syntax similar to
native Excel function expressions, and the add-in contains several pre-configured DAX
formulas to which any data within PivotTables can be converted.121
Exhibit 122: PowerPivot for SharePoint 2010 Architecture Diagram

Source: Microsoft.
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PowerPivot for SharePoint extends the functionality of SharePoint 2010 and Excel
Services to provide server-side query processing of PowerPivot data and workbooks
accessible from SharePoint sites. In short, the SharePoint add-in adds PowerPivot data
processing functionality to a SharePoint farm and is required for viewing and collaborative
editing of PowerPivot workbooks on SharePoint. Additionally, all server-side management
occurs through SharePoint Central Administration (e.g., load balancing, usage data
collection, automatic data refresh, and provisioning of new farm server resources).121
The components include PowerPivot System Service for coordinating client requests,
monitoring status of instances in the server form, and load balancing of processing
requests among available servers. PowerPivot System Service works in tandem with
Analysis Services (on the application server layer) to perform data and query processing
for PowerPivot data published to SharePoint, and PowerPivot Web Service directs client
HTTP requests for Web-based PowerPivot query processing to the appropriate
PowerPivot service in the server farm.120
Together, the PowerPivot for SharePoint server components allow Analysis Services to
run as a distributed server application on any SharePoint site, thereby scaling PowerPivot
query processing across multiple application servers within a farm and managing them
from a centralized console. Analysis Services is a server instance in SharePoint that
supports in-memory storage of compressed data that is calculable in real time for
PowerPivot data queries, loading unstructured data, and then dynamically manipulating
and unloading response data that is displayed in data visualizations on the front end. High
compression levels increase throughput and maintain performance even at very high data
volumes, at levels far beyond capabilities within the standard Excel application. Finally,
PowerPivot for SharePoint includes all other available SharePoint capabilities, ranging
from role-based security to scheduled data refresh to shared PowerPivot Galleries for
user-friendly viewing in a Web browser.
Microsoft-HP Business Decision Appliance
The Microsoft-HP Business Decision Appliance is a business intelligence appliance jointly
developed by Microsoft and HP optimized to run Microsoft SQL Server PowerPivot with
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 and Microsoft SharePoint 2010 and targeting mid-sized
enterprises and departmental groups. The HP Business Decision appliance provides a
platform for gaining greater visibility into business operations and performance to develop
insights and facilitate information-sharing in order to improve strategy and decision-making
and better align IT capabilities with business objectives. Users can rapidly set up and
deploy the appliance and quickly integrate and manage massive data volumes from
disparate data sources.122
The self-service appliance is delivered ready-to-deploy as a pre-configured
hardware-software combination: a rack-mounted 1U HP ProLiant DL360 G7 server
featuring a X5650 processor with 96GB RAM, 8 internal 300GB SFF 6G SAS storage
disks, and Microsoft’s Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise Edition, SQL Server 2008 R2
Enterprise Edition with PowerPivot integration, and SharePoint 2010 Enterprise
Prerequesites for SharePoint and PowerPivot preinstalled. Additionally, a centralized
administration console enables easy monitoring and management from a single location,
and the appliance “home page” provides a portal for PowerPivot downloads and
content.123
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Exhibit 123: Microsoft-HP Business Decision Appliance Components

Source: Microsoft.

SharePoint 2010 and PowerPivot are configured as a single server farm installation, and
the only external software needed for full installation and deployment is an Active Directory
domain. To ensure data durability and redundancy, the hardware configuration contains
dual-power supplies, several network cards, and two SAS disks used as mirrors for the
operating system and recovery partition. Additionally, backup and recovery features are
pre-installed and accessible via the administration console, which directs users to several
customizable options, complete factory reset, Windows Server Backup capabilities, and
full appliance backup history.124

Hewlett-Packard
Vertica Analytics Platform
Acquired by HP in February 2011, as part of its acquisition of Vertica, the Vertica Analytics
Platform (VAP) is a real-time business analytics database management platform geared
toward operational business intelligence for massive transactional data volumes.125
Compatible with on-premise, virtual, and cloud environments, the Vertica Analytics
Platform is a comprehensive column-store integrated system featuring real-time ETL,
columnar organization, 5-30x data compression, automatic failover, and in-database
analytics capabilities optimized for Vertica’s architecture to drive real-time performance. In
addition, VAP also includes an array of developer tools and integrated workload
management functionality and was the first database platform featuring Hadoop
connectivity and the first to offer a version based on cloud infrastructure.126
The central component of VAP is the Vertica Analytic Database, a columnar DBMS geared
toward real-time analytics of transactional data and high-end data warehouse
management. According to Vertica, deployed on commoditized hardware, VAP’s
differentiated architecture drives 50-200x faster performance compared to alternative
platforms running for three key reasons.127
(1) Columnar organization. The Vertica Analytic Database (VAD) organizes disk-resident
data in columns (rather than the traditional row-oriented data table), allowing for more
efficient and speedy querying as only the specific columns containing the relevant data
are read from disk. This method conserves I/O bandwidth compared to traditional
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row-based databases, which require a full data read of the entire disk to conduct
queries.
(2) Columnar compression. VAD achieves 5 to 30 times data compression via
compression schemes that work directly on data inside the query processor—as a
result, any bottlenecking takes place in the CPU rather than the disk itself and
compute resources and disk I/O are significantly reduced.
(3) Table decomposition. To ensure data durability and maximal availability, VAD
replicates data by re-constructing data into columns rather than tables. These
“projections” are then sorted into groups based on a different attribute (e.g., sales,
price, and geographic region) and, in turn, optimized for faster, selective querying
based on relevant attributes.
Exhibit 124: Vertica Analytics Platform Diagram

Source: Vertica.

Additionally, the Vertica Analytic Database’s hybrid store model is a fundamental driver of
performance, partitioning frequently accessed operational data into the “Write-Optimized
Store” (WOS) that fits in-memory and remainder of data on disk in the “Read-Optimized
Store” (ROS).127 Within the WOS, data is column-oriented, but not compressed or sorted;
additionally, new data can be inserted continually and concurrently with queries, allowing
for real-time analysis. Additionally, asynchronous replication between the in-memory WOS
and the disk-based DOS performs batch loads of data, compressing and evenly
distributing columnar data tables across the database. Users can choose between three
methods of data load, each performed in parallel and linearly scalable with the addition of
new servers: (1) trickle load (~40-50MB/minute for small volumes or over 2.5GB/minute for
large transactional data volumes); (2) bulk load to memory for more rapid loading
(~300MB/minute); and, (3) bulk load to disk for rapid loading of large data volume (e.g.,
5GB/minute for hundreds of gigabytes or several terabytes).
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Exhibit 125: VAD Data Loading Diagram

Exhibit 126: VAD Architecture

Source: Vertica.

Source: Vertica.

As VAP was built specifically to manage business analytics workloads, ad hoc querying,
and rapid, constant data loading, Vertica has also designed the platform to appeal to
analytics application developers. VAP supports standard DBMC development interfaces
and languages, including JDBC, ODBC, SQL, & popular language bindings, and also
features pre-built installation and administration APIs.128 Additionally, VAP’s integrated
advanced in-database analytics capabilities (e.g., native gap filling, interpolation, event
window functions, graph traversal, sessionization) are optimized for VAP’s architecture
and include ANSI standard SQL support, SQL analytic functions, native SQL extensions,
and a User Defined Function framework for building functionality beyond currently offered
SQL UDFs.126

Qlik Technologies
Founded in 1993, Qlik Technologies is a Sweden-based consulting firm that offers
QlikView, an in-memory business intelligence platform with a differentiated architecture
and uniquely intuitive user interface. As a simpler, low-cost alternative to mega vendors’
enterprise solutions, QlikView offers faster deployment and time to ROI, selling primarily
into the SMB segment and departmental workgroups. Additionally, QlikTech has exhibited
faster organic growth than most of its competitors in business intelligence in the past two
years, albeit starting from a smaller base than many—holding just 2.4% share of the BI
platform market in 2009.138,139
QlikView is a stand-alone business intelligence platform based on in-memory data store
technology and purpose-built ETL capabilities that combine to enable rapid aggregation of
data from disparate sources, faster response times, and a high degree of scalability for
large data volumes. The entire application and its data model run within a system’s RAM,
and according to QlikTech, the average QlikView setup features 10x data compression
rates. As such, the system is designed to improve storage and power consumption
efficiency relative to standard platforms, and data volume growth does not result in
performance deterioration as long as there is sufficient RAM. Additionally, Qlikview
includes pre-integrated BI tools for developing interactive applications including a building
wizard and an Automation facility with VBScript and JavaScript support.140
QlikTech positions QlikView as a more comprehensive solution for decision management
than competing query-based platforms that only return data directly corresponding to
specific queries. Instead of this “fragmented” approach that tends to isolate data from
context and related layers, QlikView delivers “associative” results with query-specific
responses accompanied by related data sets, unrelated data, and underlying relationships
that are similarly relevant for decision analysis.141 (See Exhibit 127 and Exhibit 128.)
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Exhibit 127: Traditional BI Architecture versus QlikView

Exhibit 128: QlikView Integrates Application and Data in

Associative Architecture

One Layer

Source: QlikTech.

Source: QlikTech.

This approach offers a holistic view of interrelated data sets for increased visibility of
relationships, trends, and context, maintaining multidimensional data layers for both broad
and granular insights into business data. The difference arises from the consolidation of
the application and data into one layer, rather than a traditional BI tool’s design that
separates applications and data with a metadata layer in between. Thus, traditional BI
tools that require ongoing modifications to dynamically manipulate data in different ways
as business needs change, while QlikView’s associative architecture typically requires just
one initial deployment.141
Additionally, QlikView’s intuitive and flexible user interface features rich, comprehensive
data and analytics visualizations that are highly popular and a key selling point with
customers. Queried information, as well as associated and unrelated data, are displayed
in tandem and clearly demonstrate underlying relationships for greater insight and easy
comparisons. Colorful graphs, charts, and highly customizable formats give users almost
instant access to a variety of views of the same information such that users can adapt the
design to fit their organizational needs. In fact, QlikView dashboards and general design
have been cited as integral reasons for consistently high customer satisfaction ratings, and
the UI has been widely recognized as a key competitive advantage relative to other
vendors. This has proven particularly beneficial when selling to SMB customers, as BI
users in smaller enterprises tend to place high value on visual data discovery and ease
and efficiency of use when choosing between BI vendors, according to Gartner.139
Exhibit 129: QlikView Dashboard Screenshot

Exhibit 130: QlikView Dashboard Screenshot

Source: QlikTech.

Source: QlikTech.
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TIBCO
Spotfire Analytics Platform
Spotfire is an in-memory analytics platform suitable for several business intelligence tasks
and functions, including event-driven and statistic-driven analysis, data visualizations, ad
hoc analytics, reporting, and dashboards. With all functionality delivered pre-integrated,
Spotfire is a comprehensive solution for driving performance and analytics based on realtime data acquisition. Additionally, Spotfire’s in-memory architecture ensures low latency
and rapid time-to-use for incoming data, and the management console is a centralized
mechanisms for managing and deploying analytics for all enterprise users.146
Exhibit 131: Spotfire Analytics Dashboard Screenshot

Exhibit 132: Spotfire Analytics Visualization Screenshot

Source: TIBCO.

Source: TIBCO.

Spotfire’s major functionality includes:
■

Dashboards & data visualizations. Spotfire’s data visualization functionality includes
pre-integrated reporting and dashboarding systems that link related data from across
heterogeneous data sources and dynamically filter data output and analysis based on
different user roles. Additionally, Spotfire’s intuitive drag-and-drop user interface
improves user-friendliness and ensures simplified manipulation of raw data for
reports.147

■

Ad-hoc spreadsheet querying. Unlike many analytics platforms, Spotfire does not
require manual exporting of data between sources and spreadsheets. Spotfire enables
ad hoc queries, dynamic aggregating, drill-downs for more granular explorations of
data, freeform exploration, as well as “slice-and-dice” functionality without prior
knowledge of scripting or programming (thus, enabling robust use by business users
with no IT background).147

■

Report distribution. Spotfire has several web-based capabilities that allow wide, rapid
distribution of reports, dashboards, and applications via conversion into interactive
AJAX web-based applications. Additionally, applications can be integrated into
enterprise portals or integrated with other applications.147

■

Statistics. Spotfire Statistics Services is an additional data layer to create and manage
statistically-driven models for scenario analysis to provide key insights into operations
and performance. As such, Spotfire’s statistics-based models provide evidence- and
event-triggered decision support that minimizes variance and uncertainty associated
with the decision-making process. Spotfire Statistic Services can execute S+ and R-
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based statistical models and can deploy models and predictive analytics to end users
via a centrally managed console.147
ActiveSpaces Suite
TIBCO ActiveSpaces is a distributed in-memory data grid that unites the features of a
database and messaging system within one interface, or, according to TIBCO, a
“database and messaging mashup.”142 With support for Windows and Linux, as well as
Java and C programming APIs, ActiveSpaces provides an elastic, scalable infrastructure
for real-time data processing and peer-to-peer messaging within the application layer. The
suite has three main components: (1) TIBCO ActiveSpaces Data Grid; (2) TIBCO
ActiveSpaces Transactions; and, (3) TIBCO ActiveSpaces Patterns.143
Exhibit 133: TIBCO ActiveSpaces Diagram

Source: TIBCO.

The ActiveSpaces Data Grid is a form of virtual shared memory based on a peer-to-peer
distribution model—the in-memory data store is scalable and elastic and manages data
coherently so as to synchronize the most recently updated iteration of data across all
users. Specifically, because ActiveSpaces uses a distributed hash table with configurable
replication, capacity scales dynamically as nodes are added to and deleted from the
Metaspace (the cluster of nodes within the grid), and replication protects data durability
and provides fault tolerance in the event of node failure, as the data grid automatically
recovers and re-distributes data independently of application disruption. Additionally,
several disparate applications and users access the system concurrently. As such,
because ActiveSpace’s architecture is autonomously scalable, distributed, and elastic,
ActiveSpaces is designed to simplify application-building as developers do not have to
focus on configuration issues.144
ActiveSpaces relies on a proprietary distribution algorithm to minimize latency and
maximize memory efficiency; in short, ActiveSpace’s key-based distribution algorithm
ensures that data is stored evenly throughout the space (rather than stored based on the
node initiating the request). In addition, the algorithm underlies the system’s fault-tolerance
by replicating (e.g., assigning “second degree” responsibility) to other nodes within the
cluster.145 This method reduces overhead costs by eliminating the need for “idle” seeders
that continuously run background processes to conduct failover. As both a data storage
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mechanism and messaging system, ActiveSpaces proactively “pushes” data changes and
relevant events to users to all participants. This eliminates several inefficiencies
associated with maintaining the database separate from a messaging system (e.g.,
coordinating data models, synchronization, and translating between data formats) and also
ensures maximal coherency (no “stale data”) as well as real-time user notification.
ActiveSpaces Transactions and ActiveSpaces Patterns, two additional modules expected
to be generally available by mid-2011, are designed for rapid in-memory management of
traditional transactions and event patterns, respectively. ActiveSpaces Transactions is
built on TIBCO’s Kabira Transaction Platform and enables the development of applications
geared toward transaction processing at extreme speeds. ActiveSpaces Patterns
leverages technology from TIBCO’s recent acquisition of Netrics and performs intelligent
pattern-matching in real-time, designed to rapidly manipulate and analyze massive data
sets at speeds faster than standard data access alternatives in order to drive real-time
performance analysis and timely event-driven decision making. Additionally, Patterns
specifically targets “potentially inconsistent” data sets, (i.e., is programmed for data sets
that are likely to contain names or content that is inconsistent and not perfectly
correlated).144
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(43) Deepak Pareek—Business Intelligence for Telecommunications
(44) OLAP Council—OLAP Council White Paper
(45) Data Warehousing Review—Introduction to OLAP - Slice, Dice and Drill!
(46) TEC—In-Memory Analytics: A Multi-Dimensional Study
(47) InformationWeek Analytics—Insight at the Speed of Thought: Taking advantage of InMemory Analytics
(48) Teh Ying Wah et al—Building Data Warehouse
(49) 1keydata.com
(50) informIT—Steps Involved in Building a Data Warehouse
(51) Kognitio Pablo—Delivering real-time OLAP performance with Kognitio Pablo
(52) EnterpriseStorageForum.com—Storage Headed for Trouble
(53) Texas Memory Systems—Oracle Performance Tuning With SSD
(54) Charles M. Kozierok—The PC Guide: Seek Time
(55) SPARC Product Directory—War of the Disks: Hard Disk Drives vs. Flash Solid State
Disks
(56) Monash Information Systems—Index-Light MPP Data Warehousing
(57) Monash Information Systems—Memory-Centric Data
(58) Stefan Manegold—Understanding, Modeling, and Improving Main-Memory Database
Performance
(59) Infostor—Where do SSDs Fit: Servers of Arrays?
(60) Toolbox.com—An Expert’s Guide to Oracle Technology
(61) ebizQ—Is This the Death of Traditional BI Systems?
(62) DataWarehousingGuide.com—In Memory Analytics – Emerging BI Trend
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(63) STEC—SSD Power Savings Render Significant Reduction to TCO
(64) Ovum—Accelerating Time-to-insight for Midsize Companies Using In-memory
Analytics
(65) McObject—In-Memory Database Systems: Myths and Facts
(66) TechTarget—SAP Pitches In-Memory DBMS To handle Transactions As Well As
Analytics
(67) illuminate—Comparison of Data Warehousing DBMS Platforms
(68) Gartner—Hype Cycle for ERP, 2010
(69) TMS—In-Memory Databases vs. Solid State Disks (SSD)
(70) Gartner—A Market View of Enterprise-Grade SSDs in Asia/Pacific
(71) Gartner—Market Insight: Industry Support Will Dictate Evolution of SSD Form Factors
and Interfaces
(72) TekiNerd—PCIe Flash versus SATA or SAS Based SSD
(73) Gartner—Competitive Landscape: Green Storage Solutions
(74) Gartner—IT Market Clock for Storage, 2010
(75) IDC—Worldwide Solid State Drive 2010-2014 Forecast and Analysis
(76) BeyeNETWORK—Operational Business Intelligence: The State of the Art
(77) Oracle—Achieving the highest levels of performance with industry-leading Oracle
business solutions
(78) Gartner—Predicts 2011: New Relationships Will Change BI and Analytics
(79) Sun Microsystems—Exadata Version 2: Oracle Exadata Database Machine
Integrated Computing Infrastructure
(80) TDWI—Why Oracle’s Exadata May Attract CXOs
(81) Gartner—Hype Cycle for Business Intelligence, 2010
(82) IDC—Breaking the Disk Barrier with In-Memory DBMS Technology: Sybase Adds a
Big Performance Boost for ASE 15.5
(83) The ElastiCube Chronicles—In-memory BI is not the future. It’s the past.
(84) TDWI—Emerging DW Technologies: Some Things Old are New Again
(85) MIT—The End of an Architectural Era (It’s Time for a Complete Rewrite)
(86) SAP—In Memory Computing and SAP HANA
(87) The Register—Intel sneak peeks Westmere EP server silicon
(88) Gartner—Hype Cycle for Pattern-Based Strategy, 2010
(89) Oracle—Exadata Hybrid Columnar Compression
(90) Oracle—Oracle Database 11g for Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence
(91) Oracle—Building a Better Database
(92) SAP—What Does SAP Mean by In-memory?
(93) MIT—Integrating Compression and Execution in Column-Oriented Database Systems
(94) Javvin Network Management and Security—Massively Parallel Processing
(95) http://computer.yourdictionary.com/mpp
(96) GeekInterview.com—Massive Parallel Processing (MPP)
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(97) The Business Intelligence Guide—Massive Parallel Processing
(98) Information Management—SMP or MPP for Data Warehousing
(99) SAP.com
(100) Greenplum.com
(101) Netezza—Oracle Exadata and Netezza TwinFin Compared
(102) Intel—Innovative Schooner Appliances Deliver Breakthrough Performance for DataIntensive Applications
(103) Sun Microsystems—Technologies for Data-Intensive Computing
(104) eWeek—Intel readies Six-Core Westmere Server
(105) Hasso Plattner—A Common Database Approach for OLTP and OLAP Using an InMemory Column Database
(106) InformationWeek—5 Big Themes in BI for 2011
(107) IT Market Strategy—Oracle Exadata: a Data Management Tipping Point
(108) Oracle—Oracle TimesTen Data Sheet
(109) Oracle—Oracle In-Memory Database Cache Introduction
(110) Oracle—Using Oracle In-Memory Database Cache to Accelerate the Oracle
Database
(111) Oracle—Extreme Performance Using Oracle TimesTen In-Memory Database, White
Paper
(112) Oracle—Oracle TimesTen In-Memory Database Architectural Overview
(113) SAP—SAP In-Memory Computing and SAP HANA, Overview and Update”
Presentation
(114) SAP—SAP Successfully Launches Customer Co-Innovation Program for SAP®
HANA Software With HP and IBM; Cisco, Fujitsu and Intel to Support SAP HANA
(115) SAP Developer Network—SAP HANA Blogseries Part 1: What is SAP HANA and
what is the ‘value’ of SAP HANA?
(116) SAP—SAP Announces First of a New Generation of Business Applications
Harnessing In-Memory Computing
(117) SAP BusinessByDesign—Solution Functionality Overview
(118) InformationWeek—SAP Upgrades BusinessObjects Explorer
(119) SAP—SAP BusinessObjects Explorer, What’s New in the Accelerated Version
(120) MSDN Library—PowerPivot for SharePoint
(121) Veripoint LLC—Introduction & Basic Training to MS PowerPivot & PerformancePoint
2010
(122) HP—Business Intelligence and Data Warehouse Appliances from HP and Microsoft,
Fact Sheet
(123) Microsoft—An Introduction to the HP Business Decision Appliance
(124) MSDN—HP Business Decision Appliance – A Closer Look at Backup and
Availability Features
(125) HP—HP to Acquire Vertica: Customers Can Analyze Massive Amounts of Big Data
at Speed and Scale
(126) Vertica.com
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(127) Vertica—Vertica Analytic Database Technical Overview White Paper
(128) Vertica—Data Analytics – The New Growth Opportunity for Software Developers
(129) IBM—IBM Cognos Express Data Sheet
(130) IBM—IBM solidDB Data Sheet
(131) IBM—IBM solidDB: Complementing IDS to Provide up to 10x Data Acceleration
(132) IBM—IBM solidDB: Delivering Data with Extreme Speed
(133) eWeek—Oracle, Sun Show Off Super-Fast, Flash-Based OLTP Server
(134) Intelligent Enterprise—IBM Announces ‘Smart Analytics System’ Aimed at
Reinventing Data Warehousing
(135) The Register—IBM readies Exadata killer
(136) InfoWorld—”IBM responds to Oracle’s Exadata with new systems
(137) IBM—IBM Smart Analytics Systems vs. Oracle Exadata X2-2
(138) Gartner—Market Share: Business Intelligence, Analytics and Performance
Management Software, Worldwide, 2009
(139) Gartner—Competitive Landscape: How Worldwide Business Intelligence Vendors
Position to Win
(140) QlikTech—The In Memory Business Intelligence Revolution: A Technical Overview
(141) QlikTech—The Associative Experience: QlikView’s Overwhelming Advantage
(142) TIBCOmmunity—ActiveSpaces: Database and Messaging Mashup
(143) TIBCO—TIBCO Unveils New In-Memory Product Family for High-Speed Data
Management
(144) TIBCO—Introducing TIBCO ActiveSpaces – A Distributed Peer-to-Peer In-Memory
Data Grid
(145) TIBCOmmunity—How Distribution (and fault-tolerance) works in ActiveSpaces
(146) TIBCO—TIBCO Spotfire Analytics Platform Data Sheet
(147) Spotfire.Tibco.com
(148) InformationWeek—What Solid State Storage Form Factor Is Best?
(149) www.asterdata.com
(150) Aster Data—nCluster Data Sheet
(151) The Register—Teradata Punps Data Warehouses With Six-core Xeons
(152) www.teradata.com
(153) SAP—SAP Announces New Generation of In-Memory Applications
(154) Oracle—Oracle Database 11g for Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence
(155) www.oracle.com
(156) Oracle—Building a Better Database Machine
(157) Oracle—Exadata Hybrid Columnar Compression
(158) Oracle—Exadata Smart Flash Cache and the Sun Oracle Database Machine”
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(159) http://www.globaldataconsulting.net/articles/theory/columnar-databases-and-datawarehouse
(160) http://www.storagesearch.com/
(161) Hasso Plattner and Alexander Zeier (Springer)—In-Memory Data Management: An
Inflection Point for Enterprise Applications
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 28 Mar 11)
Hewlett-Packard (HPQ, $42.14, OUTPERFORM, TP $60.00)
International Business Machines (IBM, $161.37, NEUTRAL, TP $175.00)
Microsoft Corp. (MSFT, $25.41, OUTPERFORM, TP $36.00)
Oracle Corporation (ORCL, $32.56, OUTPERFORM, TP $42.00)
Qlik Technologies (QLIK)
SAP (SAPG.F, Eu42.87, OUTPERFORM, TP Eu47.50)
Teradata Corp. (TDC)
Tibco Software, Inc. (TIBX, $26.13)

Disclosure Appendix
Important Global Disclosures
I, Philip Winslow, CFA, certify that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about all of the subject companies and
securities and (2) no part of my compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in
this report.
See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names.
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3-Year Price, Target Price and Rating Change History Chart for SAPG.F
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The analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report received compensation that is based upon various factors including Credit Suisse's total
revenues, a portion of which are generated by Credit Suisse's investment banking activities.
Analysts’ stock ratings are defined as follows:
Outperform (O): The stock’s total return is expected to outperform the relevant benchmark* by at least 10-15% (or more, depending on perceived
risk) over the next 12 months.
Neutral (N): The stock’s total return is expected to be in line with the relevant benchmark* (range of ±10-15%) over the next 12 months.
Underperform (U): The stock’s total return is expected to underperform the relevant benchmark* by 10-15% or more over the next 12 months.
*Relevant benchmark by region: As of 29th May 2009, Australia, New Zealand, U.S. and Canadian ratings are based on (1) a stock’s absolute total
return potential to its current share price and (2) the relative attractiveness of a stock’s total return potential within an analyst’s coverage universe**,
with Outperforms representing the most attractive, Neutrals the less attractive, and Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities.
Some U.S. and Canadian ratings may fall outside the absolute total return ranges defined above, depending on market conditions and industry
factors. For Latin American, Japanese, and non-Japan Asia stocks, ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to the average total return of
the relevant country or regional benchmark; for European stocks, ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to the analyst's coverage
universe**. For Australian and New Zealand stocks a 22% and a 12% threshold replace the 10-15% level in the Outperform and Underperform stock
rating definitions, respectively, subject to analysts’ perceived risk. The 22% and 12% thresholds replace the +10-15% and -10-15% levels in the
Neutral stock rating definition, respectively, subject to analysts’ perceived risk.
**An analyst's coverage universe consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector.
Restricted (R): In certain circumstances, Credit Suisse policy and/or applicable law and regulations preclude certain types of communications,
including an investment recommendation, during the course of Credit Suisse's engagement in an investment banking transaction and in certain other
circumstances.
Volatility Indicator [V]: A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has moved up or down by 20% or more in a month in at least 8 of the past 24
months or the analyst expects significant volatility going forward.
Analysts’ coverage universe weightings are distinct from analysts’ stock ratings and are based on the expected
performance of an analyst’s coverage universe* versus the relevant broad market benchmark**:
Overweight: Industry expected to outperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months.
Market Weight: Industry expected to perform in-line with the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months.
Underweight: Industry expected to underperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months.
*An analyst’s coverage universe consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector.
**The broad market benchmark is based on the expected return of the local market index (e.g., the S&P 500 in the U.S.) over the next 12 months.
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decision to buy or sell a security should be based on investment objectives, current holdings, and other individual factors.
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Credit Suisse does not provide any tax advice. Any statement herein regarding any US federal tax is not intended or written to be used, and cannot
be used, by any taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding any penalties.
See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names.
Price Target: (12 months) for (IBM)
Method: Our $175 target price for International Business Machines Corp. is based on a blended average of Price per Earnings (P/E), Discounted
Cash Flow (DCF), and HOLT analyses. (See "Important Credit Suisse HOLT Disclosures below.) Our P/E analysis assumes a 10.5x multiple applied
to our 2012 EPS of $14.88, resulting in a fair value estimate of $156. Our DCF analysis which assumes long-term revenue growth of 2-3%, long term
EBIT margins of 16%, terminal growth of 3% and a weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 6.4% results in a fair value estimate of $198. Lastly,
Credit Suisse HOLT implies a fair value estimate of $171 based on the assumption that CFROI will fade toward 20% long term from 26% in 2011.
Risks: Risks to achievement of our $175 target price for International Business Machines Corp. include declining Information Technology spending
as a result of macroeconomic downturn, increased competitive risks within server, storage, and services, as well as merger and acquisition
integration risks as IBM remains acquisitive.
Price Target: (12 months) for (ORCL)
Method: Our price target of $42.00 represents a next twelve months price to earning multiple of 17.6x and enterprise value to unlevered free cash
flow multiple of 16.8x using our next twelve months EPS and UFCF estimates of $2.39 and $12.3 billion respectively. These multiples are below the
stock's historical valuation average.
Risks: Over the next twelve months, we believe the company faces a number of risks that could impede the stock's continued outperformance
relative to the software sector and prevent it from achieving our $42.00 target price, including an uncertain macroeconomic environment that could
negatively impact the company's applications business, competition with large, established companies such as Microsoft, IBM, and SAP, and an
ambitious product development initiative could extend through the remainder of 2011.
Price Target: (12 months) for (SAPG.F)
Method: We evaluate SAP using a discounted cash flow (DCF) method. For our DCF model, we use explicit forecasts till 2016, terminal year as
2016, terminal growth rate of 5%, terminal year EBIT margin of 35.8% and a weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 11.6%. Our DCF model
gives a target price of Eu47.50.
Risks: The risks to our target price of Eu47.50 are 1) Share loss to competitors such as Oracle, 2) lower-than-expected adoption of the Enterprise
Supportservice contracts due to higher attrition rates and 3) a decision freeze that lasts more than the 1-2 quarters that we have currently forecast.
Please refer to the firm's disclosure website at www.credit-suisse.com/researchdisclosures for the definitions of abbreviations typically used in the
target price method and risk sections.
See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names.
The subject company (IBM, ORCL, SAPG.F) currently is, or was during the 12-month period preceding the date of distribution of this report, a client
of Credit Suisse.
Credit Suisse provided investment banking services to the subject company (IBM, ORCL, SAPG.F) within the past 12 months.
Credit Suisse provided non-investment banking services, which may include Sales and Trading services, to the subject company (IBM) within the
past 12 months.
Credit Suisse has managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company (IBM, ORCL) within the past 12 months.
Credit Suisse has received investment banking related compensation from the subject company (IBM, ORCL) within the past 12 months.
Credit Suisse expects to receive or intends to seek investment banking related compensation from the subject company (IBM, ORCL, SAPG.F)
within the next 3 months.
Credit Suisse has received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from the subject company (IBM) within
the past 12 months.
As of the date of this report, Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC makes a market in the securities of the subject company (IBM, ORCL).
As of the end of the preceding month, Credit Suisse beneficially owned 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of (SAPG.F). This
holding is calculated according to U.S. regulatory requirements which are based on Section 13(d) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934.
Important Regional Disclosures
Singapore recipients should contact a Singapore financial adviser for any matters arising from this research report.
The analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report have not visited the material operations of the subject company (IBM, ORCL, SAPG.F) within
the past 12 months.
Restrictions on certain Canadian securities are indicated by the following abbreviations: NVS--Non-Voting shares; RVS--Restricted Voting Shares;
SVS--Subordinate Voting Shares.
Individuals receiving this report from a Canadian investment dealer that is not affiliated with Credit Suisse should be advised that this report may not
contain regulatory disclosures the non-affiliated Canadian investment dealer would be required to make if this were its own report.
For Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc.'s policies and procedures regarding the dissemination of equity research, please visit
http://www.csfb.com/legal_terms/canada_research_policy.shtml.
The following disclosed European company/ies have estimates that comply with IFRS: MSFT, SAPG.F.
As of the date of this report, Credit Suisse acts as a market maker or liquidity provider in the equities securities that are the subject of this report.

Principal is not guaranteed in the case of equities because equity prices are variable.
Commission is the commission rate or the amount agreed with a customer when setting up an account or at anytime after that.
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CS may have issued a Trade Alert regarding this security. Trade Alerts are short term trading opportunities identified by an analyst on the basis of
market events and catalysts, while stock ratings reflect an analyst's investment recommendations based on expected total return over a 12-month
period relative to the relevant coverage universe. Because Trade Alerts and stock ratings reflect different assumptions and analytical methods, Trade
Alerts may differ directionally from the analyst's stock rating.
The author(s) of this report maintains a CS Model Portfolio that he/she regularly adjusts. The security or securities discussed in this report may be a
component of the CS Model Portfolio and subject to such adjustments (which, given the composition of the CS Model Portfolio as a whole, may differ
from the recommendation in this report, as well as opportunities or strategies identified in Trading Alerts concerning the same security). The CS
Model Portfolio and important disclosures about it are available at www.credit-suisse.com/ti.
To the extent this is a report authored in whole or in part by a non-U.S. analyst and is made available in the U.S., the following are important
disclosures regarding any non-U.S. analyst contributors:
The non-U.S. research analysts listed below (if any) are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA. The non-U.S. research analysts
listed below may not be associated persons of CSSU and therefore may not be subject to the NASD Rule 2711 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on
communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.
Where this research report is about a non-Taiwanese company, written by a Taiwan-based analyst, it is not a recommendation to buy or sell
securities
For Credit Suisse disclosure information on other companies mentioned in this report, please visit the website at www.creditsuisse.com/researchdisclosures or call +1 (877) 291-2683.
Disclaimers continue on next page.
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This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction
where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Credit Suisse AG, the Swiss bank, or its subsidiaries or its affiliates
(“CS”) to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under copyright to CS. None of
the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of CS. All
trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of CS or its affiliates.
The information, tools and material presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation of an
offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. CS may not have taken any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for
any particular investor. CS will not treat recipients as its customers by virtue of their receiving the report. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report may not be
suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments or investment services. Nothing in this report
constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation to you. CS does not offer advice on the tax consequences of investment and you are advised to contact an independent tax adviser. Please
note in particular that the bases and levels of taxation may change.
CS believes the information and opinions in the Disclosure Appendix of this report are accurate and complete. Information and opinions presented in the other sections of the report
were obtained or derived from sources CS believes are reliable, but CS makes no representations as to their accuracy or completeness. Additional information is available upon
request. CS accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the material presented in this report, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the extent that liability arises
under specific statutes or regulations applicable to CS. This report is not to be relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment. CS may have issued, and may in
the future issue, a trading call regarding this security. Trading calls are short term trading opportunities based on market events and catalysts, while stock ratings reflect investment
recommendations based on expected total return over a 12-month period as defined in the disclosure section. Because trading calls and stock ratings reflect different assumptions and
analytical methods, trading calls may differ directionally from the stock rating. In addition, CS may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with, and
reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared
them and CS is under no obligation to ensure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report. CS is involved in many businesses that relate to
companies mentioned in this report. These businesses include specialized trading, risk arbitrage, market making, and other proprietary trading.
Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future
performance. Information, opinions and estimates contained in this report reflect a judgement at its original date of publication by CS and are subject to change without notice. The
price, value of and income from any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can fall as well as rise. The value of securities and financial instruments is subject
to exchange rate fluctuation that may have a positive or adverse effect on the price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Investors in securities such as ADR’s, the
values of which are influenced by currency volatility, effectively assume this risk.
Structured securities are complex instruments, typically involve a high degree of risk and are intended for sale only to sophisticated investors who are capable of understanding and
assuming the risks involved. The market value of any structured security may be affected by changes in economic, financial and political factors (including, but not limited to, spot and
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